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Abstract

This dissertation demonstrates that adherence to treatment in adults with Cystic Fi-

brosis (CF) varies significantly between treatments, and is influenced by the beliefs and

perceptions that patients hold about both their disease and its treatment.

CF is a genetically inherited, chronic and life-shortening disease, with a complex and

demanding daily treatment regimen. Research has demonstrated that many adults with

the disease adhere poorly to at least some components of home care and yet the full

extent of and theoretical underpinning for poor adherence remain unclear. Difficulties of

measurement and definition have hampered research efforts.

In the studies described here, multiple methods of measuretnent, including electronic

monitoring, were used to examine treatment adherence in a group of adults with CF'

A new questionnaire measure, the Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory (CFPI) was

developed and used to explore the beliefs and perceptions that adults with CF hold

about their disease and its treatment, and the Setf-Regulatory Model (SRM; Leventhal,

Diefenbach & Leventhal,7992) was applied to the issue of adherence in this population.

Self-report and eiectronic monitoring confirmed that some CF treatments that are

both complex and time-consuming are managed better than more simple treatments in

terms of adherence. Perceptions abont the value of treatments and whether the costs of

adherence to treatment outweighed the benefits, were significantly associated with self-

reported and electronically monitored adherence to several CF treatments. Adherence to

less complex treatments was associated with concerns about CF, and heightened attention

to the disease and treatment process. The SRM provided a coherent framework for

understanding these findings.

Preliminary psychometric data showed the CFPI to be a valid and reliable measure
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of health related beliefs and perception about CF, both for adults and a small sample of

adolescents with the disease.

These findings contribute to knowledge about the psychological determinants of ad-

herence in adults with CF, and have significant clinical and research implications for the

management of CF and other chronic illnesses.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review

1.1 Demographics, aetiology and treatment of

Cystic Fibrosis

1.1.1 Incidence

Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is the most common genetically inherited condition among people

of North West European descent, affecting approximately one in every 2500 live births

in Australia (Sharp, McNeil, Wales, Cooper & Dawson, 1994). One in every 20 to 30

people in this country carries a gene mutation for CF. CF does occur in people from

other racial backgrounds, however it is less common, and usually cattsed by much less

frequently observed genetic mutations than those responsible for the condition in people

from the most affected racial group (Lewis, 2000).

L.L.z Physiological process and clinical effects

CF is an autosomal recessive disorder and is due to mutations of the cystic fibrosis trans-

membrane regulator (CFTR) protein gene (Kerem et al., 1989). Approximately 1000

different mutations of this gene have been identified since the specific genetic mechanism

of the disease was first discovered in 1989. The most common mutation of the CFTR

protein gene is known as delta F 508, and is the cause of CF in about 70% of cases'

1



2 CHAPTER 1

The CFTR protein gene fnnctions mainly as a chloride ion channel in epithelial (lining)

cells in the respilatory tract, gastro-intestinal tract and sweat glands. Chloride transport

through epithelial cells is essentiai to their normal function,.and the mutations of CFTR

in CF decrease chloride conductance in the affected epithelia. CFTR also contributes to

the regulation of other aspects of cell activity. In CF, the altered CFTR results in both

decreased chloride conductance and increased sodium absorption (Davis, 1999).

The abnormal CFTR functioning in the respiratory tract of patients with CF results

in the mllcus lining the airways becoming thick and viscous. It is then much less readily

cleared via the normal mechanisms of cilliary action, or by coughing, the usual mechanical

method for clearing excess mucus from the lungs. In time, the abnormal mucus forms

plugs that become colonised by bacteria. The usual bacteria most commonly seen in CF

respiratory infection are Staphylococcus aureus (in early childhood) and PseudonLonas

aerug'inosa (from the second decade onwards). Few people with CF reach adulthood

without acquiring Pseudomonas aerug'inosa, however those who do, often have better

lung function measurements (Elborn, 1998). Pseudornonøs species are present in the

environment and may be transmitted from person to person, making it very difficult

to avoid infection. Pseudomonas càn not be eradicated from the airways once it has

become established, so treatment is generally directed at minimising the impact of both

the bacteria itself and an ineffective immune response of the body.

Regardless of aggressive treatment, infection eventually becomes established, result-

ing in turn in a chronic inflammatory response from the immune system. The chronic

inflammation in turn causes airway damage and a repetitive cycle of fluctuating levels of

infection and progressive airway damage ensues (Davis, 1999). Syrnptomatically, people

with CF suffer from a chronic productive cough with large amounts of thick sp.utum. The

mucus plugs can result in partial lung coilapse (atelectasis), and infection from block-

ages in the airways. Rupture of the lung can result in air collecting in the pleural space

(pneurnothorax) or infection (empyema). Coughing up blood from the lungs (haemopty-

sis) is not uncommon. \A/ith decreasing lung function in the latter stages of the disease,

breathlessness and inadequate blood oxygen levels (hypoxaemia) are experienced by many

patients. Respiratory failure is responsible for almost all deaths in CF (Phelan, Olinsky &
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Robertson, 1994). In addition to the lower respiratory tract problems, upper respiratory

inflammation and allergy are often observed in patients with CF.

CF also involves the gastro-intestinal system, where the abnormal function of CFTR

results in pancreatic insufficiency. In approximately 85% of people with CF, the flow

of pancreatic fluids that contain digestive enzymes is inadequate. The lack of available

digestive enzymes leads to malabsorption of proteins, carbohydrates and fats and conse-

quently, the fat soluble vitamins, A, D, E and K. This inadequate digestive process leads

to the frequent passage of faecal matter that is greasy, bulky and foul smelling. Inade-

quate pancreatic function can also lead to bowel obstruction, due to the thick consistency

of the bowel contents. This obstruction is known as meconium ileus in infants, and occurs

in about 10 to 15% of newborn babies with CF (Phelan et al., 7994).In adults, the bowel

obstruction is known as distal intestinal obstruction and is observed in about one fifth of

adults with the disease. Many patients with CF also suffer from gastroesophageal reflux.

Until the relativeiy recent development of effective enzyme replacement supplements dra-

matically improved the ability of people with CF to maintain adequate nutritional status,

malnutrition was inevitable in most instances. Difficulties with physical development re-

main common in CF; specificallv, poor weight gain, poor growth and delayed puberty are

observed in many individuals.

The abnormal management of salt in the epithelial cells of people with CF results in

the loss of excess amounts of salt through sweat and can lead to problems of electrolyte

imbalance (Lewis, 2000). The recognition of this excessive loss of salt through sweat lead

to the development of the most widely used diagnostic test for CF, the sweat test. Sweat

is collected from individuals suspected of having CF and the concentration of sodium and

chloride in the sweat is measured against normative data.

Reproductive health is significantly affected in most people with CF. About' 98% of

men with the disease are infertile due to absence of the vas deferens, while the altered

properties of mucus in the reproductive system are implicated in the mildly reduced

fertility in women with CF. Fertility can often be further affected in women by poor

health overall. With more women living ionger into adulthood, mote are choosing to have

children, however the additional respiratory and nutritional demands of pregnancy call

oJ
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pose a significant health risk to both the mother and the unborn baby (Sawyer, 2000).

CF can also be complicated by diabetes (Lanng, 2001) and liver disease and there

is a growing concern about bone disease associated with prolonged antibiotic use and

inadequate levels of calcium and vitamin D, particularly in older patients (Conway et al,,

2000).

1.1.3 Psychosocial health

People with CF have relatively good psychosocial health (Shepherd et al., 1990), The

incidence of recognisable mental health disorders in those with CF is very similar to the

incidence of these disorders in the general population (Blair, Cull & Fleeman, 1994).

However, high levels of stress and, intermittently, high levels of distress are common

and require recognition and attention. Usage of denial and avoidance strategies as cop-

ing mechanisms is prevalent among young adults with CF, Moise, Drotar, Doershuk &

Stern (1987) noted higher self-esteem, lower levels of psychological distress and better

adaptation in those patients using avoidance coping strategies compared with those using

more direct and positive coping methods. More recently, Abbott, Dodd & Webb (1995)

found that adults with the most serious disease most often reported their health to be

better than that of others with CF. As will be discussed later, these findings raise ques-

tions about the interactions between treatment adherence and the use of coping strategies

which depend on a high level of denial of the disease process and its threats to ongoing

health and physical well-being.

L.1.4 Clinical management

Over the past 25 years, significant advances in the management of respiratory infection and

pancreatic insufficiency, coupled with better quality of care via specialist multi-disciplinary

teams have resulted in a significant improvement in life expectancy for individuals with

CF to around 30 years (Elborn, 1993). Many patients with mild disease are now living

into their fourth, fifth and sometimes sixth decade. Preventative management and symp-

tomatic treatment is instituted in early childhood for most people diagnosed with CF. As
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a consequence, management and treatment routines have been a daily concern over many

years for the majority of adult patients.

Better life expectancy has brought with it the challenges of maintaining a complex

and time-consuming CF treatment regimen (Quittner, Espelage, Ievers-Landis & Dro-

tar, 2000). For most people with CF, management invoives continuous home care with

daily prophylactic medications. These may include oral or nebulised antibiotics for in-

fection control, pancreatic enzymes for gastrointestinai and nutritional health, nebulised

mucolytic agents to reduce the viscosity of the abnormal mucus, supplementation of fat

soluble and otirer vitamins, as well as daily physiotherapy treatments to assist with airway

clearance (Hodson, 1995). Ideal home care also involves optimising dietary choices and

eating plans as well as maintaining regular planned exercise routines. Regular (at least

once every two to three months) outpatient monitoring is an important review mechanism.

Flom time-to-time, most patients with CF require admission to hospital for intravenous

antibiotics and intensive physiotherapy treatment of acute infective exacerbations of their

lung disease (Hodson, 1995). Diabetes and liver disease are conditions requiring sub-

stantial day-to-day management routines in their own right. End-stage lung disease is

addressed in an increasingly large number of patients with bilateral lung transplantation,

however transplantation does not reduce the requirement for ongoing self-care and close

supervision. Access to psychological support is available in all specialist CF centres in

Australia, as is access to social work services to assist in the attainment of educational,

financial and independence goals.

In light of the complexity and extent of the treatment requirements for CF and the

substantial psychosocial burden of the disease, ongoing adherence to treatments is of

significant intelest and concern to CF clinicians.

L.2 Adherence to medical regimens

Poor adherence to medical advice and treatment in chronic illness in general is well doc-

umented, with reports of patient adherence rarely exceeding 80% and more ofben falling

betwee¡ 30% and 70% (Meichenbaum & T\rrk, 1937). The extent to which people ad-

5
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here to recommended treatments appears to depend on the complexity and longevity of

both the disease and its treatment. It is common for people to adhere better to treat-

ments in acute illnesses than in chronic illness and further, to adhere better to treatments

that are simple and take little time than to treatments which are more complex and time-

consuming (Rapoff, 1999). Research results are also influenced by the particular definition

of adherent behaviour and the measurement strategies employed (Cluss & Epstein, 1935).

In a substantial review of studies on life-threatening disorders (Sackett & Snow, lg7g),

the mean adherence rate for long-term preventative regimens was found to be only 5770

wlrile the mean adherence rate for long term treatments was slightly less again, at 54%.

The consequences of poor adherence, both for individuals and in terms of costs to the

health system are significant (Abbott & Gee, 1993). Cluss & Epstein (1985, pg. 404) cited

"exacerbation of disability, progression of the disease, more frequent medical emergencies,

unnecessary prescriptions of more potent and/or toxic drugs and ultimately, failure of

treatment" to be the most important consequences of poor adherence to medical regimens

and treatments

Additional reasons for examining patient adherence include quality assurance and ac-

curacy in clinical trials (Meichenbaum & T\rrk, 1937) and the collection of accurate data

on the efficacy of ongoing treatments. The study of adherence may also allow us to gain

a better understanding of patients' liealth beliefs and behaviour that, hopefully, is a pre-

cursor to the design of improved treatment programs and improved relationships between

patients and health plofessionals. This latter goal takes on particular significance in light

of the dilernma which exists for health professionals between promoting good psychologi-

cal health (and perhaps therefore, condoning and accepting denial and avoidance coping

strategies) and promoting adherence, which is dependent on attention to and recognition

of the disease process and the need to treat it.

L.z.L Definition of adherence

The terms "compliance" and "adherence" are generally used interchangeably in the lit-

erature. However, Meichenbaum & Ttrrk (1987, pg. 20) argue that there is an important
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difference between the terms. They refer to the term compliance as "the extent to which

patients are obedient and follow the instructions, proscriptions, and prescriptions of health

care professionals". In contrast, adherence is defined as an "a,ctive, voluntary, collabora-

tive involvement of the patient in a mutually acceptable course of behaviour to produce

a desired preventative or therapeutic result" (p. 20). Although this is a useful definition

and aids in conceptualising adherence, the definition does not assist in the establishment

of criteria used to define adherence behaviours. That is, it does not teil us what some-

one must do to be considered adherent to a particular therapeutic or preventive regimen.

Many studies identify that substantially less than t00% adherence is sufficient to result

in desired health changes. Gordis (7976, pg. 52) suggested that a suitable criterion to

adopt for adherence behaviours is "the point below which the desired preventative or

desired therapeutic result is unlikely to be achieved". Meichenbaum and Thrk advocated

the need to develop specific criteria based on particular conditions and tt'eatments, rather

than adopting general criteria for adherence behaviours. While this appears to be an

acceptable criterion, it is only practical for those conditions where it is known how much

of any prescribed behaviour is required to produce the desired effect (Meichenbaum &

T[rrk, 1987). The chronic and variable nature of CF with its interdependent components

of care and lack of knowledge of 'how much is enough' for most aspects of the CF health

care regimen makes the determination of such criterion an ongoing process of adjustment

and balance.

Lask (1994) suggested that patients can be described as fully adherent, partially ad-

herent or non-adherent, that is, he differentiated patient adherence using a quantitative

approach. He noted that people may be adherent to some components of treatment

and not others and cautioned against labelling patients as adherent or non adherent in

a global fashion, Koocher, McGrath & Gudas (1990) outlined a different typology of

non-adherence, suggesting that non-adherence may be of three types: those who have

inadequate knowledge, those who present psychosocial resistance and those who are ed-

ucatedly non-adherent, that is, have made an informed choice not to adhere. Finaily,

Lask (1994) suggested that non-adherent patients may be classified on the basis of their

behaviour'. He described 'refusels', patients who say they don't want or don't need a

7
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particular treatment; 'procrastinators', those who are likely to say they will adhere more

in future, but never seem to get aronnd to it and 'deniers', those wiro will not admit to

any non-adherence even when it is known through other means that their adherence is

poor.

The descriptive typologies of Koocher et al. (1990) and Lask (1994) have not been sub-

jected to empirical validation and at present represent an anecdotal attempt to recognise

quantitative and qualitative differences between patients who do not adhere well to their

medical regimens, Further, while highlighting that individual differences in motivation

may be present, the typology suggested by Lask could also be interpreted as a "blame the

patient" model, as it offers no place for the patient / physician relationship in its view of

non-adherence.

Regardless of their limitations, these typologies do highlight the importance of con-

sidering various degrees of and motivations for adherence. Unfortunately, much of the

experimental literature reports on adherence as a dichotomous construct; one is either

adherent or non-adherent. The majority of clinicians may continue to hoid a similar view.

What emerges from these considerations is the importance of developing reasonable

criteria for adherence which suit the specific context of patients' behaviour,

L.2.2 Measurement of adherence

The measurement of adherence is problematic. The most commonly reported techniques

for determining how well people adhere to treatments are:

o to ask the patients directly

o to ask their physicians

o to ask patients to keep a diary of their actions

o to count remaining pills

o to count the number of filled prescriptions or

o to review the medical record.
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All of these methods provide indirect measures of the target behaviour and all are subject

to problems of reporting bias, reporting errors, or intentional manipulation on the part

of the reporter. In comparison with more direct measurement techniques, all of the

techniques described above have been shown to overestimate adherence (Epstein & Cluss,

1982; Cluss & Epstein, 1985). Despite the difficulties and now well recognised limitations

associated with these methods, they remain popular, as they are inexpensive, quickly

performed, relatively non-invasive for patients and often, provide information that is

"good enough". There is also evidence, particularly for the measurement of adherence

using patient self-report either by diary methods or questionnaires, that normalisation

of non-adherence combined with high levels of specificity in questioning can significantly

improve the accuracy of self-report about adherence (Quittner et ai', 2000).

Another common approach involves drawing retrospective conclusions about adherence

based on the therapeutic response, although this method carries substantial assumptions

about the predictability and reliability of treatment responses to particular medications

or other forms of treatment (Epstein & Cluss, 1982). When considering a complex disease

such as CF, this method also forces assumptions about the interactions between different

treatment elements and the stability of treatment effects for treatments other than the one

targeted, for example, interactions between antibiotics and physiotherapy in the treatment

of respiratory infections.

More direct measurement techniques have also been employed. In particular, blood

serum levels or urinary excretion of medications, their metabolites or of a tracer substance

have been used with various degrees of success to measure adherence. These methods

have their own limitations, particularly the issue of pharmacokinetic variation, which

Gordis (1979) described as "differences among individuals in absorption, distribution,

metabolism and excretion of drugs" (pS. 27). Of additional concern with laboratory

based measurements of adherence is the cost in time, money and intrusiveness to the

patient, that is involved in collecting and analysing data of this kind. Further, many

blood and urine assays are only able to provide an accurate measure of the amount of

medication consumed in the preceding 24 hours (Meyers, Dolan & Mueller, 1975), so that

while such a measure may provide information about the patient's adherence on the day

I
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before the test, daily testing would need to be done to truly assess adherence. Clearly

this kind of approach is invasive) expensive and impractical for longer term treatment

regimens.

Adherence can also be measured by using various electronic recording devices attached

to pill bottles, aerosol dispensers (puffers) and nebulisers, which record the date, time and

in some cases, the duration of each use of the dispenser (Gong, Simmons, Clark & Tashkin,

1988; Spector et al,, 1986; Rand et al., 1992; Starr et al., 1999; Chapman, Walker, Cluley

& Fabbri, 2000). This data can be periodically down-loaded for analysis and provides

a more dynamic and longitudinal view of adherence than was previously possible, Most

researchers in this area report high levels of accuracy and reliability with these devices

(e.g., Starr et al., 1999; Chapman et al., 2000) although others have experienced technical

difficulties with equipment and data retrieval (Quittner et al., 2000).

This methodology offers some advantages over both direct biological methods and

diary report methods. The recording devices are non-invasive, relatively non-intrusive and

less dependent on patient co-operation for the collection of data, In addition they allow

for the continuous collection of data over a long period of time without the patient having

to attend an appointment or clinic. They provide a measure of behaviour, not of belief,

memory or drug effect. The main disadvantage of these devices is their high unit cost price.

They are however inexpensive to maintain (Starr et al., 1999) and are usually re-usable

over a considerable period of time. This technology is presently limited to medications

and certain other specific activities (such as physiotherapy using a physiotherapy vest that

vibrates the chest) and cannot readily provide information about adherence to treatment

regimens such as exercise or diet,

Clearly, this type of monitoring has its own limitations. This data provides information

about the use of a medication dispenser, not about whether the patient actually ingested

the medication removed from the clispenser. However, it is reasonable to hypothesise that

the majority of patients who make the effort to remove medication from the dispenser

in the prescribed way (particularly over a long period of time) will also consume the

medication. There does remain some risk that patients may turn on a device such as a

nebuliser pump and then leave it running for an expected length of time, but not actually
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use it for the intended purpose. The motivation for people to appear to be "doing the right

thing" could be expected to be relatively low in a research context, where each person is

a',Ã/are that their responses will be considered anonymously and only in the context of a

group of participants. Socially desirable patterns of responding to electronic monitoring

may be of much higher concern in a clinical context, where patients can expect that their

behaviour will be considered on an individual basis or discussed with their health care

team.

Researchers using these devices have also questioned whethel this form of monitoring

actually changes adherence behaviour, that is, whether peoples' knowledge that their

medication is being monitored causes them to adhere better to the medication. It has

been shown however, that even when the monitoring has been explained to patients,

adherence behaviour is not significantly affected by monitoring alone (Gong et al., 1988;

Starr et al., 1999) and that if monitoring does change adherence, the effect is very short-

lived (Epstein & Cluss, 1982; Rand et ai., 7992). Rand and collaborators found that

this form of monitoring allowed them to identify instances of medication "dumping"

(the repeated use of the medication dispenser, far beyond prescribed levels, shortly prior

to medical appointments) which could not be detected from other adherence measures'

a finding that is inconsistent with the idea that monitoring itself improves long-term

adherence behaviour. In a recent paper by Wagner & Ghosh-Dastidar (2002) the concern

about whether electronic monitoring alone changes adherence was addressed directly in

a comparison study of adherence under three different conditions; electronic monitoring,

detailed d,iary keeping and no monitoring. After controlling for differences in baseline

ad.herence, no significant differences in adherence between the three groups was found.

These findings may appear to be in contrast to the large body of psychological lit-

erature which reports on the effectiveness of self-monitoring techniques in effecting be-

havioural change (Clark, 1989). The technique of self-monitoring involves patients moni-

toring and keeping a written record of instances of a particular behaviour or emotion as

part of a treatment progïam; an approach used with many mental health disorders. It

is known from this field of work that self-rnonitoring alone is usually insufficient to bring

about desired behaviour change. The technique becomes effective with the addition of
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goal directed modifications of cognition and behaviour based on the self-monitoring obser-

vations. Of particular interest for the future are the opportunities presented by the merger

of medication and health monitoring technologies and the methodology of self-monitoring

to assist behavioural change. A case in point is the use of blood-glucose monitors by

people with diabetes in assisting dietary management and diabetic control (Bohannon &

Jack, 1996; Chmielewski, 1995). If this kind of approach were to be adopted as an aid

in the management of treatment in adults with CF, effective communication between the

patient and health care provider, including mutual acknowledgement of realistic limits

about the degree to which people in general adhere to prescribed treatments would be

crucial.

1.3 Adherence considerations in the context of CF

People living with CF often receive little positive reinforcement for their efforts to adhere

to treatment (Abbott & Gee, 1998). Furthermore, CF is an inexorable disease and even

with complete adherence, the health of an adult with CF will eventually decline. At best,

good adherence is thought to reduce the rate of decline in respiratory disease. There is the

real risk that adherence may be worse in CF in those with the most severe disease because

of the lack of positive reinforcement from any beneficial effect of treatment adherence

(Sawyer & Dapiran, 2001).

The treatrnent demands placed upon adults with CF are extraordinary when compared

with most other chronic illnesses, let alone when compared with the healthy population. In

addition to the complexity and number of treatments prescribed for adults with CF, adults

living with this condition are faced with the challenge of interpreting and understanding

the effects and priority of each of these treatments witliin their own treatment regimen.

It is not surprising that patients find this difficult given the lack of consensus among

treating physicians and multidisciplinary health care teams about which treatments are

most important (Lask, 1997; Quittner et al., 2000).

People with CF often develop strong relationships with their multi-disciplinary health

teams. These relationships are usually developed over many years of treatment and link
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CF with only a handful of other chronic illnesses in which such long term treatment rela-

tionships may be developed. This feature of CF health care must impact (both positively

and negatively) on the communication between the health care professional and the pa-

tient (Lask, 1997). Such a relationship may enhance the clarity of the communication

and may lend an important source of support to the patient. Importantly though, it may

also lead to assumptions on the part of both the CF team member and the patient about

shared knowledge of the concerns to be dealt with and the treatment program overali.

The physician, physiotherapist or dietician may assume, for example, that a patient knows

how to manage a particular aspect of treatment if the subject has been discussed in a

previous consultation. This assumption may be fair much of the time but there will be oc-

casions on which important information will not be exchanged which may well contribute

to adherence difficulties going unrecognised by both the CF team and the patient'

The disrlption to longstanding health care relationships when older adolescents trans-

fer their care from a paediatric to an adult facility must be taken into consideration

(Sawyer, Blair & Bowes, 1997). The process of transfer can be an unsettling experience

for some, while at the same time, it may herald a nev/ sense of belonging or a fresh start.

Important changes of this kind can impact on the dynamics of peoples' self-perceptions

and perceptions of place and belonging (Landau, 1995). In particular, transfer to an adult

unit can signal a different level of parental involvement and supervision of the health care

regimen for some young people. Changes in the dynamics of adherence may be predicted

as part of this overall change process.

At present there is no information about the relationship between family functioning

and either health outcomes or adherence in adults with CF. Unlike theil healthy peers,

more adults with CF remain within the family home or live alone rather than marrying

or sharing accommodation with others (Shepherd et al., 1990). It could be predicted that

family functioning may be an important mediating variable for adherence for those aduits

who co¡tinue to live with immediate family and those who marry, but less so for adults

with CF living independently. In this group, a broader definition of what constitutes

family may be important to consider.

The role of farnily cohesion, conflict and stress have been linked to longer term trends in

13
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pulmonary functioning and weight gain for children and adolescents with CF (Patterson,

Budd, Goetz & Warwick, 1993; Patterson, McCubbin & Warwick, 1990; Quittner et al.,

1996). While the mechanisms for these links remain unclear (Quittner et al., 2000), it

has been postulated that treatment adherence is the mediator of the effect, with those

patients experiencing lower family stress, higher parental availability and positive family

coping adhering better to treatments and consequently, enjoying better health.

1.3.1 Studies of adherence in adults with CF

Numerous studies of adherence have been conducted with children and adolescents with

CF, so that understanding of the way that families manage the extraordinary demands of

CF management is improving rapidly. Very few studies report specifically on adherence in

adults with CF and yet the different social, emotional, maturity and lifestyle demands of

adult life (notwithstanding the likelihood of ongoing family support), must be considered.

The studies about adherence in adults with CF have been exploratory and have em-

ployed self-report questionnaires, physician-report or medical record reviews as their mea-

surement strategy. One study of in-patient adherence made use of behavioural observation

to measure adherence. The first three of these measurement strategies are problematic

for reasons outlined earlier; particularly physician report, raising some concern about the

validity of this information, as it is likely to overestimate the extent of true adherence,

The value of self-report in determining relative adherence to treatment has however, been

demonstrated (e,g., Morisky, Green & Levine, 1936) and self-report of non-adherence has

been found to have good validity (Rand, Nides, Cowles, Wise & Connett, 1995). The

generalisability of behaviour observed in a hospital setting, to what people may do in

managing treatments at home can only be speculated about and may well be poor.

A further cornplication in this literature is inconsistency about the age boundaries for

people to be included in an "adult" sample. One research group included patients as young

as 14 years in a study designed to explore adherence by adults with CF (Conway, Pond,

Hamnett & Watson, 1996) and another research group included patients aged 16 years

and over (Abbott, Dodd, Bilton & Webb, 1994). In a study aimed at exploring adherence
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in adolescents with CF (Czajkowski & Koocher, 1937), almost half of the sample was

aged between 20 and 23 years. This inconsistency increases the risks of confounding the

behaviour of adults with that of adolescents, by failing to consider factors such as level of

responsibility for treatment, level of social responsibility and potential changes in social

desirability behaviours. It also fails to take into account issues discussed earlier, regarding

the impact of transition from paediatric to adult care'

Czajkowski & Koocher (1937) examined the utility of the Medical Compliance In-

complete Stories Test (M-CIST) and several coping skills in predicting adherence in 40

adolescents and adults with CF aged between 13 and 23 years. The participants were

all in-patients admitted to hospital for treatment of exacerbation of their iung disease.

Adherence to several difierent aspects of in-patient CF treatment were considered' Only

treatment components that were in some degree within the control of the patient and that

could be subject to poor adherence were assessed. Medical and nursing staff recorded par-

ticipants involvement in treatment for the duration of their admission and this data was

later scored according to specific criteria. Each participant was given a total score out of

ten for their adherence during the admission. People scoring less than eight out of ten

were considered to be non-adherent. In this study, adherence to the different components

of treatment was not considered separately.

It was found that a larger percentage of the people aged 20 to 23 years were rated

to be non-adherent than younger people with CF and that females were less adherent

than males. Those who had been hospitalised more frequently and missed more days of

work or school as the result of illness were also less adherent. On the basis of the M-

CIST it was found that people with a more optimistic outlook about their future health

v¡ere more adherent to treatment and that those who believed that their actions would

make a difierence to their health were also more adherent. The authors noted that in

the compliant patients a general viewpoint of "You just do what you have to in order to

stay alive" (Czajkowski & Koocher, 1987, pg. 317) was prevalent. Use of adaptive coping

skills was also found to discriminate successfully between people who were adherent and

those who were not, however the coping skills did not increase the predictive power of the

statistical model beyond that found using the M-CIST alone.
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Abbott et al. (1994) surveyed 60 people with CF, aged between 16 and 44 years

(M :20.98). Degree of disease severity in the sample varied widely. More men partic-

ipated than women. Participants in this study were interviewed by a psychologist not

directly involved with patient management. In the interview they were guided through

a questionnaire called the Manchester Cystic Fibrosis Compliance Questionnaire, which

contained questions about their adherence to four different aspects of the treatment regi-

rten, perceptions about whether their adherence to the different treatments was adequate,

and reasons for poor adherence to different aspects of the regimen. The questions about

the way the different treatments were adhered to were different for each treatment and

reflected differences in the way each treatment is usually managed in CF. Based on their

responses to those questions, participants were rated as compliant, partially compliant or

non-compliant with each treatment. Reported compliance differed considerably between

the treatments. For enzyme replacement therapy, 837o of participants were considered

to be compliant on the basis of their questionnaire responses, while the rates of reported

compliance were lower for the other treatments. About 75% of patients were consid-

ered compliant with exercise regimens, 53% were compliant with physiotherapy and 46To

compliant with vitamin therapy.

Neither demographic differences or differences in disease severity between the patients

were associated with adherence. Patients who reported experiencing benefits from their

treatments also reported better adherence to those treatments, and the authors hypoth-

esised that patients were using their immediate symptoms (and the symptomatic relief

experienced as a result of compliance to some treatment regimens) as "barometers" to

guide their treatment choices. Of the many reasons listed in the questionnaire for possible

non-compliance, three were endorsed by substantial numbers of the participants. Almost

half of the participants believed that they were well without treatment, more than one

tlrird perceived their disease to be less serious than others with CF and 20Vo felt that

their exercise regimen could replace traditional physiotherapy for airway clearance.

Conway et al. (1996) surveyed 80 people with CF who were aged between 14 and 40

years, with a median age of 22 years. About half the sample were females. Participants

completed a questionnaire about daily adherence with 12 different CF treatments. They
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were asked to indicate whether they adhered to the regimen for each treatment "every

day or almgst every day", rated as good adherence "about 3-5 days a week", rated

as moderate adherence "less than 3 days a week" or "never", rated as poor adherence.

Respondents were asked to choose any items from a list of nine possible reasons for non-

adherence which they felt applied to them. Demographic and disease characteristic data

were also collected from each participant. Different members of the health care team

were also asked to provide ratings of the adherence of each of the participants and these

were then compared against an overall adherence score for the questionnaire completed

by participants.

As in the study by (Abbott et al. ,7994), self-reported adherence differed considerably

between the CF treatments, The percentage of participants reporting good adherence

(as defined above) to oral tablet medications such as pancreatic enzymes, antibiotics and

vitamin supplements was high (30-85%), while nebulised and inhaled treatments were

reported to be adhered to weil by between 65 and 78%of participants, depending on the

treatment. Good adherence to dietary supplements and physiotherapy was reported by

50 and 47% of participants respectively. Interestingly, the percentages of people report-

ing good adherence to most of these treatments were considerably higher than previous

average percentages found for long term treatments in chronic illness (Sackett & Snow,

1e7e).

Better adherence seemed to be linked to the ease of treatment deiivery method and

as in the study by Abbott et al. (1994), to treatments most likely to give direct short-

term benefit. Older participants reported themselves to be less adherent overall, however

whether this finding would hold true with a group of adults only, rather than a mixed

sample of adults and adolescents could not be determined. Other aspects of demographic

and disease related differences were not statistically associated with adherence and neither

was knowledge about CF. Across treatments, the most common reason given for omitting

treatments was forgetfulness, closely followed by concerns about time, effort and commit-

ment. In examining perceptions of disease severity and adherence, it was found that

patients rated their disease to be less severe than did their physicians, however physicians

and other health caïers overestimated adherence to treatment relative to participants own
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reports of adherence,

In summary, there were several points of consistency between the studies

o Reported adherence is different for different treatments.

o People with CF underestimate the severity of their disease.

o People adhere better to treatments from which they experience obvious benefit

There are significant limitations however, in the adult CF adherence literature. In addition

to problematic measurement techniques, studies to date have been cross-sectional in design

and have presented a static picture of adherence. There has been no literature examining

variability in adherence over time. Equally importantly, studies mainly report treatment

factors such as complexity and time along with lack of benefit experienced as explanations

for poor adherence. While these factors appear to have some explanatory value, most of

the statistical effects are small, Ieaving significant amounts of the variance in adherence

behaviour unaccounted for in the literature.

L.4 Models or theories applied to adherence in CF

L.A.I Theories previously applied

Efforts to understand adherence behaviours in CF through the application of theoretical

rnodels have met with limited success. The Health Belief Model (Rosenstock, 1974), the

Health Locus of Control construct (Wallston & Wallston, 1978), and various models of

coping (Czajkowski & Koocher, 1987) have been applied. In addition, consideration has

been given to the Social Cognitive theory of Bandura (1936) and particularly the concept

of self-efficacy (the confidence to perform a particular behaviour).

The theoretical models that have been considered in relation to adherence in CF have

their basis in Social Learning Theory. Social Learning Theory (Rotter, 1954) proposes

that the likelihood that an individual will engage in a particular behaviour is a function of

both the extent to which the person believes that the behaviour will lead to a particular

outcome (reinforcement) and, the extent to which the reinforcement is valued. This broad
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construct has been examined extensively within the narrower field of health behaviours.

The Health Belief Model, for example, posits that adherence to medical regimens will

be contingent on a combination of factors. These factors include whether the disease is

perceived as serious, the degree to which a person feels vulnerable to a particular illness,

and his or her evaluation of the perceived costs and benefi.ts of a prescribed course of

treatment, Some support has been found also, for individual differences in the degree to

which people perceive themselves to be in control of personal health outcomes, or, Health

Locus of Control (Wallston & \Mallston, 1978). People who believe themselves to be in

control of their own health are considered to have an Internal locus of control, and those

who beiieve that more powerful others such as physicians have control of their health, are

described as having an External locus of control. Within health research, some support

has been found for the hypothesis that people with an internal locus of control are more

Iikely to engage in health promoting behaviours (Wallston & Wallston, 1978).

Other models draw on the idea that individuals differ in terms of their learned practical

and cognitive coping resources and motivation, and that these differences can lead to

important differences in health related behaviours. These models, which have their origins

in Social Learning Theory but add a cognitive component, include Social Cognitive theory

(Bandura, 1986) and the Theory of Reasoned Action (Azjen, 1938). Central to Social

Cognitive theory is the idea that people are more likely to perform health protective

and health management behaviours if they believe both that the proposed action will be

efficacious and if they feel confident that they have the ability to perform the required

behaviour.

The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) proposes specifically that the majority of ac-

tions in a social context (including a health context) are under volitional control and that

therefore, whether a person intends to perform a particular behaviour or not will be an

immediate predictor of that person's action. While the TRA has not been investigated

in relation to adherence in CF and may have some explanatory value in understanding

decision making about treatment, it seems unlikely, given the complexity of the treatment

decisions to be made, that intention alone will be sufficient to predict behaviour. Further,

even if intention was identified as a predictor for adherence behaviour, the social, cul-

19
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tural and cognitive influences on the formation of an intention to act seem intuitively, to

represent the more interesting explanatory component of this decision making sequence,

Abbott, Dodd & Webb (1996) found little support for the Health Belief Model as a

predictor of adherence in adults with CF. They were unable to discriminate between ad-

herent and non-adherent patients on the basis of their health beliefs, with the exception of

finding that those patients who worried more about their illness reported better adherence

to most of their treatments. Consideration of Health Locus of Control r,¡/as more fruitful.

Patients who believed that "chance factors" or "powerful others" controlled their health

reported better adherence to physiotherapy regimens, enzymes and vitamin supplements,

while there was better adherence to exercise regimens reported among those who believed

they were in control of their own health.

These findings warrant further investigation. Self-report of adherence behaviour was

used in this study as the basis of testing the two theoretical models. It may be that

a study using more objective measures of adherence or at least multiple measures of

adherence will further clarify the contribution of these theoretical models to the issue

of adherence. It certainly seems reasonable to predict that patients who perceive their

illness as serious, believe that treatment is beneficial and are motivated or concerned for

their health (as described in the Health Belief Model), would adhere better to prescribed

treatment programs. It seems likely however, that this model will not provide a sufficient

explanation for adherence behaviours.

Czajkowski & Koocher (1987) explored the predictive value of six coping behaviours

in distinguishing between adherent and non-adherent adolescents with CF. Coping be-

haviours were described as "understanding the severity of the illness, taking responsibility

for medications at home, seeking information about the illness, future goal orientation,

involvement in school or work and openness with peers about illness" (p. 316). Ado-

lescents' reports of whether they used these coping behaviours reportedly discriminated

between adherent and non-adherent young people. Those using the coping behaviours

also demonstrated better adherence.

Parcel et al. (1994) evaluated the importance of various skills in maintaining adherence

to the CF treatment program. Skills included confidence in managing various aspects of
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medical treatment, symptom and behaviour monitoring, communication and adjustment.

They found that self-efficacy r¡/âs the most important factor predicting whether patients

and their care-givers effectively monitored health and treated respiratory problems'

L.4.2 New theoretical directions

The research literature (e.g., Sackett & Snow, 1979) suggests that the difficulties with

adherence to medical treatment are universal. Wright (1993, pg. 909) goes so far as

to quote Hippocrates, who said "keep watch aiso on the faults of the patients, which

often make them lie about the taking of things prescribed". In fact, in a review just

of interventions to improve adherence, Haynes, McKibbon & Kanani (1996) screened

1553 citations and abstracts from the medical literature. Articles about other aspects

of adherence continue to proliferate as well, It is appropriate therefore to investigate

models applied to other diseases and in other disciplines to assist us in understanding this

complex problem in adults with CF,

New models in health psychology offer as yet unexplored possibilities for understand-

ing the mechanisms which influence adherence to treatment among adults with CF. In

particular, the Self-Regulatory Model (SRM; Leventhal, Nerenz & Steele, 1984) has led to

developments in the understanding and measurement of health behaviours, particularly

adherence to treatment. This model places elements of "common sense" findings about

adherence in the literature, such as findings that people adhere better to regimens that

they perceive to be of immediate benefit to them, into a cohesive framework. The SRM

suggests that health related behaviours such as adherence are influenced by the beliefs

or cognitive schema (labelled "illness representations" ) which the patient holds about the

illness (Leventhal et al., 1992). It then offers a way of integrating various social and

contextual factors with aspects of individual cognition and feelings (the illness represen-

tations). In effect it builds on the consistent findings about adherence and describes a

consistent way of making sense of apparently disparate aspects of the findings.

In this model, it is said that people structure their beliefs around five separate com-

ponents or themes relating to the illness. The themes are described as "Identity", "Time-
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line", "Cause", "Consequences" and "Cure/Control" (Leventhal et al., 1992). These

representations then form the basis from which people make decisions about the way they

will "cope" with the illness. This model places particular emphasis on the way that a

person's syrnptoms influence other representations about, for example, the time frame

and consequences of the disease and takes into account tire parallel emotional processing

of that information. The decision to adhere to a particular course of treatment is seen as

one of a large range of possible "coping" responses. The model proposes that the greater

the level of cohesion between a person's representation of the illness and the apparent

fit of the proposed or trialled treatment, the more likely that adherence to a particular

treatment will be maintained, The appraisal process is seen to be dynamic, such that a

change in the perception of the iilness based on one or more of the five themes or a change

in the perception of the fit between those appraisals and the chosen coping mechanism,

can influence health decisions and behaviour.

A questionnaire measure was developed by Weinman, Petrie, Moss-Morris & Horne

(1996) to measure peoples' perceptions of their illness across these themes. Responses on

this measure predicted patients' attendance for rehabilitation and their return to work

following a myocardial infarction (Petrie & Weinman, 7997), suggesting a link between

illness perceptions and adherence behaviours. The measurement of illness representations

in adults with CF may assist us to predict the way in which adults with CF will adhere to

their treatment and therefore to plan ways of managing the effects of illness representations

on adherence.

Consistent with the concept of illness representations but targeting treatments rather

than tlre illness itself, is recent work examining beliefs about medicines or treatment rep-

resentati,ons (Horne, 2000). Horne proposes that people not only form cognitive schemas

about their illness, but also form such schemas about the medicines prescribed to treat

their illness. He suggests that these schemas are formed around two independent themes:

the beliefs that patients hold about the necessity of medications prescribed for them as

well as specific concerns about potentially adverse effects of their medications. Horne

argues that treatment representations may play a significant role in the choices people

make about how to adhere to prescribed medicines.
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On examination in a large sample of people with chronic illness, it was found tìrat

treatment representations explained a significant amount of the variance (L5-20%) in re-

ported adherence to prescribed medications, independent of representations about illness

(Horne, 2000). Across more than 7 illness groups, it was found that patients with a

stronger belief about the necessity of their medication were more adherent, while those

with stronger concerns were less adherent. Patients who reported both a strong belief

in the necessity of their medication as well as reporting a high level of concern about

adverse effects of the medication were less adherent. It was hypothesised that such pa-

tients perform a 'cost/benefit analysis' of the pros and cons of taking medication, trying

to minimise the perceived risks of the medication by taking less than the prescribed dose,

Further support for this extended SRM was provided in an additional study examining

links between treatment adherence among 100 people with asthma and the representations

they held about both their illness and its treatment (Horne & Weinman,2002). In that

study, of the variables examined, (including disease parameters and socio-demographic

data), treatment perceptions were found to be the best predictors of reported adherence

to preventer medications.

This model of illness and treatment perceptions seems to fit weil with previous findings

about adherence in adults with CF. In particular, findings that greater worry about the

disease predicts better adherence, that adherence varies between treatments as much

or more than between people, and that people adhere better to treatments which they

perceive to be of immediate benefit to them.

Specific knowledge about one's prescribed treatment may also influence the cost/be-

nefit analyses performed by patients. It has been found, for example, that although

knowledge about CF in general has a very limited relationship with treatment adherence,

there are strong relationships between accurate knowledge of a specific treatment regimen

and better adherence to the regimen, at least among adolescents with CF (Henley & Hill,

1990; Ievers et al., 1999).

Overall, it seems that the combination of better measurement techniques and appro-

priate theoretical models to guide research questions may make us better able to predict

(and test) more accurately the way that adults with CF adhere to their treatments.
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1.5 Summary and aims for this research

At present, adherence behaviour in adults with CF remains poorly understood and has

not been sufficiently explained in the scientific literature. Whiie some individual factors

influencing adherence have been identified, most of which are consistent with the broader

literature describing issnes of adherence in chronic illness, the findings have not been

adequately explained by thàretical models applied to the problem.

Difficulties in developing a clearer understanding of adherence in this population ap-

pear to be related to several factors:

o Inconsistency in the definition of adherence and the closely related issue of the

determination of what constitutes adherence to different treatments.

o Difficulties associated witir meaningful measurement of adherence

o Cross-sectional study designs only

r Lack of a cohesive explanatory model for the factors found to be associated with

adherence in adults with CF,

While this list of issues is by no means comprehensive, it is likely that research in which

these concerns are addressed would have the potential to make a substantial impact on

the level of current understanding of this phenomenon.

If we are to develop our understanding of and ability to predict adherence to treat-

ments in people with CF (with the end goal of improving adherence) longitudinal studies

of adherence behaviours are indicated, using effective measurement tools. This is neces-

sary as the current literature does not provide any understanding of the changing nature

of adherence over even short periods of time, and researchers have been reliant on mea-

surement tools or strategies which are known to have significant biases. Investigation

of links between adherence and patient beliefs and perceptions of their disease and it's

treatment also promises to be fruitful, if findings from other areas of chronic illness can

be considered indicative.

Currently, the few adherence interventions that have been tested in people with CF

have targeted children and adolescents, No research evaluating adherence interventions
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for adult patients has been published. I believe however, that it is only with greater

understanding of the complex issue of adherence in people with CF (and other chronic

conditions) that we will be able to design and test interventions that aim to improve and

maintain adherence in adults with CF in order to improve health and wellbeing.

The research described in the following chapters was conducted with the overall aim

of increasing understanding about the nature of and mechanisms underpinning adherence

to treatment in adults with CF.

Speciflcaily, the aims for this research were:

1. To investigate rates and patterns of adherence to treatment in Australian adults

with CF.

2. To consider the role of demographic and disease characteristics on treatment adher-

ence in adults with CF.

3. To explore the beliefs and perceptions of adults with CF in relation to a variety of

CF treatments.

4. To investigate the role of family environment in adherence to treatment by adults

with CF.

5. To conduct a longitudinal examination of adherence to concurrent treatments in

CF.

6. To investigate the associations between illness and treatment perceptions and ad-

herence to CF treatments, using multiple methods of measurement.

7. To appty the SRM to a consideration of adherence to treatment in adults with CF.

1.6 Overview of the present program of research

In order to accomplish these aims, three studies were conducted, involving a total of.74

adults with CF. Three different study designs were employed. In the first study, described

in Chapter 2, a semi-structured interview was used to investigate the opinions of adults
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with CF about the factors that may influence their motivation to adhere to treatment

and that might interfere with their adherence,

In the second study a new measure of beliefs and perceptions was developed and

trialled to investigate links between adherence to treatment and the perceptions held

by adults with CF about both their illness and its treatment. The development and

validation of the measure are described in Chapter 3. This study also incorporated an

examination of the role of demographic and disease characteristics on adherence and an

investigation into the role of family environment on adherence. A questionnaire based,

cross-sectional, repeated measures study design was used. The findings from all elements

of the study except the questionnaire validation, are described in Chapter 4.

The third study (described in Chapter 5), was a longitudinal study extending the in-

vestigation of relationships between adherence and patient perceptions of illness and treat-

ment. Two concurrent CF treatments were electronically monitored over three months.

Additional measurement of adherence was achieved with self-reports using the new mea-

sure from Study 2 at baseline and three months. Outpatient clinic attendance records and

pill counts were also employed. This study provided a significant opportunity to explore

the role that the SRM might play in understanding adherence to treatment in adults with

CF.

Technical and practical matters that influenced the outcomes of this program of re-

search are discussed in Chapter 6, along with a presentation of the limitations of the

research. Chapter 7 presents an overview and synthesis of the whole program of research,

with reference to the aims described above in section 1.5, and incorporates a discussion

of clinical applications and broader implications for the findings of the research.

It is hoped that the development of a better understanding of treatment adherence in

adults with CF will lead to improvements in CF treatments, improved health outcomes,

and improved patient quality of life.
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Study 1: Pilot study

2.L Introduction

Adherence to treatment by adults with CF has not been studied previously in Australia,

despite growing concern about the issue within the community of CF health carers' This

concern was plainly in evidence at the two most recent national CF conferences, held

in 1999 and 2001, with invited international speakers making keynote presentations on

adherence issues at both of those meetings. It seems reasonable to expect that frndings

about adherence in other Western nations (where CF is most prevalent), ought also to

apply in the Australian context. There are differences however, in the approach to CF

care and in the cultural context of medical care which are important and may influence

behaviours such as adherence. Also clear from both the published literature and rich

discussions at recent national and international CF conferences, is the fact that regardless

of c¡lture and geography, adherence in adults with CF is understood in only a limited

way. More studies are needed to elucidate both the extent of poor adherence, factors

associated with good adherence and any potential clinical responses to the issue.

As described in Chapter 1, there is a developing understanding of some of the spe-

ciflc reasons for non-adherence among adults with CF, however none of the theoretical

frameworks applied to this issue have been well supported by the research to date. An

aim for this program of research was to explore whether the theoretical framework of the

seif-regulatory model (SRM; Leventhal et al., 7992) would add to current understanding

27
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about adherence to treatment in adults with CF. It was considered premature however,

to begin that phase of the research without first conducting a preliminary investigation

to explore reported adherence among Australian adults with CF. Such an investigation

was considered important in part to examine whether reports of adherence were likely to

be similar or different to those of adults with CF elsewhere in the world, but also as a

means of gathering additional information from patients about what they believed to be

important factors in their management of home-care treatments.

Previous research with adolescents with CF has found that specific knowledge about

treatment regimens is associated with better treatment adherence (Ievers et al., 19gg),

however this aspect of the adherence picture has not been examined in adults with CF.

Given the differences in the level of responsibility taken for treatment management by

adolescents compared with adults, and the absence of specific studies about this issue

in adults, it would be unjustified to extrapolate from these findings and assume that

the relationship would hold true for adults. It does however, highlight the importance of

making sure that there is a common understanding between the patient and the treatment

team about what any treatment regimen being measured for adherence actually involves.

The main aim of this pilot study then, was to gather information from local adults

with CF about:

o their perceptions of their disease and its treatment

o their recollection of their own treatment regimen

o their perception of how much of their CF treatment they adhered to

o both motivating and inhibiting factors in their management of treatments at home

It was anticipated that talking with Australian adults with CF about their disease and

about adherence, would help to clarify both the questions which should be asked in the

next phase of the research and how best to measure the answers.

A semi-structured interview was chosen as the measurement approach for the first

part of this study. It was considered important that no prior assumptions be made

about the way people managed their treatment or what may influence their treatment
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decisions. An open question format was considered likely therefore, to assist in generating

novel information about both helpful and unhelpful factors associated with treatment

management for this sample of people with CF'

A further aim of this study was to trial the Manchester Cystic Fibrosis Compliance

Questionnaire (MCFC) with a sample of Australian adults with CF. The MCFC (Ab-

bott et al., 1994) is a disease specific self-report questionnaire designed to evaluate the

adherence of adults with CF to four commonly prescribed CF treatments and to explore

reasons for poor adherence. This measure was developed in the early 1990's in Britain

and was used in several of the studies about adherence in adults with CF conducted there

in the 1990's. At the time when this research was being planned, the MCFC was the only

CF specific questionnaire measure of adherence that had been published. The MCFC

has undoubtedly assisted in the understanding of non-adherence in adults with CF, and

findings from it have helped to highlight that reported adherence varies depending on the

specific treatment involved (Abbott et al', 1994)'

Despite its research value, no reliability or validity data have been published for the

MCFC and so it was considered important to trial the measure in a local sample of adults

with CF to determine at least its face validity and acceptability to patients, before making

any decisions about whether to use it in future aspects of this program of research.

2.2 Methods

2.2.L Setting

This study was carried out within the Cystic Fibrosis Unit at the Royal Adelaide Hospital

(RAH), a large teaching hospital in South Australia. Within the hospital, the Department

of Respiratory Medicine runs the only specialist Adutt Cystic Fibrosis Unit for both South

Australia and the Northern Territory. Those states cover a large geographical area and

hu,r. u total population of about 1.7 million people. A small minority of people with CF

choose a physician in private practice to manage their CF care, but the majority of adults

with CF use the specialist clinic. While the population of people using the specialist CF
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clinic is dynamic rather than static, numbers have increased slowly and relatively steadily

since the clinic's inception and at the time of the study there were just over 80 people

with CF listed as current patients of the clinic.

The CF Unit was established in 1989 and is physically located within a larger Chest

Ciinic at the RAH . The CF Unit is directed by a Respiratory Physician and staffed by a

full-time Clinical Nurse and Social Worker, a senior respiratory Registrar and part-time

Physiotherapist, Dietician, Gastro-enterologist and Psychologist. The unit is also served

by a technician (who manages regular pulmonary function testing), a regular outpatient

pharmacy service timed to coincide with outpatient clinics, and various other laboratory

units within the hospital as required.

This unit operates in a formal partnership with the Department of Respiratory Medi-

cine at the Women's and Children's Hospital in South Australia, which has the only CF

unit responsible for the medical care of infants, children and adolescents with CF in South

Australia. Through a formal transition process, older adolescents transfer their CF care

from the Women's and Children's Hospital to the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) at a

negotiated time in the year subsequent to their 18th Birthday.

In the adult CF unit, outpatient clinics are held on one afternoon each week and most

patients attend once every 2-3 months. A few patients attend more frequently and others

may attend only once or twice per year. At each visit appointments are scheduled with the

respiratory physician or senior registrar and with at least some of the allied health staff.

Up to 15 patients may be booked into the clinic on any day, which can result in lengthy

waiting times for patients between appointments. The frequency with which patients

attend the clinic and the fact that they usually have considerable portions of waiting

time between appointments, provides a valuable opportunity to recruit participants to

research. At this time they are thinking about their CF and have time to be involved,

without the need for additional research related appointments.

CF care in Australia, operating on the model of separate, dedicated units for children

and adults, with a multi-disciplinary health care team along with access to the best quality

treatments, is among the best in the world.
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2.2.2 Participants

The participants for this study were 10 adult volunteers (5 men) with Cystic Fibrosis

who attended the RAH CF outpatient clinic for a routine visit during December 1999.

Alt clinic patients with a confirmed diagnosis of CF, who were competent speakers of

English were considered eligible to participate in this study. In all, thirteen patients were

approached in the clinic waiting area and informed about the opportunity to participate

in a research interview about managing their CF, and 10 agreed to participate' Of the

three who declined to participate, two were unwell on the day and were later admitted to

hospital and the third had previously demonstrated a preference not to participate in CF

research. Details of the recruitment process are discussed below in section 2.2'4.

2.2.3 Measures

As outlined above, two tools were used to gather the information in this study' Par-

ticipants were involved in a semi-structured interview, during which they were asked a

series of open-ended questions about themselves and their CF. Participants were asked for

demographic data including their age, gender, living situation (who with, country versus

metropolitan), marital and employment status. They were asked to recall and describe

their CF treatment program in detail. Then they were asked about factors that motivate

them to adhere to treatment or that interfere with their adherence to treatment and were

asked to what treatments they found it the most difficult to adhere. Finally, they were

asked to give ratings about the importance of each treatment to their health on a 4 point

scalewhere 1: Essenti,al,2: Important,3: Helplul and4: Not Helpful' A copy of

the interview questions is provided in Appendix A.

The Manchester Cystic Fibrosis Compliance Questionnaire (MCFC) was also admin-

istered (Abbott et al., 1994). This questionnaire contains questions for sufferers of CF

about their compliance with four elements of CF treatment; pancreatic enzymes, phys-

iotherapy, vitamins, and exercise. For each of these treatments participants are asked to

indicate their degree of compliance from a set of responses on a four to six point scale.

These responses are then coded into categories of Compli,ant, Part'ially compli,ant and
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Non-compli,ant in the manner described by Abbott et al. (1994). Respondents are then

asked to choose any applicable items from lists of possible reasons for non-compliance

with each treatment. There are between 13 and 18 reasons listed for each of the four

treatments examined'by the measure. Some of the reasons are presented separately for all

four treatments, while others are unique to a treatment. A copy of the MCFC is presented

in Appendix B.

A medical record review was conducted for each patient to cross-check patients' recall

of their treatment regimen.

Ethics approval for this study was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Com-

mittees of both the University of Adelaide and the Royal Adelaide Hospital.

2.2.4 Procedure

Recruitment took place over a period of two weeks at successive outpatient clinics, con-

tinuing until the required number of participants had been recruited. Clinic attendees

were approached while waiting for medical and allied health consultations and invited

to take part in an interview about their CF management, All participants gave written

consent for their involvement and r,¡¡ere assured of the confidentiality of their responses.

The decision about which patients to approach was based on the logistics of their place

in the "queue" to see the clinic staff. Patients identified by the nursing staff as having

at least tl2 an hour to wait before their next health consultation were approached and

if they agreed to participate, the interview took place immediately. The next participant

was recruited after the conclusion of each interview, This recruitment approach resulted

in a sample of convenience, recruited on the basis of random issues of timing.

Subjects participated in the semi-structured interview with the investigator, who is a

registered psychologist. Interviews took place in a consulting room within the clinic. At

the conclusion of the interview the items of the MCFC'were read out to the participants,

and the responses were recorded and later categorised by theme, Subjects were also

asked to give their opinion of the interview questions and of the questionnaire they had

completed, The whole process took between 25 and 30 minutes for each participant.
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The medical record of participants was examined in order to determine their current

prescribed treatment regimen.

2.3 Results

As this was a pilot study and only 10 patients were involved, it was inappropriate to

conduct any formal statistical analysis with this data. Frequency and descriptive data are

reported and the arithmetic calculations were made using a calculator and cross checked

by another independent person.

2.3.L Sample characteristics

TIre average â,ge of the study participants was 24.6 years (range : 18-36yrs), nine were

single and eight were living at home with their parents. Six participants lived in the

metropolitan area and the remaining four lived in country towns. Of the 10 participants'

three were in full-time employment and one in part-time employment, three were studying,

one was seeking employment and the remaining two considered themselves unable to work.

2.3.2 Adherence rates

Interview d.ata showed that nine of the participants described themselves to be 75% ad-

herent or more to their overall treatment program for CF, while one participant reported

rc\% adherence to her treatment program.

Adherence rates reported in the MCFC Questionnaire can be seen in Table 2.1. For

consistency, the degree of compliance was determined using the same criteria as in previ-

ously published studies using this measure (e.g., Abbott et al., 1994, 1996).

2.3.3 TYeatment prescribed and treatment recalled

Concordance between the patients' reports of treatment for their CF and that described

in the medical record was examined. Patients listed their treatments and then the de-

tails they provided about the frequency and manner in which the treatment was to be
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% compliant % part-compliant % non-compliant

Physiotherapy
Exercise
Vitamins
Pancreatic Enzymes

55

90

70

80

11

10

10

20

DÐ
Jr-)

0

20

0

Table 2.1: Adherence rates as reported on the MCFC

performed were compared with a similar list extracted from each patient's medical case

notes. Where the two lists agreed on a treatment and the way it was to be managed,

this was considered to be an instance of concordance between the two. Where there was

an additional treatment on either list, or disagreement between the two lists about the

management of a particular treatment, these events were considered to be instances of

non-concordance, The proportion of concordant events was then determined for each

patient.

The proportion of treatments for which there was concordance varied between a low of

4lTo for one patient and a high of 85% for another patient, with an average across patients

of 64%. It was more frequent for the patient to list additional treatment components to

those recorded in the case-notes than to find that the patient had forgotten or inaccurately

recalled some recorded components of the treatment. In this small sample there r,Ã/as no

clear relationship between treatment adherence and the degree of concordance between

patient and medical record reports of treatment.

2.3.4 Perceptions of treatment importance

Participants were asked to ascribe an importance rating to each of their main prescribed

treatments (see Figure 2.1, Not all participants were prescribed all treatments. Partici-

pants were unanimous in rating pancreatic enzymes as essential to both their short and

long term health. That was also the treatment element to which the most patients re-

ported good adherence on the MCFC. In contrast, patients varied considerably in their

reports of the importance to their health of physiotherapy and vitamin replacement ther-

apy. For both of these treatments there was also a lower rate of reported adherence on

the MCFC.
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Figure 2.1: Importance ratings given by participants to the different CF treatments

Participants r'Ã¡ere asked to rate only the treatments prescribed for them.

2.3.5 Factors affecting adherence

FYom the MCFC questionnaire, a pattern emerged that people reporting greater adherence

tended to endorse few of the reasons listed for possible non-adherence. The six patients

who reported themselves to be adherent to all four treatments endorsed an average of

2.8 reasons for failing to adhere from time to time to their treatment as prescribed' Of

those reasons) 'simply forget' was the most frequently endorsed reason for non-adherence

to most treatments, along with a belief that sufficient exercise could replace their daily

physiotherapy program. Tire four patients who reported themselves to be non-adherent

endorsed an average of 10.75 reasons for failing to adhere to their treatment program,

and the reasons were very varied. During the completion of the MCFC, several of the

participants expressed irritation over the repetitiveness of the items and most commented

that they thought a number of the possible reasons listed for non-adherence were foolish

and not at all relevant to them.
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Figure 2,2: Themes which emerged when participants were asked what motivates them
to adhere to treatments.

Half of the interviewees reported that social support Ì,¡/as a significant motivating factor

for their adherence to treatment, while 30% reported a desire to be well enough to enjoy

Iife as their primary motivation to adhere to treatment. An additional 30To reported a

dislike of the consequences of non-adherence (such as more symptoms or less energy for

activities) as a significant motivating factor (See Figure 2.2).

When asked about factors which interfered with their adherence to CF treatments,

50% oT respondents indicated that their non-adherence v/as a cost/benefit choice; that is,

at times the social, emotional or energy related costs of adhering to treatments outweighed

the perceived or actual benefits to them. Other important factors were tiredness, Iack

of time and being out of routine, factors endorsed by 40, 30 and 30% of respondents

respectively (see Figure 2,3).

Participants were asked to say to what treatment component they found it most dif-

ficult to adhere. Physiotherapy and exercise were the most difficult treatments to adhere

to for 30% each of the participants, while LTTo each of patients reported tablets in general,
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Figure 2.3: Themes which emerged when participants v¡ere asked what interferes with
their adherence to treatments

nebuiised treatments or dietary considerations to be the most difficuit elements of treat-

ment. Respondents tended to group medications by delivery method rather than action'

Two reported that none of the treatments were difficult to adhere to and commented that

adherence was a matter of attitude and necessity, not whether the treatment was difficult.

2.4 Discussion

In this pilot study the aim was to develop a preliminary understanding of adherence to

treatment in an Australian sampie of adults with CF. Participants were interviewed about

factors which motivated them to adhere to treatment or interfered with their adherence

to treatment and were asked to report on their adherence to treatment. Further, they

were asked to complete and also comment on the MCFC, to assist in an evaluation of its

appropriateness with Australian CF patients'

Patients' reports of their overall adherence to the treatment program proved to be
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too general and of limited value in understanding adherence behaviour. In contrast, the

treatment specific questions about adherence in the MCFC allowed participants to provide

much more detailed responses about their treatment behaviours, However, an important

limitation of the MCFC is that it samples only some of the main treatments prescribed

in CF. Given the discrepancy in adherence between treatments, even at the self-report

level, it seems important for a balanced view that participants are given the opportunity

to report on their adherence to all of their main treatments.

In this sample, self-reported adherence to treatments on the MCFC was rated very

similarly to that recorded by the Questionnaire authors in their sample of British adults

with CF (Abbott et al., L994), using the same criteria for degree of adherence. As in the

British group, adherence varied considerably with the different elements of CF treatment.

However, the MCFC was not well received by participants, who found it repetitive and

therefore tedious to complete. Most respondents found some of the listed reasons for non-

compliance to be irrelevant and this perception seemed to have the effect of reducing the

credibility of the meâsure for the participants. The MCFC is also subject to significant

Iimitations in the way it can be analysed. The format of the questionnaire and the

response system limit this questionnaire to descriptive or categorical analysis or to use as

a clinical tool to assist in identifying patterns of adherence and possible reasons for poor

adherence in individuals with CF.

In the interviews, in response to an open question about what motivated them to

adhere, most participants gave responses expressing either the importance of having a

positive attitude towards the future or the importance of social supports such as family

and friends. In contrast, inhibitors to adherence were largely reported to be situational

or related to negative perceptions of the relative value of the treatment in comparison

with its demands. While time and health issues emerged also, concerns about aversive

aspects of treatments were noticeably absent from participants' comments. Interestingly,

inconveniences or aversive aspects of treatments, such as not liking the taste of the treat-

ment, or having difficulty swallowing tablets, were among the reasons for non-adherence

listed on the MCFC that people in this small sample considered to be foolish or petty.

Items such as these seemed to contribute to the unfavourable opinion which participants
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expressed about the MCFC.

In seeking to establish the concordance between participants' recall of treatment and

the treatment recorded in their medical record, it was discovered that a complete, written,

up-to-date description of the current treatment regimen for each person was not present in

one place in their medical record but had to be pieced together in a potentially unreliable

fashion. Eventually, it became necessary to meet with the Head of the CF Unit to review

the current treatment plan for each participant to confirm whether it was accurate, For

some patients consultation with the physiotherapist or dietician was âlso required, as a

recent plan was not noted in the main medical record. It emerged that at times in CF

medical consultations in this particular clinic, a written treatment plan was not available

at all, and stafi from time to time relied on the patient's understanding of the current plan

to assist in decision making about renewing prescriptions and instigating new treatments.

At the time this study was taking place, a new computer system was being installed in

the clinic and it was anticipated that this would assist the physician at least to have ready

access to the patient's prescription history. Copies of this history would also be inserted

into the medical case notes at regular intervals. Patients at the RAH CF clinic are not

routinely given a written copy of their current treatment plan'

It is hypothesised that the limitations in the process of medical record keeping and

information sharing in the this CF clinic, may be a relatively widespread problem in

Australian CF clinics. This situation could in fact contribute to difficulties with adherence

in CF. \Mithout the clear understanding of all parties of what the treatment regimen

actually is, it is very difficult to know whether a person is adhering to the treatment or

not. It may also make it very difficult for a person who is prescribed treatment to plan the

way in which he or she manages treatments and on occasion, prioritises one treatment over

another. From a research perspective, in the absence of a clear and specific prescription

for treatment it is difficult to either deflne or measure how well a person has adhered to

a treatment program.

This limitation in the information sharing process has been observed as a widespread

issue in medical practice, particularly in chronic illness, according to Swinburne (1993).

In her letter to the editor of the Lancet, she described the problem of patients who
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experience medical emergencies as a result of continuing to use â particular product or

health management approach over many years that is no longer appropriate for them.

Often their physician does not know they are still using the treatment, and the patient

does not realise that the treatment may be problematic, as neither party thought to

discuss the matter in the medical consultation.

This observation, coupled with the finding of less than optimal concordance about

the treatment program from even this small sample, seems to highlight the importance

of patients being able to make rational and informed decisions about their own health

management. Particularly in a complex illness with a complex routine'of home-care,

collaboration about the treatment regimen, and formai, written copies of the current

treatment plan at medical consultations may prove to be a critical factor in optimising

adherence.

These findings then return attention to the question of the cognitive appraisals involved

in treatment management by adults with CF. In this study, some participants specifically

described a process of weighing up the costs associated with the treatments against the

health or lifestyle benefits anticipated as a result of adhering to the treatment. Others

reported a more general belief in maintaining a positive attitude to management of the

disease and consequently, to prescribed treatments, These outcomes in particular were

considered to be key concepts in need of further examination in the main studies for this

program of research.



Chapter 3

The Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions

Inventory (CFPI)

3.1 Introduction

The main aim of this program of research, outlined in Chapter 1, was to examine the psy-

chological and practical determinants of adherence to treatment among adults with Cystic

Fibrosis: in particular, Iinks between disease and treatment perceptions and adherence.

This chapter describes the development and validation of a CF specific questionnaire to

measure cognitive perceptions and appraisals of both the disease and treatment process

as well as self-reported adherence to the main prescribed treatments in CF. The measure

has been named the Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory (CFPI). The rationale for the

decision to develop and test a new measure is presented, along with a discussion about the

item development and the results of studies conducted to examine construct validity, in-

ternal and test re-test reliability and the value of the measure in improving understanding

of treatment adherence in adults with CF'

In psychological research many factors can drive the decision to produce a new measure

for research rather than using one previously developed. Often there is no suitable measure

available and therefore no doubt that a new measure is required. At other times' there

may be measures which will address part of the research question and in combination with

one another, can be used to collect the required information. In this case, there were three

4T
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measures which addressed elements of the questions to be answered by this research: the

Manchester Cystic Fibrosis Compliance Questionnaire (MCFC; Abbott et al., 1994), the

Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (Weinman et al., 1996) and the Beliefs about Medicines

Questionnaire (Horne, Weinman & Hankins, 1998). There were concerns however, about

the relevance of aspects of each of the measures to the specific context of this research

and there were overlaps in the concepts addressed by the measures. Further, there were

additional concepts that have been identified as associated with adherence in CF, such

as elements of health locus of control and health beliefs (Abbott et al., 1996) which were

not represented in any of these existing measures and which warranted inclusion in this

research,

The pilot study described in Chapter 2 provided an opportunity to trial the MCFC

with a sample of Australian adults with CF and revealed some important limitations

with the measure. It was not generally well received by participants, being perceived

as repetitive; \Ã/as limited to an examination of only four regular CF treatments, and

provided limited options for data analysis. A dilemma in considering whether to use this

measure in spite of the limitations and its apparent lack of popularity with participants

was the recognition that while it is repetitive, there are sound reasons for that. Previous

research into adherence among adults with CF has begun to demonstrate that people

with CF adhere differently to the different treatments (Abbott et al., 1994; Conway et al.,

1996). The obvious logical extension to this, in terms of the hypothesis that beliefs and

perceptions influence adherence, is that people will have different opinions and beliefs

relevant to their adherence to particular treatments. The approach used in the MCFC for

the self-report measurement of adherence was considered to be informative, and a good

model for further development. Further, some items in the measure relating to reasons

for non-adherence were endorsed by a majority of participants in the pilot study and were

therefore considered important concepts to include in future studies. Overall however,

the relatively small number of reasons for non-adherence endorsed by the pilot study

participants, from among the many reasons listed, and the lirnited number of treatments

covered by the measure, were crucial factors in the decision not to depend upon this

measure.
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The Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (IPQ) was also considered for this study. It is

directed specifically at individuals' appraisals of their illness in terms of the five themes

of illness perception described in the Self-Regulatory Model (SRM) and detailed in Chap-

ter 1, and has been found to be a valuable tool in predicting adherence to treatment in

some chronic illnesses (Petrie & Weinman, 1997). On close consideration, it was consid-

ered likely that only those items relating to consequences of the illness or to cure/control

would be likely to discriminate meaningfully between adults with CF. For example, CF

is an hereditary illness, which is life-long and life-shortening. These characteristics are

understood by all but a very small number of adult patients (Conway, Pond, Watson &

Hamnett, 1996) and it was anticipated therefore, that the IPQ items related lo t'ime-li'ne

and. cause of the disease were likely to elicit the same responses from most patients with

CF. These responses would thus be unhelpful in discriminating between patients on the

basis of adherence, Similarly, previous research has demonstrated that disease severity

(and by association, symptom severity) does not predict adherence in CF (Conway et al.,

1996; Abbott & Gee, 1998), so it was deemed unlikely that items related to symptoms

experienced (i,denti,ty) would predict adherence in this population. Given that only some

parts of the measure were expected to be useful in the context of CF, and that ihe IPQ

authors had cautioned against relying on the psychometric stability of the particular sub-

set of items from the measure (Weinman et al., 1996), a decision was made that the

relevant themes of the IPQ would be important to represent in the flnal measure to be

used for this study, but that the IPQ itself would not be used. At the time this report

was being written, the Revised IPQ had been validated and was available, however it had

not been published at the time the research was being planned and could not therefore

be examined for its suitability for use for this research.

The last of the measures considered for use in this research was the Beliefs about

Medicines Questionnaire (BMQ). Tliis is a 10 item questionnaire, designed to extend the

scope of the SRM to include cognitive representations about medicines prescribed to treat

illness (Horne, 1997; Horne et al., 1993). As with the IPQ and (to a lesser extent), the

MCFC, the BMQ has been well validated both conceptually and psychornetrically. Scores

on the measure have been found to have small to moclerate and statistically significant
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correla,tions v/ith self-reported adherence to treatment for people with chronic illness in

several large samples and across seven chronic illness groups (Horne et al., 1998; Horne

& Weinman, 1999). The majority of the items in this measure were conceptually close

to issues to be addressed with this research. There were two important limitations to

the measure however, which were important in the CF context, The first was that the

measure 
"A/as 

concerned only with prescribed medicines and not with other prescribed

non-drug treatments which are central to CF care. The second was that the items were

generalised to all medicines for an illness, rather than differentiating between medicines

for that illness. As described above, this was of concern given the possibility that at least

some beliefs about treatment may be limited to some treatments but not others.

Thus, as with both of the other measures) it was decided not to use the BMQ, but

to incorporate the concepts of beliefs about medicines into a new, CF specific measure of

beliefs and perceptions about both the illness and its treatment and including self-reported

adherence to seven of the most commonly prescribed CF treatments.

The deveiopment and preliminary validation of this new measure has taken place as

part of the two main studies conducted for this doctoral research project. Those studies

are described in Chapters 4 and 5, The initial item development and preparation of the

structure of the measure was conducted after and partly as a result of the outcomes of

Study 1, and was first used in the cross-sectional study described in Chapter 4. In that

study, the face validity, preliminary test-retest reliability (over two weeks), and internal

reliability of the measure rù/ere examined for the first time. The construct validity was

considered through the findings reported from that study.

Based on the outcomes of those evaluations, some changes were made to both the item

content of the measure and its structure. Further evaluation of the measure has been and

is continuing to be conducted in four different studies. Study 3, the longitudinal electronic

monitoring study described in Chapter 5, provided an opportunity to test the construct

validity of the measure further, in particular in relation to the BMQ. It was possible to

compare the self-reported adherence to two CF treatments with electronically monitored

adherence to the same treatments over three months. That study also provided test-retest

information about the measure over three months.
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In the planning for Study 3, it was recognised that although that extra data would

add to an understanding of the validity of the measure) the sample size would be too

small to conduct factor analyses in order to better understand the internal properties of

the measure, and further, would only provide data about the way the measure was used

by a relatively small group of people. In response to the need for a stronger test of the

the value and reliability of the measure, three new, collaborative studies were planned.

The first of these studies involved a small sample of adolescents from Florida, USA, and

is completed and reported below. Another study involves a sample of 150 adults with

CF from Leeds in the United Kingdom, and the third, a sample of 100 adults with CF

from Victoria, Australia. The last two studies have required very lengthy processes of

negotiation, communication, planning and ethics approval in order to begin, and, at the

time of preparation of this dissertation, are not complete. Regrettably, the data for those

two major studies are still being collected and are not available to be included in this

thesis.

3.2 Aims

The following aims were generated for the production of this new measure

o to develop the Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory (CFPI), a disease specific mea-

sure of treatment and illness beliefs, with a focus on treatment adherence, for adults

with Cystic Fibrosis.

o to explore the internal structure and reliability of the CFPI.

o to examine the test-retest reliability of the CFPI over two weeks and over three

months.

o to examine the construct, concurrent and discriminant validity of the CFPI as a

disease specific measure of treatment and illness beliefs.
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3.3 Item development

Once the decision had been made to develop a new, CF specific measure of beliefs and

perceptions, combined with a self-report of adherence, the categories of items were chosen

and item development began. The measure was separated into three parts: a section for

self-reported adherence to treatments in CF, a section for a rating of importance for each

of the treatments, and a section with a number of statements of perceptions, opinions or

beliefs about the disease and its treatment that may be important to adherence.

3.3.1 Self-reported adherence

Development of the self-reported adherence section of the measure was done first. An

important issue to be resolved for this self-report scale was whether it was going to

be designed to represent a "true" measure of adherence or whether it was to represent

patients' estimates of their relative adherence to the different treatments. As discussed

in Chapter 1, there are difficulties with response biases and inaccurate recall in self-

report, that result in self-report underestimating the extent of non-adherence by about

20% (Haynes et al., 1980), At the same time, specificity of questions, and recall over a

short period of time have both been found to improve the accuracy and predictive value

of self-report (Quittner et al., 2000). As observed directly in the pilot study reported

in Chapter 2, and as noted in the literature (Oppenheim, 1992), self-report of adherence

is more likely to yield accurate results if measured on a continuous scale rather than a

dichotomous scale that uses adherent versus non-adherenú categories.

As one of the most significant aims of this research was to explore the differential

adherence of people with CF to different treatments, it was decided that it would be

more important to aim for respondents to provide a global estimate about their relative

adherence to the different treatments, rather than to provide accurate detail about the

extent of their adherence to each treatment. This approach was also adopted by Horne

et al. (1998) in their paper addressing the r-elationship between adherence to treatment

and beliefs about medicines for four chronic illness groups.

Keeping in mind all the factors associated with more accurate self-report, the format
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adopted for measuring adherence in this study was based on the structure used specifi-

cally for enzyme and vitamin use in the MCFC, the only self-report measure previously

developed to examine adherence in adults with CF. In that measure, patients are asked

to rate their use of those medicines as Neaer, Occasi,onallg, UsuaIlE or Alwags, yielding

a four point ordinal scale, Additional information is requested also, about the way that

the medicines are used, to check for correctness of the regimen. Although there are ad-

vantages to having this extra information, it also makes the measure more complex for

people to complete and adds to the difficulty of comparing perceived adherence between

treatments. As it was desirable for the purposes of this research that the scores for each

treatment be comparable, and it was people's perceptions of their relative adherence to

treatments that were of interest, it was decided to use a variation of the four point scale

used in the MCFC, without the additional treatment information. In the pilot study

described above, some participants had commented that they did some of their treatment

only when they were sick, so it was decided to include this condition in the scale of choices

for reported adherence. The choices on tire Likert type scale were therefore drafted as

Neuer, Only when si,ck, Occasi,onallg, Usually and Always; corresponding to scores of "1",

(t2)) 
) 

((3') 
, "4" or tt5" respectively.

This draft scale wording was shown at random (as a part of the first draft of the

whole measure), to a small number of adults with CF attending the RAH outpatient

CF clinic for medical consultations. Ail the patients who were asked to comment on the

scale agreed that it was understandable, but noted that the choice of words was formal

and a little ofi-putting. Suggestions were made that the word "usually" be replaced with

"mostly" and the word "occasionally" be replaced with "sometimes". These suggestions

were adopted. AIso, at the suggestion of patients, the order of presentation of the options

was reversed, so that "Always" appeared first and "Never", Iast.

The treatments chosen for representation in the measure were drawn from two sources:

a discussion with the head of the CF Unit at the RAH about the most frequently pre-

scribed or "standard" treatments in CF, and from the treatments in common, repolted

by participants in the pilot study to be part of their regular treatment regimen. From

these two sources, the following list of treatments was derived:
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¡ Antibiotics

o Pancreatic Enzymes

o Physiotherapy for airway clearance

o Vitamin replacement therapy

o Exercise

o Dietary management

o rhDNase

After this list had been made, the wording of the items and the period of time on which

people were to base their self-report estimates of adherence were considered. Discussions

were held with members of the treatment team at the RAH to determine whether the

names given to the treatments in the list above would be readily understood by patients.

The descriptions above were considered acceptable for all but the last treatment. For the

Iast treatment, it was recommended by the team that the brand name Pulmozyme be

used as this is the only brand of rhDNase available in Australia, and would be much more

readily understood by patients than the generic name. In these same consultations, the

people approached recommended unanimously, that "pancreatic enzymes" be shortened

to "enzymes", "physiotherapy for airway clearance" be shortened to "physiotherapy" and

that "vitamin replacement therapy" be shortened to "vitamins". Agreement about these

changes was unanimous in this small group and it was decided that it was unnecessary

to consult more widely with a larger group of adults with CF. The adult volunteers also

recommended that the wording be changed for "dietary management", but did not concur

about the alternative wording in that case. When these changes were taken back to the CF

team, all team members approached agreed that the new descriptors for the treatments

could be expected to be understood by adults with CF generally and, just as importantly,

not confused with other treatments. A suggestion was made that "dietary management"

be changed to "eaten in the way recommended to me", and this was considered acceptable

by another two patients approached in the waiting area for their opinion.
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The period of time over which patients were asked to report their use of the chosen

treatments was set at one month. Given the limited specificity requested of patients

about their adherence to each treatment, one month was considered (short of the patient

experiencing extraordinary circumstances), to be an adequate length of time for patients'

to be able to represent their typical adherence. While people could be expected to be

more accurate about their adherence over a shorter period of time like one week, one or

two weeks was considered too short a time to establish a sense of their usual pattern of

behaviour rather than just a moment in time. A longer period of time than one month was

considered to present a higher risk of receiving a "guesstimate" rather than a considered

response from participants,

A critical decision to be made about this measure, !,¡/as the way that the concept of

"adherence" was to be worded. Adherence is a fairly formal and somewhat jargonistic

term, which it was decided, would be best avoided in the measure if possible. Two

alternative phrases were generated; "stick to my CF treatments" and "keep up with

my CF treatments", as being conceptually close to the term "adherence". These were

presented to the adults with CF who were consulted about other aspects of wording, for

their opinion about what the two phrases meant, so that a choice could be made between

them for the measure. The descriptions given by people about the phrase "keep up with

my CF treatment" accurately reflected the concept of adherence as presented earlier, in

Chapter 1, and that phrase was therefore adopted for use throughout the measure.

3.3.2 Perceived importance

The perceived importance of treatments to adults with CF was a central concept to be

addressed by this measure. Fhrther, it was important that the measure be structured so

that this concept couid be compared with reported adherence for each treatment. The

same treatments as described above, were thus represented in this section of the measure

with the addition of an "Other" category, to allow patients to report on the importance

of any additional medications or treatments for their CF which were not represented

explicitly on the scale. While a five point scale was chosen for the self-report of adherence,
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a four point scale was chosen for reporting on treatment importance. F\rrther breakdown

of the degree of importance was considered unlikely to add appreciably to the value of

the information sought from the scale. As there r,¡/ere no previously published measures

of perceived importance on which to base the scale points for this measure, the points

were chosen to try to represent graded levels of importance, from extremely important

through to treatments which were perceived to have no importance. The descriptors were

chosen so that each point couid be represented by a minimal number of words. The

descriptors chosen were Essenti,al, Important, Helpful and Not Hetpful. When presented

for consideration to the random sample of adults with CF, this wording was judged by

them to be acceptable and understandable, and was retained. For analysis purposes, these

descriptors were assigned number values of ((1" for Essential, "2" for Important, "3" lor

Helpful and "4" for Not Helpful.

In CF, some treatments provide acute symptomatic relief or immediate benefit, while

others have a delayed or preventive benefit. It was predicted because of this, that peo-

ple may perceive the importance of the treatments relative to their short or long-term

health differently. To cater for this possible difference, the perceived importance scale

was presented twice in the measure, once with reference to perceptions of importance to

short-term health and again with reference to long-term health.

3.3.3 Beliefs about CF and CF treatment

The third major section was to measure the beliefs and perceptions held by adults with

CF about their disease and its treatment (other than the degree of perceived importance

treatments have for them). The format for this section of the measure was chosen to match

that of the BMQ (see Appendix B), with a series of statements, each rated in terms of

the amount to which the respondent agrees or disagrees with the statement. As for the

BMQ, a five-point scale was chosen, with responses being Strongly Di,sagree, Dr,sagree,

Nei,ther Agree nor D'isagree, Agree and Strongly Agree. In the BMQ, the middle response

on the scale is Uncerta'in, however this was changed to Ne'ither Agree nor Di,sagree for

this scale, as it was intended to provide a choice for those people who felt thev did not
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have an opinion about the statement rather than being uncertain about an opinion. For

the purpose of analysis, these scale points were given numeric values of "1" f.or Strongly

Di,sagree through to "5" for Stronglg Agree.

There was a dilemma to be resolved about the degree of repetition to use in this

measure to differentiate between beliefs applicable to some treatments but not others,

Excessive repetition was considered likely to result in a measure which was too long and

that patients would be unwilling to complete. However, treatment characteristics were

considered important for some beliefs or perceptions. A compromise was made, where

items which were about CF generally were not made referent to specific treatments, but

others, which were deemed most likely to be affected differently by different treatments,

were formulated more specificaliy for those treatments.

There were a number of different conceptual ideas which were considered important to

represent in the measure, drawn from previous findings about adherence by adults with

CF, from the SRM put forward by Leventhal and colleagues and described in Chapter 1

and from the practical expressions of that model, including illness perceptions and beliefs

about treatment. Previous adherence research with adults with CF (Abbott et al., 1996)

showed that worry about the disease was associated with better adherence to treatment

and that adults cited forgetfulness as a significant reason for non-adherence(Abbott et al.,

1994). Further, adults who perceived significant others to be in control of their health

(i.e., doctors) reported adhering better to treatments (Abbott et al., 1996). These find-

ings appeared to apply to CF treatments in general and items generated to reflect these

ideas were therefore worded about CF and its treatment generally. In that same paper,

other aspects of health locus of control were not found to be associated with adherence

to treatment, however, in the absence of replications for those findings, it was consid-

ered worthwhile to include other aspects of responsibility about decision making for CF

treatment in this measure. The following items were generated about these issues:

o I worry about the future.

o When I feel worried about my CF I keep up with more of my CF treatment

o At times, I genuinely forget to do some of my treatment
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o I am the best judge of the treatment I need

o My doctors are the best judges of the treatment I need

o Decisions about my treatment must be made jointly by me and my doctors

Although the Importance scale described above was designed to assess the relative

value that people perceive the different CF treatments to have for their health, it was

also considered important to ask for information about treatment value more generally,

as previous findings using the BMQ indicated that in general the concept of the necessity

of medicines was associated with better adherence (Horne et al., 1998), In particular,

the value of the process of medication management was considered to be an important

and separate consideration from the value of the treatment itself. Conceptually, it makes

sense to consider beliefs about the value or effectiveness of treatments alongside beliefs

about the possibility of cure or control of the disease. Together, the following items were

constructed to address these concepts:

o When I do it properly, I believe that my CF treatment works well overall.

o Keeping exactly to my prescribed treatments is very important

o When I am in a good routine, I keep up with more of my CF treatment

¡ I will beat CF

o When I start a new treatment I keep up with more of my usual CF treatment

In contrast to these concepts of value, the issue of concerns about treatment was

important to address and this v/as a situation in which it was considered likely that some

concepts would be treatment specific while others might be more general. A blend of

general and treatment speciflc items \Mas generated to reflect concerns identified previously

in research using the MCFC, in the pilot study reported earlier and in research addressing

beliefs about medicines. This was also considered to be an opportunity for patients to

report on their beliefs about the acceptability or otherwise of managing their treatments

differently to the way they were prescribed. The items were:
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o I am prescribed too much medication.

. My treatment is too demanding on my time'

o My treatment costs too much money.

o I need "time-out" from my CF treatment routine from time-to-time.

o Sometimes, the hassles involved with my CF treatment (e.g., effort/time/expense)

outweigh the benefits.

o When I don't feel any better afber my treatment I keep up with less of my CF

treatment.

o Missing some doses of medication won't do me any harm.

o Taking my medication at the wrong time of day won't do me any harm.

o Missing my exercise or physio sometimes won't do me any harm.

o It is okay for me to vary my treatments depending on how well I feel each day.

In Study 1, several factors were reported as being related to better motivation to adhere

to treatments and it was considered important to represent these ideas in this measure.

Some of these factors also fit quite well with the concept of perceived threat of the illness

as discussed in the SRM. The factors reported by the patients in the pilot study were

social or family support, better health, "reminders" to adhere such as outpatient clinic

appointments or, less positively, increases in the perceived threat of the illness such as

feeling unwell, admission to hospital for treatment of CF exacerbations, and drops in lung

function. The following items were developed to address these concepts. Some of the

items were deliberateiy worded in the opposite direction to the expected responses, to

help guard against the risk of people responding automatically in the same 'ñ/ay to each

item, without really thinking about their response to it'

o When I feel supported or encouraged by people around me I keep up with more of

my CF treatment.
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o When I feel well I keep up with more of my CF treatment.

o After a regular clinic visit I keep up with more of my CF treatment

o When I have a clinic visit coming up I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

¡ When I get home after a hospital admission I keep up with more of my normal CF

treatment.

o When my lung function drops I keep up with more of my CF treatment

o When I get feedback (e.g., PFT, blood test) that a treatment is working I keep up

with the treatment more.

o When I am unwell I keep up with less of my CF treatment

Responses from the pilot study also highlighted that there may be important emotional

or energy related distractions or significant competing activities which may influence

adherence to treatment. These were represented in this measure by the following items:

o When I am on holidays I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

o When I feel down or depressed I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

o When I am pressured with work I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

o When I am tired I keep up with less of my CF treatment

o Wren I have problems or hassles in rny family I keep up with less of my CF treat-

ment.

o When I am busy in my social life I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

In light of the finding from the pilot study that there was limited concordance between

what patients reported their treatment regimen to be, and what the treatment regimen

was reported to be in the medical notes, issues associated with communication about the

health care regimen were considered likely to be associated with adherence in adults with

CF. The following items were included to examine this.
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o I always have a clear understanding of what I am supposed to do with my medica-

tions and other treatments.

o I would feel comfortable about telling my doctor if I was having trouble keeping up

with all my treatments.

As discussed earlier, with reference to perceived importance of treatments, it was

anticipated that patients would perceive short and long-term importance of treatments

differently, and it was hypothesised that differences in short or long-term focus in general

may be linked with adherence as well. These hypotheses arose in response to thinking

about lhe ti,me-li,ne aspect of illness perceptions. While, as noted above in the introduc-

tory remarks for this chapter, it was considered likely that people with CF would think

similarly to one another about the time-line of the disease, the concept of a more gen-

eralised "now" versus "future" focus was one more likely to differentiate between people

with CF and may in its own right, influence decisions about treatment. The following

items were developed to reflect beliefs associated with this'

o I focus on the future more than what is happening right now'

o I focus on today and let the future take care of itself

o When I have a goal to work towards, I keep up with more of my CF treatment

o When I feel positive about the future I keep up with more of my CF treatment

Finally, in the pilot study, one participant particularly commented about being "in

denial" about her disease and the severity of it and described this as something which

interfered with her adherence to treatment. Also, one of the consistent frndings from

research about adherence in adults with CF is that people underestimate the severity of

their disease. This, combined with the fact that some people with CF are affected only

mildly by symptoms from their disease, aroused my curiosity about whether other aduits

with CF experienced a similar emotional reaction and further, whether it was associated

with adherence for them. In order to examine this possibility, the following two items

were added to the measure.

55
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o I find it hard to believe that I have CF

o At times I try to forget that I have CF

Once these items had been chosen, their order of appearance in the measure was

decided, and the measure was completed. The whole measure was presented to both

the CF health care team at the RAH and the small group of aduits with CF mentioned

above, and with the support from both of these groups, for the clarity and face validity of

the measure, the cross-sectional study described in Chapter 4 was undertaken, using the

measure in this form. Changes made to the measure as a result of that study are reported

below.

3.4 Psychometric properties of the CFPI

All statistical analyses were conducted using the statistics software package SPSS for

Windows, version 10. Consideration was given to the appropriate statistical approach to

examining the data generated by this measure. While the data were, strictly speaking,

ordinal, analysis of the distribution of responses for each item revealed sufficient variabil-

ity in responses to most items to engender confidence that this data could be treated

as interval level data and thus, parametric analyses would yield meaningful and valid

results. Where the responses to particular items fell in a particularly restricted range,

reducing the validity of the analyses, this is discussed at the appropriate place in the text

below. The main statistical tools used to examine the psychometric properties of this

measure therefore, were Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Coefficients, to examine

the strength of association between items, and Cronbach's Alpha to examine the internal

reliability of sub-scales derived from this measure.

Several types of reliability and validity were examined for this measure, although it was

beyond the scope of this investigation to examine all the relevant aspects of validity. The

types of reliability and validity addressed, were drawn from those identified by Nunally &

Bernstein (1994). These guidelines have been used recently in the validation of the Cystic

Fibrosis Questionnaire, a liealth related Quality of Life measure designed prirnarily for
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children and adolescents with Cystic Fibrosis (Quittner, Buu, Watrous & Davis, 2000)

and offer a useful framework for considering the properties of a questionnaire.

As described in the previous section, content validity was a high priority and was

given significant consideration in the development of the items for the measure. The

construct validity of the CFPI was considered mostly when the measure Ì'¡/as used in

the studies described in Chapters 4 and 5 and is only discussed briefly below, in the

context of the determination of the subscales of the beli,efs section of the measure. A

part of that validation process was the examination of the way in which the items in the

scale were associated with one another, and whether these associations met with prior

expectations about constructs the measure was designed to represent and capture. The

internal reliability of the emerging constructs was then examined, as v/as the item internal

consistency (i.e., the strength of association between an item and the sum of the items in

that scale).

Test-retest reliability analysis of all aspects of the measure was conducted, both in the

short-term (two weeks) and over a longer period of time (three months). Concurrent and

convergent validity of the measure was examined through the electronic monitoring study,

where aspects of the CFPI were compared with the BMQ. As this is a new measure, and

its properties were being considered for the first time, the measurement of discriminant

validity (i.e., correlations between measures that are not expected to relate to each other)

was not attempted, although item-level discriminant validity was examined. The predic-

tive validity of the measure l,¡¡as not examined here either, largely because the sample

sizes of the studies reported were not large enough to attempt predictive modelling.

3.5 Internal structure and reliability

3.5.1 Determination of subscales for the CFPI

The internal structure of the CFPI was first examined through the cross-sectional study

described in Chapter 4, and the internal reliabiiity results for that study are described

here.
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The beli,efs section of the CFPI was designed to measure a number of different as-

pects of illness and treatment perception in adults with CF. As an examination of illness

and treatment perceptions in CF was a novel process, it was decided that, rather than

attempting to fit the items into the pre-determined categories from which they were

drawn, a valuable first process would be to examine the inter-relationships between items

"blindly", with only number identification, in order to see whether there v/âs a concep-

tual fit between items which correlated well with one another. Another goal for this first

consideration of the data was to identify any items which did not relate well to others in

the scale or did not appear to add a novel contribution to any emerging scales, This scale

was quite long in its first form, and it was considered desirable to reduce the number of

items in the scale if any v/ere found to be redundant.

Pearson's correlations were performed therefore, to examine the relationships between

each of the items in this section of the scale with all the other items in the section. A

combination of several criteria were used to determine whether an item should be dropped

from the measure. If the item had only one or two statistically significant correlations

with any other item in the section, and it was not independently associated with reported

adherence to any of the CF treatments, it was dropped from the measure, If one item

appeared to duplicate the role and associations of another item, the item out of the two

with the largest correlations was retained and the weaker item was dropped from the

measure, If an item had a number of statistically significant correlations with others, but

did not appear to fit better with any particular cluster of items compared with others,

it was flagged for closer consideration in terms of content. If it did not have a good

conceptual fit with any particular emergent subscale, it was dropped. Finally, if an item

did not discriminate between respondents because everyone answered it in the same \May)

it was considered unlikely that the item would be helpful to the examination of factors

which differentiate between people in terms of adherence to treatment, and the item was

dropped, regardless of whether the finding was of interest in its own right.

On examination, eight items were found to meet at least one of the redundancy criteria

above, and were dropped from the measure. No further analysis was conducted with

items dropped from the measure at this stage. Items dropped from the analysis after the
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questionnaire had been used for the first time, in the cross-sectional study described in

Chapter 4 were:

C2 My doctors are the best judges of the treatment I need.

C8 I find it hard to believe I have CF.

C18 I focus on today and let the future take care of itself.

C19 I worry about the future.

C24 When I get feedback (e.g., PFT, blood test) that a treatment is working I keep up

with the treatment more.

C28 When I feel well I keep up with more of my CF treatment.

C34 When I have a clinic visit coming up I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

C38 When I am unwell I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

A further two items also failed to fit well into any of the emerging scales, however it

was decided to retain the items for the next study. Both of these items were associated

conceptually with the idea of an internal locus of control and had associations with nu-

merous other items in the scale. It was decided that it would be premature to remove

them at this stage of the validation of the measure. No attempt was made to place them

into a subscale although their test-retest reliability is examined with the other items later.

The two items retained but not used in the analysis were:

Cl I am the best judge of the treatment I need.

C4 It is okay for me to vary my treatments depending on how well I feel each day.

Due to the small sample size for this study, it was not possible to use conventional

principal components analysis to explore the item relationships in this measure. This

process was therefore done by hand, with an examination of the intercorrelations between

the different items, based on the McQuitty process of cluster analysis (McQuitty, 1961).

This analysis makes use of the highest correlations held by each variable with any other.
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The basis of each cluster is a pair of variables whose highest correlation is with the other

variable of the pair. The cluster is then built around this pair and includes all other

variables that have their highest correlation with any other variable in the cluster. In

this context, where some association between constructs could be expected and there was

not a prediction of fully orthogonal subscales, it was considered that this process was

potentially too inclusive. In order to be retained in the cluster then, each variable needed

to have a positive statistical relationship with the other variables in the cluster, and to

be statistically significantly associated with more than one variable in the cluster.

At the end of this process, five clusters, that will be referred to as subscales, emerged.

While they wele all somewhat different from the specific constructs used in the item

development phase, each did appear to be a conceptually linked group of items, perhaps

representing slightly different constructs than first anticipated. The internal retiability of

these subscales was examined using Cronbach's Alpha. Four of the scales were found to

have good internal reliability (an a of 0.80 or higher), while the fifth scale, although it

appeared to make sense conceptually, had a lower a of just under 0.60. As this was a

new measure and tested on a small sample, this lower o was considered to be acceptable

at this stage, Based on the concepts which these five subscales appeared to represent,

they were given the following names: teatment Value, Cost versus Benefit, Denial,

Concerns/Attention and Lifestyle/Energy.

The teatment Value scale (a : 0.82) appeared to reflect two main concepts; an

overall belief in the value or effectiveness of the treatment program and a motivation to

do it well. In contrast, the Cost versus Benefit scale (a : 0.85) appeared to reflect a

belief in the acceptability of modifying treatment plans, combined with concerns that

treatment was too costly in terms of effort, time or money compared with the benefits to

be experienced as a result of the treatment. The third scale, Iabelled Denial (a: 0.58),

had only three items. It seemed to reflect either one of two possibilities: that the person

was, at some level, in denial about the seriousness of their illness, or that they were

extremely optimistic and focussed on a positive future. Given the current reality of the

nature of CF as a life-shortening illness, for the purposes of this research the cluster of

items was described as Denial rather than optimism about an achievable future. This
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position also fits with the findings from examinations of coping behaviour in CF, that

denial of the illness process is a common and in some cases, quite effective psychological

coping process for people with CF.

The fourth scale, Concerns/Attention (a : 0.83), included items about responsiveness

to situations of heightened attention to the disease process in CF, or that might increase

the perceptions of illness threat in CF, such as clinic and hospital attendance, changes

in treatment routine or health status and a tendency to think about the future in terms

of the disease. The final subscale, Lifestyie/Energy (a:0.88), appeared to reflect issues

related to lifestyle choices or pressures and to emotional or energy drains which might

impinge on the self-regulatory process of decision making about treatment.

The CFPI items aïe presented in their subscales in Table 3.1. The detailed internal

reliability information, for each subscale, inciuding item level statistical properties, is

presented in Appendix C.

Table 3.1: Internal subscale structure of the CFPI.

Item Content

C3

C5

C6

C7

Tleatment Value

Decisions about my treatment must be made jointly by me and my
doctors.

When I do it properly, I believe that my treatment works well overall.

Keeping exactly to my prescribed treatment is very important

I always have a clear understanding of what I am supposed to do with my

medication and other treatments.

c27 When I have a goal to work towards I keep up with more of my cF
treatment.

C37 When I feel supported or encouraged by people around me I keep up with
more of my CF treatment.

C39 When I am in a good routine I keep up with more of my CF treatment
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Table 3,1: (continued)

Item Content

Cost vs Benefit

C9 I am prescribed too much medication.

C10 My treatment is too demanding on my time.

Cl1 Missing some doses of medication won't do me any harm.

CIz Taking my medication at the wrong time of day won't do me any harm

C13 Missing my exercise or physio sometimes won't do me any harm

C20 At times I genuinely forget to do some of my treatment.

C27 I need "time-out" from my CF treatment routine from tirne-to-time,

C23 Sometimes, the hassles involved with my treatment
(e,g., effort f timef expense) outweigh the benefits.

Denial

C74 I will beat CF

Cl7 My treatment costs too much money

C22 At times I try to forget that I have CF

Concernf Attention

C15 I would feel comfortable about telling my doctor if I was having trouble
keeping up with all my treatments.

C16 I focus on the future more than what is happening right now

C29 When I get home after a hospital admission I keep up with more of my
normal CF treatment.

C30 When my lung function drops I keep up with more of my CF treatment

C31 After a regular clinic visit I keep up with more of my CF treatment.
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Table 3.1: (continued)

63

Item Content

c32 When I feel worried about my cF I keep up with more of my cF
treatment.

c33 When I feel positive about the future I keep up with more of my cF
treatment.

C36 When I start a new treatment I keep up with more of my usual CF

treatment

Lifestyle/Energy

C25 When I am on holidays I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

C26 When I feei down or depressed I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

C3b When I am pressured with work I keep up with iess of my CF treatment

C40 When I am tired I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

C4I When I don't feel any better after my treatment I keep up with less of my

CF treatment.

C42 When I have problems or hassles in my family I keep up with less of my

CF treatment.

C43 When I am busy in my social life I keep up with less of my CF treatment

For each of these scales, a summary score was calculated by taking the mean of all

the item scores in the scale for each person. To account for missing data, a mean scale

score was produced if there were scores for at least four out of the total number of items

for the scale. For the Denial scale, which had only three items, at least two scores needed

to be present before a scale score rvas calculated. Once these subscale scores had been

calculated, it was possibie to examine the relationship between each item and both the

overall scale it v/as supposed to be contained within, as well as its association with any

other scales. Ideally, item-to-scale correlations should be 0.40 or greater (Campbell &

Fiske, 1959; Quittner et al.,2000). This analysis also allows for an examination of item-
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level discriminant validity, that is, whether the item is correlated more strongly with its

intended scale or another scale. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 3.2

and it can be seen that all of the item-to-scale correlations met the criteria of being 0.40

or higher. Further, with the exception of item C39, which correlated more highly with

the Concerns/Attention scale than with TYeatment Value, its intended scale, all of the

items did demonstrate item-level discriminant validity, being more highly correlated with

their intended scale than any other. It was clear however, that there was a significant

correlation between the Tleatment Value scale and the Concerns/Attention scale.
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Item Tïeatment
Value

Cost vs

Benefit
Denial Concern/

Attention
Lifestyle/

Energy

C3
C5
C6
C7
c27
c37
c39

,774**

.748**
,670**

.766**

.681**

.640**

.563**

,058

.024

.283

.r73

.348*

.459**

.234

.106

.257

-.008
.325*
.541**
.290
.223

.467**

.531**

.547**

.479**

.519**

.454**

.726**

.4r2*

.262

.007

.242

.404*

.607**

.284

C9
c10
c11
c72
c13
c20
c2t
c23

-.072
-.019

.038

.294

.727

.272

.342*

.206

.654**

.559**

.672**

.705**

.764**

.804**

.746"*

.728**

r27
265
363.
,515**

.429**

.423**

.646**

.338*

-.031
-.105
-.010

.330*

.019

.150

.325.

.172

370*
,407*
.295
.387*

,249
.648**
.499"*
.529**

ct4
c77
c22

381

288

096

175

652**
529**

- Ðn'F*fJt

723**
779**

.,1 ¡,)

.225

.058

t29
273

258

c15
c16
c29
c30
c31
c32
c33
c36

.379*

.320.

.523**

.522**

.501 **

.723**

.736**

.487**

.074

.229

.250

-.001
-.080

.061

,063

.109

.348*

.4r7**

.351*

.046

.t97

.185

.237

-.046

.425**

.490**

.730**

.772**

.846**

.818**

.868**

.596**

.006

.098

.156

.115

-.043
.359*
.277

.340*

c25
c26
c35
c40
C4I
c42
c43

.313

.439**

.473**

.262

.246

.369*

.359-

.422**

.477**

.4Lt*

.449**

.631**
,450**
.444**

.202

.t92

.3r4

.155

.25r

.205

.208

108

254
326*
245
074
101

073

.755**

.819**

.691**

.724**

.797**

.l l+

.823**

* Correlation is signiflcant at the .05 level (2-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

Table 3.2: Item to scale correlations for each cluster of the CFPI, for the first CFPI study

(lú:39), described in Chapter 4. For item content, please refer to Table 3.1.
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3.5.2 Electronic monitoring study

The CFPI was used again in the longitudinal study described in Chapter 5 and its reli-

ability and validity v/ere considered further in the context of that study. In particular,

further examination was made of the internal reliability, item-level internal consistency

and item-level discriminant validity of the subscales derived from the measure in the first

study.

When the two items retained from the first use of the measure but not used, were

examined in this study, they were found to be poorly correlated with other items in the

measure and were again, left out of the analysis. Other validation studies of this mea,sure

were commenced before the findings from the electronic monitoring study were known, so

these items are also being examined in those studies. It seems likely however, that these

items will be dropped from any future versions of the measure,

In this electronic monitoring study, an examination was also made of the relationship

between the subscales of the BMQ and the subscales of the CFPI, to test for concurrent

and discriminant validity of the CFPI.

Appendix D lists the items in each scale and a copy of the final version of the measure

is presented in Appendix B. Wrile the content of the items in each scale remained the

same as for the cross-sectional study, the item numbers changed when the eight redundant

items were dropped from the scale, which is important when examining the way the items

intercorrelated with each scale. The full internal reliability information for each of these

subscales is presented in Appendix E. In this smaller sample (l/ : 25), the internal

reliability of the Concerns/Attention scale, the Lifestyle/Energy scale and the Denial

scale was good, with a greater than 0.80, while it was a little lower for the Cost versus

Benefit scale, with an a of 0.70 (largely due to the effect of item C16), and slightly lower

again (c : 0.58) for the teatment Value scale, While this lower reliability for the two

scales was disappointing, it was offset by the fact that the item-discriminant validity

remained high for almost all items and the item-internal consistency was acceptable for

all but two items in the Cost versus Benefit scale (see Table 3.3).
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Item TYeatment
Value

Cost vs
Benefit

Denial Concern/
Attention

Lifestyle/
Energy

C2
C4
C5

C6
c22
c30
c31

,666**
.464*

.405
r ory**.o,f I

.506*

.497*

.660**

.024

.029

-,594**
-.002

.040

-.352
-.118

.027

-.309
.010

-.332
-,163

.225

-,020

.253

.062

.L64

-.063
.404
.626**

.456*

-.24r
-.209
-.395
-.734

.303

-.108
-,099

C7
C8
C9
c10
c11
c16
CL7
c19

-,t45
-.294
-.L76
-.202
-.374

.727

-.090
-.346

.502*

.848**

.693**

.811**

.808**

-.333
.332
.644**

-.303
.294

099
259

050
085
2L4

-.270
-.243
-.398
-.t44
-.336

.387

-.247
-.t47

.L74

.503

.050

.360

.396

.166

.259

.026

011

ct2
c15
c18

.029

-.r57
-.22r

.155

.r87

.094

.865**
,828**
.878**

.L7r

.028

.299

-.057
.045

.t94

c13
c74
c23
c24
c25
c26
c27
c29

.236

.479.

.532*

.470*

.024

.256

.323
,477*

-.692**
-.402
-.099
-.779
-,063

.027

-.Jò J

-.206

-.729
.187
.138

-.077
.463*
.303

.74t

.t77

627**
I t,f

820**
458*

637**
689**
673**
932*"

-.097
.017

-.045
-.195
-.168
-.050

.232

.133

c20
C2L

c28
c32
c33
c34
c35

-.292
-.090
-,433
-.744
-,034
-,II4
-.133

.446*

.090

.747**

.466*

.052
,438*
.203

-.053
-.004

.340

.018

.052
,028

-.047

oto- . ¿¿\)

.243

-.325
-.063

.365

.048

-.2t5

774**
847**
811**

738**
704**
689**
928**

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

Table 3.3: Item to scale correlations for each cluster of the CFPI, for the electronic mon-

itoring study (l/ : 25), described in Chapter 5. For item content please see Appendix D'
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Item Original Item U.S.A. Teen Item

Cl1 Missing my exercise or physio won't do
me any harm.

C23 When I get home after a hospital ad-
mission I keep up with more of my nor-
mal CF treatment.

C28 When I am pressured with work I keep
up with less of my CF treatment.

C35 When I am busy in my social life I keep
up with less of my CF treatments.

Missing my exercise or chest physio
won't do me any harm.
When I get home after a stay in hospi-
tal I keep up with more of my normal
CF treatment.
When I am pressured with school I
keep up with less of my CF treatment.
When I am busy with my friends I keep
up with less of my CF treatment.

Table 3.4: Item wording changes for the U.S.A, adolescent version of the CFPI

3.5.3 U.S.A. teen study

As mentioned in the introductory remarks for this chapter, data was collected from a

small sample (l/ : 15) of adolescents with CF (aged 14 to 19 years) from Florida in the

United States of America. The aim for this mini study was to conduct a preliminary

validation of the measure in a sample that was different, both in country of residence and

in age. Given that the sample size was so small, the findings obtained are considered to be

very much preliminary and to provide an indication only, of the way the concepts in the

measure may be understood with reference to a different population. The measure was

completed only once by each adolescent and the group of adolescents who completed the

measure were participants in another study on adherence to treatment at the time, The

impact this involvement may have had on their responses is not known, and no individual

demographic data is available for the participants in this sample.

Some minor changes were made to the wording of some items of the measure to

account for the younger sample and to ensure that the terminology used was culturally

appropriate to the U.S.A. setting. Changed items are listed in Table 3,4, with the original

adult version and the version included in the teen measure presented side by side, In the

self-reported adherence and perceived importance sections of the measure, the treatment

"physiotherapy" was changed to "chest physiotherapy".

For each subscale, the Cronbach's Alpha is presented in Tabie 3.5. As this was pre-
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Subscale o
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T[eatment Value
Cost vs Benefit
Denial
Concern/Attention
Lifestyle/Energy

.7748

.7803

.0223

.6073

.7013

Table 3.5: Internal reliability of CFPI subscales for 15 adolescents from the U.S.A.

Iiminary data it was not considered worthwhile to include the full item-total statistics

of the measure for this sample. It can be seen however, that four of the flve scales had

internal reliability scores which are considered acceptable as defined above. The Denial

scale showed no internal consistency at all. Despite this, two of the three items in the

scale did have their highest correlation with the Denial scale rather than any other, as

shown in Table 3.6, where the item to scale correlations are shown for the five subscales

and their constituent items, Also in Table 3.6, it can be seen that the Concern/Attention

scale for this sample was significantly compromised, with many of its hypothesised items

correlating more highly with other scales in the measure. Item numbers for the adolescent

version of the measure used in this study are the same as for the electronic monitoring

study.
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Item Tleatment
Value

Cost vs
Benefit

Denial Concern/
Attention

Lifestyle/
Energy

C2
C4
C5
C6
c22
c30
c31

426

811*

763
580*
839*

615*
580*

.481

-,160
-.24r

.255

-.260
-.372
-.255

.237

-.283
.283

.073

-.233
-.743
-.110

.235

.542*

.49t
,011

.822*
,437
,390

-.330
-.289
-.535*

.095

-,651*
-.428
-.208

C7
C8
C9
c10
cl1
c16
c77
c19

.210

-.r02
-.335
-.724
-.47r
-.267

.262

.053

.7r5*

.596.

.645*

.7gg*

.677*

.134

.369

.829*

.775

-.r37
-.188

.084

-.103
-.511

.07L
,028

-.724
.t54
.351

.115

.378

.500

.4L7

.707

305

468
485

569*
772*

000
r46
490

CT2
c15
c18

.049

-.278
-.015

224
470
400

661*
729*
346

.523*

.099

-.32r

355
006
433

c13
cl4
c23
c24
c25
c26
c27
c29

.026

.053

,587*
.855.
.597*

.383

,507

.232

.080

-.028
-.267

.115

-.267
.46t

-,285
-.053

072

535*

851*
454*

851*
458

669.
501

.772

.034

-,682*
-.458
-.682*
-.543
-.683*
-.369

.006

.227

.000

.r49
,000

.485

,035

,356

c20
c27
c28
c32
c33
c34
c35

-.295
-.326
-.169
-.330
-,370
-.433
-.226

642*
L46

092
720

075

352
792

,477

-. i05

-.279
.110

-,033
.102
.048

-.020
-.632*
-.227
-.542
-.556*
-.447
-.484

,325
.784*

.602.

.740*

.630*

.715*

.472*

* Correlation is significant at the ,05 level (2-tailed)

Table 3.6: Item to scale correlations for each cluster of the CFPI, for the Florida adoles-
cents.
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3.6 Test-retest reliability

3.6.1 Self-reported adherence

Test-retest reliability is an important feature for understanding whether a measure is

measuring something which is stable or reliable over time. A major consideration which

affected the interpretation of test-retest analyses of self-reported adherence, conducted

with the CFPI, was the expectation that adherence is a variable behaviour. Anticipat-

ing that this would be the case necessitated some expectation of difference in reported

adherence between time one and time two, even though the self-reported adherence scale

was designed to access "typical" adherence. Further, it was expected that the differences

observed would be larger in the study described in Chapter 5, where the interval between

tests was three months, than in the study described in Chapter 4, where the interval

between tests was two weeks.

The reliability of self-reported adherence over two weeks was examined with the subset

of 25 people who completed ail aspects of both the first and second administration of the

CFPI in the study described in Chapter 4. Pearson's r r,¡¡as calculated to examine the

correlation between each item on the self-reported adherence scale for time one and time

two. Adherence was coded on the flve point scale described earlier, such that a score

of "1" indicated most adherence, while a score of "5" indicated least adherence. The

correlations for six of the treatments between time one and time two were moderate to

high and statistically significant, while the correlations found for antibiotics and enzymes

were low and not statistically significant. In the case of enzymes, this poor correlation

appeared to be the result of a restricted response range, with 95% of respondents reporting

their adherence to this treatment to be in the "Alwa,ys" or "Mostly" categories at both

time one and time two, so that a shift from "Always" to "Mostly" from time one to

time two had a very signiflcant effect on the statistic, which did not really reflect a big

change in reported adherence. The small correlation for antibiotics did seem to reflect a

genuine difference in reported adherence for that treatment between time one and time

two, Table 3.7 shows the different treatments, the mean adherence score (between 1 and
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Treatment Timel Time2 r p

Antibiotics
Enzymes
Physiotherapy
Vitamins
Exercise
Diet
Puffers
rhDNase

2.24 (7.78)
r.24 (0.54)
2.40 (L.22)
1.3e (0.66)
2.13 (1.15)
1.e6 (0.e5)
1.e4 (1.0e)
1.63 (1.02)

7.76

L29
2.36
r.43
2.2t
7.92

1.82

L.75

(o 8e)
(0.56)
(1,1e)
(0.66)
(0.e3)
(0.e7)
(0.88)
(1.18)

.13

.26

< .001

.001

< .001

< .001

< ,001

.001

34

26

93

64

84

90

74

74

Table 3.7: Mean and (standard deviation) for self-reported adherence scores at Time 1

and Time 2, two weeks later, and test-retest correlations for different CF treatments
(¡\r:25).

5 for each treatment on each occasion) and standard deviation, the correlation between

the means for time one and time two and the significance (p) of the correlation.

Test re-test reliability of self-reported adherence was also calculated over a period

of three months, on a smaller sample (l/ : 18) of adults with CF who completed the

measure at both the beginning and end of the electronic monitoring study reported in

Chapter 5. The scale for self-reported adherence was changed for this study, to represent

number of days per week on which the treatment was taken or done, rather than the more

general conceptual estimate used in the first study conducted with the measure, While it

was still considered desirable for people to represent their recent typical adherence, and

a high level of accuracy was not expected, one of the aims for the electronic monitoring

study was to compare self-reported adherence with electronically rnonitored adherence. In

order to do that, it was decided that it would be more helpful to have participants report

their estimate of the number of days per week on which they adhered to their treatments,

to match with the measure of adherence that would be obtained from the monitors, than

for them to report their adherence on the scale as it was first derived. Adherence was

reported on a four point scale representing "7 or 6", "5 or 4", "3 or 2" or "1 or 0" days

of the week, These scale points were scored with numbers from one, indicating "7 or 6"

days, to four, indicating "1 or 0" days of the week.

Pearson's r was calculated to examine the strength of association between self-reported
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Tleatment Timel Time2 r p

Antibiotics
Enzymes
Physiotherapy
Vitamins
Exercise
Diet
rhDNase

1.31 (0.s7)
1.06 (0.24)
2.2e (0.ee)
1.3e (0.61)
1,e4 (0.s7)
t.22 (0.43)
7.22 (0.73)

1.06 (0.25)
1.2e (0.85)
2.53 (1.13)
1.72 (7.07)
2.06 (0.87)
1.44 (0.78)
1.50 (1.04)

-.10
.52

.70

.18

.16

.04

.54

.73

.03
.002

.49

.53

.88

.02

Table 3.8: Mean and (standard deviation) for self-reported adherence scores at Time 1

and Time 2, three months later, and test-retest correlations for different CF treatments
(¡/: 17).

adherence at time one and time two for the different CF treatments. As with the examina-

tion of self-report stability over two weeks, there were difficulties with restricted range for

self-reported adherence, but this time for several of the treatments, reducing the validity

of the correlation coefficient calculated and reducing the meaning of the mean adherence

score calculated. As a result of these difficulties, the statistics are reported here (see

Table 3.8), but the reader must be av/are that they have limited validity. To balance this,

a comparison is presented of the percentage of participants reporting adherence in each

of the categories at time one and time two for each treatment (see Table 3.9). FYom this

comparison, it can be seen that for all treatments, reports of adherence on 7 or 6 days

per week varied little between time one and time two (no more than 5% difference from

time one to time two for any treatment). It can also be seen that for antibiotics, enzymes

and rhDNase, reports of adherence on 7 or 6 days per week accounted for at least 77To

of responses. Greater variability in both adherence and reporting between time one and

time two is evident for the other treatments. Issues related to the way participants used

this scale and the meaning that this has for the findings of the study are described in

detail in Chapter 5.

3.6.2 Perceived importance

Similar analyses were conducted to examine the test-retest reliability of perceived im-

portance of the CF treatments, over two weeks in the cross-sectional study described in
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TreaLlrenI % reporting
7 or 6 days

% reporting
5 or 4 days

% reporting
3 or 2 days

% reporting
1 or 0 days

Antibiotics T1
Antibiotics T2

89.5
94.1

0

5.9

ÉÐd.J

0

5.3
0

Enzymes T1
Enzymes T2

86.4

88,2

13.6

0

0

5.9
0

5.9

Physiotherapy T1
Physiotherapy T2

31.8
29.4

9.1

23.5

22.7

23.5
36.4
23.5

Vitamins T1
Vitamins T2

60.9
61.1

34.8
t6.7

4.3
11.1

0

11.1

Exercise T1
Exercise T2

30,4
27.8

47.8
44.4

13

22.2
8.7
5.6

Diet T1
Diet T2

63.6
66.7

31.8
27.8

4.5

0

0

5.6

rhDNase T1
rhDNase T2

82.6
77.8

13,0

5.6
0

5.6
4.3

11.1

Table 3.9: Percentage of participants reporting adherence in each of the four categories
at time one and at time two three months later (,4r/ for T1 is 24,1/ for T2 is 18)

Chapter 4, and over three months in the electronic monitoring study described in Chap-

ter 5. For the first study using this measure (test-retest over two weeks), as for test-retest

of self-reported adherence, there was a sample of 25 people who completed the measure at

both time one and time two. Again, the distributions of responses for the different treat-

ments r'¡/ere examined and it was determined that with the exceptions described below,

there was sufficient variability in the response sets to justify the use of parametric statis-

tics to examine the relationships for each treatment between the two occasions. Pearson's

correlations were conducted to examine the strength of the relationships between time one

and time two. Importance over the short term was examined first, however, for perceived

importance of Enzymes, the problem of a very restricted range of responses invalidated

the correlation coefficient for both short and long-term adherence. In that case, the mean

importance score and standard deviation for time one was identical to that for time two,

both for short and long-term importance, with almost all participants reporting the treat-
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Tleatment Timel Time2 r
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p

Antibiotics
Enzymes
Diet
Physiotherapy
Exercise
Vitamins
rhDNase

1.77 (0.81)
1.05 (0.22)
1.63 (0.77)
1.e2 (0.e7)
1.68 (o ee)

1.43 (0.5e)
1.43 (0.65)

1.55 (0.74)
1.05 (0.22)
1.54 (0.66)
1.75 (0.e0)
1.64 (0.76)
1,74 (0.86)
1.50 (0.65)

.03

.83

.04

< .001

< .001

< .001

.003

.45

-.05
.42

.92

.84

.77
iÐ.tJ

Table 3.10: Mean and (standard deviation) scores for perceived short-term importance

at Time 1 and Time 2, two weeks later, and test-retest correlations for different CF

treatments (¡\r : 25).

ment to be essenti,al to their heaith. Also, there were no matched pairs for the "Other"

category on which analyses could be performed, Otherwise, over two weeks, patients re-

ported similar levels of perceived importance for all of their treatments, with moderate

to strong and statistically significant correlations as shown in Table 3.10.

Restricted response ranges also caused difficutties for the test-retest comparison of

the perceived importance of antibiotics when iong-term importance rù¡as examined. For

antibiotics , g4\o of participants reported the treatment to be either Essent'ial to Important

to them at time one) compared with 88% at time two. Perceived importance of diet to

long-term health appeared to change from time one to time two, with a iow and non-

significant correlation emerging, however the apparent difference is not as significant as

it appears from the correlation. Again, participants' limited use of the range of the scale

for perceived importance of the scale led to an inflated significant for the difference in

reports for time one to time two. For the remaining treatments, test-retest correlations of

perceived importance of the treatments between time one ancl time two did appear to be

valid, and were moderate to large and statistically significant. The means and standard

deviations, along with the Pearson's correlation coefficient and the significance of the

correlations are shown in Table 3.11.

The test-retest reliability of perceived importance over three months was considered

through the electronic monitoring study. As described in Chapter 4, there was a com-

paratively smaller degree of association found between reported adherence and ratings of
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Tleatment Timel Time2 r p

Antibiotics
Enzymes
Diet
Physiotherapy
Exercise
Vitamins
rhDNase

1.35 (0.81)
1.05 (0.22)
1.50 (0.80)
1.61 (0.s4)
1.46 (0.88)
1.3e (0.66)
r.40 (0.74)

1.45 (0.8e)
1.05 (0.22)
r.27 (0.46)
1.6r (0.72)
1.50 (0.66)
1.65 (0.78)
1,53 (0.74)

.35 .13

.05 .83

.26 .24

.79 < .001

.78 < .001

.55 .007

.63 .01

Table 3.11: Mean and (standard deviation) scores for perceived long-term importance
at Time 1 and Time 2, two weeks later, and test-retest correlations for different CF
treatments (¡f : 25)

the long-term importance of treatments than between perceived importance to short-term

health and adherence. A decision was made on the basis of this finding, to drop the im-

portance to long-term treatments scale from the measure. The importance scale is thus

presented only once in the revised version of the CFPI, with the term "ongoing" replacing

"short-term" importance. In the electronic monitoring study, the distribution of scores

on the importance scale for each treatment at both time one and time two allowed for a

valid parametric statistical comparison to be conducted. Pearson's r was used again as

the measure of comparison between time one and time two. It was found that there was

a significant test-retest reliability in the perceived importance of all the different treat-

ments from time one to time two, suggesting that perceived importance of treatments is a

relatively robust concept, that does not change dramatically, at least over three months.

The means and correlations for perceived importance at time one compared with time

two are presented in Table 3.12.

3.6.3 Disease and treatment beliefs

The test-retest reliability of the items in the third section of the CFPI was considered

in the same way as for the other aspects of the measure. First, an examination of the

distribution of the data was made to ensure that it was suitable for parametric analysis.

As with the previous elements of the scale, there were some items which had a very
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Tleatment Timel Time2 r

77

p

Antibiotics
Enzymes
Physiotherapy
Vitamins
Exercise
Diet
rhDNase

1.31 (0.60)
1.12 (0.33)
1.83 (1.04)
1.s3 (0.71)
1.33 (0.5e)
1.61 (0.70)
1.3e (0.61)

1.38 (0.62)
1.06 (0,24)
1.83 (1.10)
2.oo (0,s4)
1.61 (0.85)
1.61 (0.7e)
1.56 (0.e8)

,92 <
,69

.90 <

.79 <

.74 <

.79 <

.80 <

,001

.002

,001

.001

,001

.001

.001

Table 3.12: Mean and (standard deviation) scores for perceived importance to ongoing

health at Time 1 and Time 2, three months later, and test-retest correiations for different

CF treatments (l/: 18)

limited distribution, or which had one or two outlier scores which significantly affected the

correlation between the item at time one and time two. Overall however, the items were

suitable for parametric analysis. Pearson's product-moment correlations were conducted

to examine item stability over two weeks (see Table 3.13), and, with the shortened version

of the measure used in the electronic monitoring study, over three months (see Table 3.14).

Some degree of item stability over time was anticipated for this section, however

the SRM describes illness (and treatment) perceptions as dynamic and therefore to be

expected to change over time as a result of feedback about disease and treatment outcomes

and so on. Item correlations from time one to time two, over two weeks and over three

months, revealed moderate or high and statistically significant correlations for most items.

This finding was consistent with the SRM idea of a dynamic process but also seemed to

indicate that some of the concepts were quite stable over time. Items which were most

stable over two weeks were:

o I find it hard to believe that I have CF

o Taking my medication at the wrong time of day won't do me any harm.

o I focus on the future more than what is happening right now

o I need "time-out" from my CF treatment routine from time-to-time.

Items which were most stable over three months were:
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o Keeping exactly to my prescribed treatment is very important

. My treatment costs too much money

o At times I try to forget that I have CF

Table 3.13: Mean score and (standard deviation) for each item, with test-retest correla-
tions of beliefs about CF and its treatment over two weeks (¡/ : 25).

Item Timel Time2 r p

I am the best judge of the treatment I
need,

3.e2 (0.81) 3.48 (0.71) .64 .001

My doctors are the best judges of the
treatment I need.

3.72 (0.8e) 3.72 (0.6s) .42 .04

Decisions about my treatment must be
made jointly by me and my doctors.

4,32 (0.85) 4.36 (0,70) .36 ,08

It is okay for me to vary my treatments 3.25 (1.07) 3.13 (1.03) .68 < .001
depending on how well I feel each day.

When I do it properly, I believe that my 4.20 (0.65) 4.20 (0.65)
CF treatment works well overall.

Keeping exactly to my prescribed
treatment is very important.

3.88 (1.01) 3.84 (0.80)

I always have a clear understanding of
what I am supposed to do with my
medications and other treatments.

4.44 (0.5r) 4.28 (0.54)

I find it hard to believe that I have CF

30 .i5

49 .01

44 .03

I am prescribed too much medication

My treatment is too demanding on my
time.

2.20 (r.22) 2.72 r.05) .88

2.52 (0.82) 2.60 (0.s2) .51

2.e2 (1.ß) 3.16 (0.ee) .53

< .001

009

007

Missing some doses of medication won't 2.60 (1.08) 2,72 (0.98) .68 < .001
do me any harm.

Taking my medication at the wrong time 2.76 (0,S3) 2.80 (0.82) .79 < .001
of day won't do me any harrn.
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Table 3.13: (continued)
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Item Timel Time2 r p

Missing my exercise or physio sometimes 2.S0 (1.19) 2.80 (0.91) .50 '01

won't do me any harm.

I will beat CF. 3.60 (1.38) 3'32 (1.18) '75 < '001

I would feel comfortable about telling my 3.S4 (0.90) 3.72 (0.79) .52 .008

doctor if I was having trouble keeping up
with all my treatments.

I focus on the future more than what is
happening right now.

3.3S (1.17) 2.83 (0.e6) .7e < .001

My treatment costs too much money,

I focus on today and let the future take
care of itself.

3,04 (1.16) 3.13 (o.ee) .60

3.3e (0.8e) 3.52 (0.73) .30

002

16

I worry about the future 3.27 (7.r2) 3.36 (0.7e) .64 .001

3.00 (1.41) 3,43 (1.16) .72 < .001At times I genuinely forget to do some of
my treatment.

I need ,,time-out" from my cF treatment 3.42 (1.10) 3.21 (1.10) .79 < .001

routine from time-to-time.

At times I try to forget that I have CF. 2,65 (1.15) 2.e1 (1.16) .76 < .001

2.7s (1.3S) 2.74 (r.74) .74 < .001Sometimes, the hassles involved with my
CF treatment (e,g., effort/time/expense)
outweigh the benefits.

When I get feedback (e.g., PFT, blood 3.63 (0.92) 3.67 (0'70) '60 .002

test) that a treatment is working I keep

up with the treatment more.

When I am on holidays I keep up with
less of my CF treatment.

2.87 (1.06) 3.43 (0,84) .37 .08

When I feel down or depressed I keep up 2'79 (L02) 3.04 (0.91) .48 .02

with less of my CF treatment.
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Table 3.13: (continued)

Item Timel Time2 r p

When I have a goal to work towards I
keep up with more of my CF treatment.

3,71 (0.75) 3.83 (0.70) -.01 95

When I feel well I keep up with more of
my CF treatment.

3.2e (1.04) 3.25 (0.s5) .06 .78

When I get home after a hospital
admission I keep up with more of my
normal CF treatment.

3.5e (0.80) 3.45 (0.74) .57 .005

When my lung function drops I keep up 3.79 (0.72) 3.63 (0.71) .52 .009
with more of my CF treatment.

After a regular clinic visit I keep up with
more of my CF treatment.

3.25 (0.7e) 3.46 (0.72) .63 .001

When I feel worried about my CF I keep 3.68 (0.69) 3.56 (0.71) .38 .06
up with more of my CF treatment.

Wren I feel positive about the future I
keep up with more of my CF treatment

3.56 (0.65) 3.64 (0.57) .57 .003

When I have a clinic visit coming up I
keep up with less of my CF treatment,

2.38 (0.s2) 2.2e (0.6e) .4e .02

When I am pressured with work I keep
up with less of my CF treatment.

2.83 (1.03) 2.87 (0.87) .58 .003

When I start a new treatment I keep up 3.42 (0.93) 3.63 (0.58) .bb .005
with more of my usual CF treatment.

When I feel supported or encouraged by 3.38 (0.92) 3.63 (0.65) .10 .64
people around me I keep up with more of
my CF treatment.

Wlren I am unwell I keep up with less of 2.52 (0.95) 2.70 (0.88) .31 .lb
my CF treatment.

When I am in a good routine I keep up
with more of my CF treatment.

3.71 (0.6e) 3.e2 (0.50) .68 < ,001
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Table 3.13: (continued)
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Item Timel Time2 r p

When I am tired I keep up with less of
mv CF treatment.

3.oe (0.e5) 3.3e (o.ee) .74 < .oo1

When I don't feei any better afber my
treatment I keep up with less of my CF
treatment.

2.54 (0.83) 2.88 (O.ee) .56 .005

Wiren I have problems or hassles in my
family I keep up with less of my CF
treatments.

2.70 (0.88) 2.e6 (0,e8) .62 .002

rffhen I am busy in my social life I keep 3.04 (1.02) 3.48 (1.08) .35 .10

up with less of my CF treatments.

Table 3.14: Mean score and (standard deviation) for each item, with test-retest correla-

tions of beliefs about CF and its treatment over three months (¡rI : 18).

Item Timel Time2 r p

I am the best judge of the treatment I
need.

3.oo (0.6e) 2.72 (0.67) .26 ,31

Decisions about my treatment must be

made jointly by me and my doctors.
3,3e (0.s5) 3.3e (0.61) .15 .56

It is okay for me to vary my treatments 2.28 (0.5S) 2.33 (0.67) .50 .04

depending on how well I feel each day.

When I do it properly, I believe that my 3.33 (0'49) 3.22 (0.55) .37 .13

CF treatment works well overall.

Keeping exactly to my prescribed
treatment is very important.

3.11 (0.63) 3.00 (0.6e) .76 < .001

I always have a clear understanding of
what I am supposed to do with my
medications and other treatments.

3.3e (0.61) 3.28 (0.58) .68 .002

I am prescribed too much medication. 2.Il (0.76) 2.00 (0.91) .43 .08
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Table 3.14: (continued)

Item Timel Time2 r p

My treatment is too demanding on my
time.

Missing some doses of medication won't 2.44 (0.71) 2.22 (0.65)
do me any harm.

Taking my medication at the wrong time 2.67 (0.77) 2,33 (0.59)
of day won't do me any harm.

Missing my exercise or physio sometimes 2.61 (0.85) 2.b0 (0.71)
won't do me any harm.

I will beat CF 2.67 (0.e7) 2.44 (r.04)

2.56 (0.7r) 2.3e (0,s5) 60 .008

55 .02

65 ,004

73 .001

73 .001

38 .12I would feel comfortable about telling my 3.06 (0.S0) 3.00 (0.77)
doctor if I was having trouble keeping up
with all my treatments.

I focus on the future more than what is
happening right now.

2.44 (0.77) 2.2s (0.58) .55 .02

My treatment costs too much money. 2.28 (0.90) 2.22 (1.00) ,85 < .001

At times I genuinely forget to do some of 2.72 (0.83) 2.78 (0.S1) .70 .001
my treatment.

I need "time-out" from my CF treatment 2.67 (0.79) 2.2S (0.S3) .54 .02
routine from time-to-time.

At times I try to forget that I have CF. 2.33 (0,97) 2,22 (0.88) .81 < .001

Sometimes, the hassles involved with my 2.22 (0.73) 1.83 (0.62) .22 .39
CF treatment (e.g., effort/time/expense)
outweigh the benefits.

When I am on holidays I keep up with
less of my CF treatment.

2.72 (0.83) 2.61 (0.70) .2t .40

When I feel down or depressed I keep up 2.41 (0.80) 2.4I (0.62) .65 .005
with less of my CF treatment.
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Table 3.14: (continued)
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Item Timel Time2 r p

When I have a goal to work towards I
keep up with more of my CF treatment

2.ss (0.70) 2.65 (0,70) .42 .oe

rffhen I get home after a hospital
admission I keep up with more of my
normal CF treatment.

2.67 (0.5e) 2.50 (0.7i) .56 .02

When my lung function drops I keep up 3.00 (0.59) 2.S9 (0.76) .52 '03
with more of my CF treatment.

After a regular clinic visit I keep up with 2.50 (0.62) 2'50 (0'62) .08 '76

more of my CF treatment.

When I feel worried about my CF I keep 2.82 (0.64) 2.76 (0.56) .40 .11

up with more of my CF treatment.

Wlren I feel positive about the future I 2.67 (0.78) 2.Sg (0.58) '68 '002
keep up with more of my CF treatment.

When I am pressured with work I keep

up with less of my CF treatment.
2.6e (0.70) 2.3s (0.50) .54 .03

When I start a new treatment I keep up 2.52 (0.64) 2.SS (0.70)

with more of my usual CF treatment.

When I feel supported or encouïaged by 2.72 (0.58) 2,83 (0'62)

people around me I keep up with more of
my CF treatment,

When I am in a good routine I keep up
with more of my CF treatment.

3.06 (0.64) 3.06 (0.64)

When I am tired I keep up with less of
my CF treatment,

2.72 (0.58) 2.61 (0.50)

When I don't feel any better after my
treatment I keep up with less of my CF
treatment.

2.3e (0.61) 2.22 (0.65)

When I have problems or hassles in my
family I keep up with less of my CF
treatments.

,52

.69

.42

.22

.67

.51

04

002

.08

39

003

2.2e (0.5e) 2.41 (0.62) 04
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Table 3.14: (continued)

Item Timel Time2 r p

Wren I am busy in my social life I keep 2.61 (0.70) 2.56 (0.71) .70 .001

up with less of my CF treatments.

The final element of test-retest reliability considered for this measure was the stability

of the CFPI subscales derived from the items described above. The subscale scores at

time one were correlated against the score for the same subscale at time two, to determine

their stability over two weeks or three months. As can be seen from Table 3.15, test-

retest reliability was high for the clusters Cost/Benefit, Concern/Attenti,on and Deni,al

over two weeks and moderate for the other two subscales. Over three months, test-retest

reliability was highest for Concern/Attenti,on, Denial and Li,festyle/EnergA and lower for

Cost/Benefi,ú and Treatment Value (see Table 3,16).

T[eatment Timel Time2 r p

Tïeatment Value
Cost vs Benefit
Denial
Concern/Attention
Lifestyle/Energy

3.e5 (0.41)
2.86 (0.7s)
3.13 (0.84)
3.56 (0.4e)
2.83 (0.71)

4.02 (0.42)
2.e2 (0.66)
3,17 (0.88)
3.50 (0.44)
3.17 (0.71)

44 .03

81 < ,001

82 < .001

80 < .001

62 .001

Table 3.15: Mean and (standard deviation) and test-retest correlations of CFPI subscales
over two weeks.

Tþeatment Timel Time2 r p

Tleatment Value
Cost vs Benefit
Denial
Concern/Attention
Lifestyle/Energy

3.12 (0.34)
2.64 (0.46)
2.43 (0.81)
2.75 (0.48)
2.55 (0,52)

3,10 (0.32)
2,22 (0.56)
2.30 (0.84)
2.71 (0.45)
2.46 (0.46)

.56

,45

.90 <

.f.)

.88 <

.02

.06

.001

.001

.001

Table 3.16: Mean and (standard deviation) and test-retest correlations of CFPI subscales
over three months.
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Item (scale) BS1 BS3 BS4 BS7 BSiO

85

Cb (Tïeatment Value)
C8 (Cost v Benefit)
C9 (Cost v Benefit)
C10 (Cost v Benefit)
Cl1 (Cost v Benefit)
C13 (Concern/Attention)
C14 (Concern/Attention)
C17 (Cost v Benefit)
C19 (Cost v Benefrt)
C20 (Lifestyle/ Energy)
C21 (Lifestyle/ Energy)
C28 (Lifestyle/ Energy)
C32 (Lifestyie/ Energy)
C33 (Lifestyle/ Energy)
C34 (Lifestyle/ Energy)
C35 (Lifestyle/ Energy)

_.43

-.60
.68 -.59

-.59
-.49
-,58

.52 -.52 -.51

61

63

44

.58

-.51
-.47
-.46
-.55

-.44

52

-.45

49

-.47

-.46
-.61

-.48

Table 3,17: Item level relationships between items from the BMQ Necessi'tE scale (hori-

zontal axis) and items from the CFPI beliefs section (vertical axis)

3.7 Concurrent and discriminant validity

As mentioned above) concurrent and discriminant validity for the CFPI were examined

in the electronic monitoring study, by comparing data from the subscales of the CFPI

with the scales of the BMQ, completed on the same day. Item level relationships r¡/ere

also examined, to determine which specific BMQ items were associated with specific items

from the CFPI. The statistically significant correlations (p < .05) between items on the

BMQ Necess,ity scale and items from subscales of the CFPI, are presented in Table 3.17.

It can be seen that there were a substantial number of item level correlations of moderate

effect size, and in relationships in the expected direction between specific items from the

CFPI scales and the BMQ Necessi,ty scale.

A similar process of comparison was conducted for the items of the BMQ Concerns

scale and the items from the beliefs section of the CFPI (see Table 3.18)' Results were

consistent with those reported in Table 3.17, showing that the elements of the CFPI which

might be expected to be measuring similar constructs to those of the BMQ are in fact doing
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Item (scale) BS2 BS5 BSö BS8 BS9

C4 (Theatment Value)
C5 (teatment Value)
C6 (Tteatment Value)
C7 (Cost v Benefit)
C8 (Cost v Benefit)
C10 (Cost v Benefit)
C 13 (Concern/Attention)
C18 (Denial)
C19 (Cost v Benefit)
C28 (Lifestyle/ Energy)
C32 (Lifestyle/ Energy)
C34 (Lifestyle/ Energy)

-.51
-.53 -.51

-.45 -.46
-.48

_.46

89

-.43

-.50
55

.45

49

.7r

.43

.66

44

50

46

Table 3.18: Item level relationships between items from the BMQ Concerns scale and
items from the CFPI beliefs section

so, and that elements of the CFPI that would be expected to have negative relationships

with the BMQ are also doing so. Of importance also, was the finding that items which

would be expected to have no relationship with the specific necessity of treatments or

concerns about treatments, such as beliefs about who should be in charge of treatment

planning, and responses to treatment related events, were, as might be expected, not

associated with items in the BMQ.

A further exploration of the relationship between the BMQ and the CFPI v¡as con-

ducted by examining the inter-correlations of the CFPI subscales and the BMQ subscales.

Table 3.19 shows the result of this analysis. It can be seen that greater belief in the neces-

sity of medicines was significantly associated with less belief that the costs of treatment

outweigh the benefits, while a higher level of concern about medicines was related pos-

itively to a belief that the costs of treatment outweigh the benefits and negatively to a

belief in the overall value of treatments. Similarly, the differential score between necessity

and concerns on the BMQ (indicating higher necessity scores than concerns scores), was

positively associated with Tteatment Value and negatively associated with Cost versus

Benefit on the CFPI.

A final examination of the concurrent validity of the CFPI wittr the BMQ was con-
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CFPI Subscale Necessity Concerns Necessity/
Concerns

Tleatment Value
Cost/Benefit
Denial
Concerns/Attention
Lifestyle/Energy

.18

- .54**

-.11
.L4

-.64**

-.47*
.52**

.24

-.08
DD.JÙ

.47*

-.65**
-.23

.13
É.F7**

-.rrl

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)'
*Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

Table 3.19: Pearson's correlations between scales from the BMQ and scales from the CFPI
beliefs section

ducted by investigating the relationship between items from the perceived importance

scale of the CFPI with the subscales and differential Necessity/Concerns score of the

BMQ. It was found that the perceived importance of physiotherapy and exercise 'ü/as re-

lated to lower levels of concerns about medicines (r : -.48 and r : -.58 respectively,

p < .05), and at the same time, related to a larger differential score indicating higher

belief in the necessity of medicines than concerns (for physiotherapy, r : .57, for exercise,

r:.48,p<.05).

3.8 Discussion

This chapter described the development and validation of the Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions

Inventory. Its internal structure, test-retest reliability and both concurrent and discrim-

inant validity have been examined in three studies to date and these properties as they

are understood so far, are described in detail. The value of the measure in developing

a better understanding of adherence to treatment in adults with CF will be examined

in the following two chapters of this dissertation. Two firrther validation studies with

larger numbers of participants are being conducted with this measure, to provide greater

statistical pov/er and thus higher levels of confldence in the outcomes. Unfortunately the

data from these studies was not available to be included in this discussion.

The CFPI was developed to meet the need for a disease specific measure of beliefs
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about illness and treatment, combined with self-reported adherence to all the main CF

treatments. Although other ûreasures were available which addressed aspects of the aims

of this tesearch, their limitations with respect to CF and the overlap between the measures

prompted the development of this nev/ measure. Aspects of the design and conceptual

content of all three of the measures considered were included in the final measure. Addi-

tional concepts were included on the basis of the pilot study described in Chapter 2 and

on the basis of previous findings in the international literature on adherence to treatment

in adults with CF.

3.8.1 Subscale structure

A modified McQuitty style cluster analysis was conducted with the data obtained from

the first study that used the CFPI. This process yielded a conceptually coherent group of

five subscales for Lhe beli,efs section of the measure. Cronbach's alpha scores were above

0.80 for four out of five of these scales and, overall, the items were significantly associated

with their hypothesised scale and more closely associated with it than with any other

scale, indicating item-discriminant validity. Eight items were dropped from the measure

as they either did not relate well to other items, or did not make a unique contribution

to any of the derived scales. A further two items were not included in any scale, but were

retained after this first analysis as it was considered possible that they may yet prove to

have important links with treatment adherence. The subscale structure of the CFPI was

examined again in the electronic monitoring study and then in the study of adolescents

from the United States and found to have acceptable levels of internal reliability, except

for the Denial scale, which demonstrated poor reliability in the adolescent sample. The

two items retained from the first study, but not used in any of the subscales were not

found to associate well with other items in the measure in these latter two studies and it

is expected that they will be dropped from the final version.

The internal structure and reliability findings for the CFPI are encouraging. The fact

that the same structure was essentially supported in three small and largely independent

samples indicates the likelihood that this internal structure is a valid and meaningful
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one conceptually. As will be discussed in the next two chapters, it also appears likely

that these subscales reflect beliefs and perceptions which are linked in different ways with

adherence to CF treatments.

3.8.2 Test-retest reliability

An examination of the test-retest reliability of all aspects of the measure was conducted

over two weeks in the first study and over three months in the electronic monitoring study.

On the basis of the SRM, in which illness and treatment beliefs are thought to be dynamic

over time, and based on the hypothesis examined elsewhere in this thesis, that adherence

varies over time, the expectations of test-retest reliabiiity were that there would be some

association between a patient's beliefs and adherence at one time, with those at another,

but that this association would not necessarily be large'

Difficuities arose with some aspects of these analyses, due to restricted response ranges

for some items in each section of the scale. At the level of individual items, these threat-

ened the validity of some of the analyses, in particular, yielding spuriously low correlations

between some items. On the whole though, the item response distributions were adequate

for the analyses conducted and it could be seen that the test-retest reliability for most

aspects of the measure was moderate and for some aspects, was high.

Self-reported estimates of adheïence were generally quite stable over two weeks, but

the picture was less clear over three months. It seemed that over three months, very

similar proportions of participants reported their adherence to be on 7 or 6 days per week

at both time one and time two, but there were changes in the distribution of responses

for people reporting their use of the treatments to be in the other categories. What is not

clear from these results is whether the difference in findings for self-reported adherence

over two weeks, compared with three months, is due to a real effect of time, a different

sample of respondents, or the fact that the scale was changed from a more general estimate

to one indicating days of the week,

Test-retest reliability of the perceived importance of the different CF treatments to

short term or ongoing health was demonstrated to be quite stable as evident from both the
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similar mean scores and standard deviations at time one and time two, and also from the

high correlations. Perceptions of the long term importance of treatments did not appear

to have very reliable stability over two weeks and further, was less strongly associated

with adherence (as will be discussed in Chapter 4), and this combination of outcomes

resulted in the decision to drop the scale from the measure.

For the CFPI subscales, test-retest reliability was higher over two weeks than over

three months, which fits with the SRM model of dynamic appraisals well. It seems far

more likely that appraisals based on health and health care would change more over three

months than they might be expected to do over two weeks, unless there were extraordinary

circumstances. The fact that there were some beliefs and perceptions which changed very

little from time one to time two across the sample, suggests on the other hand that not

all appraisals are as subject to influence by experience as others, and that in fact some of

the beliefs examined in these studies may be quite stable,

3.8.3 Concurrent and discriminant validity

Concurrent and discriminant validity were both considered in the electronic monitoring

study, by comparing the responses on the CFPI with responses on the BMQ. In all of the

examinations of the relationships between these two measures (e.g., items in conceptually

similar scales, intercorrelation of all subscales), there were moderate levels of correlation in

the expected directions for instances where relationships would be expected, and poor or

no correlations between items and subscales where no relationship would be anticipated.

Given the extensive validation of the BMQ, in a variety of chronic illness groups, the

fact that the CFPI was associated with it in the way it was hypothesised to be, is most

encouraging. It implies construct validity for the related constructs that the CFPI is

designed to measure but also suggests (due to moderate rather than strong correlations

between the measures) that the CFPI is measuring something that is different from the

BMQ. Overall, the findings from this examination of the relationship between the BMQ

and the CFPI lead to the conclusion that the CFPI does demonstrate adequate concurrent

and discriminant validity.
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3.8.4 Remaining issues

No formal attempt was made to examine the predictive validity of this measure, largely

due to the small sample sizes for these studies. It was felt that predictive modelling would

be unlikely to return valid frndings and may prejudice opinion about the potential value

of this ne'ù/ measure. Clearly it would be valuable to examine the predictive validity of

the CFPI with reference to treatment adherence in CF, if this measure is to be usefui in

the clinical context or for future research addressing interventions for adherence in CF.

As discussed above, two further studies with much larger sample sizes, using the CFPI,

are ongoing and should add considerably to understanding about the properties of the

measure, not only in the Australian context, but in the British context as well.

Overall, this examination of the properties of the CFPI indicates that it has significant

potential as a reliable and valid tool for the investigation of beliefs, perceptions and

adherence in adults with CF.
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Chapter 4

Study 2 a
a Cross-sectional

quest studyaronnalre

4.t Introduction

With the initial development of the Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory complete, it

v/as necessary to trial the measure, This was important so that investigation of its psy-

chometric properties (as described in Chapter 3) could take place, and decisions could be

made about whether the measure would be useful for future studies. Within this context

the study was conducted to investigate the role that illness perceptions and treatment

perceptions might piay in adherence to treatment among adults with Cystic Fibrosis.

Several key components make up the CFPI. A detailed expioration of beliefs and

perceptions about both CF and its treatment is followed by a section for self-report of

participant's relative adherence to the seven most common aspects of a comprehensive

CF treatment regimen. The third key component of the CFPI is a section for participants

to rate the importance of each of these treatment components to their health. This third

component is considered to be crucial as it provides patients with an opportunity to rate

the relati,ue importance of the different aspects of the treatment regimen, This provides

an implicit acknowledgement of the notion that treatments will be perceived differently

and that their value is not a fixed or absolute quality.

Placing this construct of importance within the framework of the SRM, importance

93
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may be related to both the themes of Consequences and Cure/Control that is, a treat-

ment may be perceived as important if it impacts on the perceived consequences of an

illness or contributes to perceptions of better control over the disease process. Both of

these perceptions have been associated with better adherence to medical recommenda-

tions (Leventhal et al., 7992), hence the potential link between adherence and importance

to be examined in this study,

This study also provided an opportunity to examine the role of family functioning on

the way that adults with CF manage their treatments. Previous research (e.g., Patterson

et al., 1993) found that several aspects of family environment impacted on adherence to

treatments and consequently, pulmonary health trends over a considerable length of time

in children with CF. As noted in Chapter 1, the impact of family interactions on adherence

has not been studied before with adults who have CF, even though many young adults

continue to live with their immediate family and others continue to receive more family

support (especially health support) after they leave home, than is usual in the general

commttnity (Blaìr et al., 1994; Shepherd et al., 1990). It might be expected that under

these conditions family interactions would continue to play a role in decision making and

behavioural choices for many adults with CF.

For consistency with previous studies examining links between family functioning and

adherence in CF, the Moos Family Environment Scale (FES) was adopted as the measure

of family factors for this study. This measure has an extensive history of use as a well

validated research tool in the broader context of psychological research as well as having

been used specifically in previous CF research. The FES was first developed in the early

1970's to provide a method of comparing the psychosocial styles and assets of different

families. The third edition of the FES (Moos & Moos, 1994) was used in this study. The

measure contains sub-scales designed to assess the following constructs that are considered

by the authors to be integral aspects of family functioning; cohesiveness, expressiveness,

independence, recreational orientation, moral-religious orientation, organisation, conflict,

achievement orientation, and control.
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4.L.L Aims

There were four aims for this study

1. To explore the self-reported adherence of adults with CF and the beliefs and per-

ceptions that they hold about their disease and its treatment.

2. To investigate links between reported adherence and both beliefs and perceptions

3. To conduct a preliminary examination of the validity and reliability of the CFPI

4. To examine the role of famiiy functioning on adherence among adults with CF

4.L.2 Hypotheses

Based on these aims, and in tight of findings from the pilot study described in Chapter 2

as well as previous findings in the literature about adherence to CF and the literature

about the SRM, the hypotheses for this study were as follows:

1. Reported adherence will vary between CF treatments.

Previous self-report research conducted with adults with CF (Abbott et al., 1994;

Conway et al., 1996) as well as the small pilot study described in Chapter 2 has

shown variations in adherence for different CF treatments and it is therefore antici-

pated that participants in this sample will adhere differently to different treatments.

2, Demographic and disease characteristics will have differential relation-

ships with reported adherence to different CF treatments.

If hypothesis 1 is true, then it seems possible that demographic and disease charac-

teristics will be associated differently with adherence to different treatments. The

frndings regarding relationships between demographic factors and adherence in CF

have, however, been equivocal (Abbott & Gee, 1998), and in adults, generally poor

(Abbott et al., 1994), so no particular associations are hypothesised.

3. Reported adherence will be higher for those treatments rated as having

higher importance.
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Importance is lepresented as a general perception of value and therefore, high rat-

ings of importance are expected to represent high perceived value of a particular

treatment.

4, Higher levels of cohesiveness and expressiveness in families will be cor-

related with higher levels of adherence to all CF treatments.

This hypothesis is based on the previous CF research which has found this link for

children and adolescents.

5. Higher levels of conflict in families will be correlated with lower levels of

adherence to CF treatments.

As for hypothesis 4, this hypothesis is based on a similar finding in children and

adolescents with CF.

4.2 Methods

4.2.L Participants

Participants for this study were 39 adult volunteers (21 men) who attended the Royal

Adelaide Hospital CF outpatient clinic for a routine visit between September 2000 and

January 2001. To be eligible to participate in this study, patients were required to have

a confirmed diagnosis of CF, be competent speakers of English and be aged 18 years or

over. In addition, participants were required to be able to read and write in English. All

clinic patients who met these criteria were approached and invited to participate. In all,

about 45% of the total clinic population participated in this study, representing 85% of

the people who attended the clinic during the data collection period. Fifteen percent of

those approached and invited to participate either declined to be involved, or completed

only the first part of the study. Of the 39 participants in this study, 7 had participated

in the pilot study conducted I to 72 months earlier.

Consideration was given to recruiting more participants for this study to improve its

statistical power, however there were two concerns that prompted the decision not to
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continue recruitment. Firstly, there',¡/as a concern about the extra time this would take.

Secondly, it was anticipated that another study would be conducted within the same clinic

to further develop this research. As this is a relatively small clinic there r'¡/as a concern

that the patients may be overburdened by research demands if asked to take part in more

than one aspect of this study. It was hoped that by recruiting fewer than half of the clinic

population, there would be less risk of the same people being asked to participate in the

next phase of the research. While randomisation of subject selection for this study was

not attempted, the final sample proved to be broadly representative of the totai clinic

population in terms of disease parameters and demographic variables.

4.2.2 Measures

Demographics and disease status

The following information was collected from each participant to provide a descriptive

profile of the sample and to allow for an examination of any associations between socio-

demographic data and self-reported adherence. Participants were asked to provide their

age (in years), gender, employment status (from 6 categories), marital status (from 5

categories), living arrangements (who with) and living location (country or metropolitan)'

In addition, participants were asked to give their height, their weight and their Forced

Expiratory Volume in one second, expressed as a percentage of predicted forced expiratory

volume based on their age, height and gender (FEVl%). In most cases, pulmonary

function tests take place at each routine outpatient CF clinic appointment, and many

patients are familiar with their FtrVl%. Some patients though, did not remember that

information or did not know it and for those patients, the information was obtained from

their medical record. Together, height, weight and FEVI% enable a simple exanination

of relative disease severity. The first two pieces of information can be used to determine

the person's current Body Mass Index) a common rleasure of nutritional status in CF,

while the FEVI% is a very useful, safe and relatively sensitive indicator of functional

pulmonary status in CF.
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Beliefs and perceptions

The Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory (CFPI), the new questionnaire measure dc-

scribed in detail in Chapter 3 was the main measure used in this study.

Family functioning

In order to examine family functioning, three sub-scales of the Moos Family Environment

Scale were completed. The sub-scales Cohes'iueness, Enpressiueness and Confl,i,ct were

chosen for this study as they have been linked with treatment adherence in studies in

children and adolescents with CF (Patterson, 1985; McCubbin et al., 19S3) and in children

with other chronic illnesses including diabetes (McKelvey et al., 19Sg) and phenylketonuria

(Fehrenbach & Peterson, 1989). "Cohesiveness" refers to the degree to which a family

'sticks together'or supports one another as a cohesive unit, "Expressiveness" refers to the

degree to which family members communicate openly with one another, and "Conflict"

refers to the degree to which the family style is characterised by fights and conflict.

Together these three sub-scales comprise 27 items, each of which must be rated as 'Tbue'

or 'False'. Each sub-scale is scored from 0 to 9, with higher scores representing higher

Ievels of the attribute within the family.

4.2.3 Procedure

Participants were recruited at weekly CF outpatient clinics over a period of three months.

All patients who attended the clinic during this three month period were approached

during waiting time in the clinic and invited to participate in the study. AIl participants

"¡/ere 
assured of the confidentiality of their personal responses and all gave written consent

for their iuvolvement in this study. Examples of the information sheet and consent form

approved by the RAH ethics committee can be seen in Appendix F. Each participant

answered the demographic questions, then completed the CFPI and the Cohesiveness,

Expressiveness and Conflict sub-scales of the FES. Most people completed the measures

while waiting for their scheduled appointments. A small number of participants who did

not have time to finish the questionnaires at the clinic completed them at home and
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returned them in a reply-paid envelope. Participants were also given a second copy of the

CFPI and asked to flll it in two weeks afber their clinic visit. They were given a reply

paid envelope in which to return the questionnaires at the conclusion of the study,

4.2.4 Analysis

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 10 for Windows was used

for the data management and analyses in this study. With an lú : 39 and using p :

0.05 as the accepted minimum level of statistical significance, this study has a statistical

power level of 0.80 for correlation effect sizes of 0.40 or greater. It is much less likely

that statistical significance can be demonstrated for smaller effect sizes than 0.40 with

this sample size. Clearly this limits the possibility of this study elucidating more subtle

relationships between disease or treatment beliefs and adherence.

Frequencies anaiyses were conducted to explore the demographic data, adherence rates

and ratings of importance for different treatments. A frequencies analysis was also per-

formed on all of the items from the first section of the CFPI, to explore the distribution

of responses and to determine whether the data would be suitable for parametric statis-

tical analysis. Except where some specific items were affected by difficulties of restricted

range, as discussed in detail in Chapter 3, this data was found to be suitable for paramet-

ric statistical analysis. Parametric techniques \Mere then used for all subsequent analyses.

Relationships between demographics and disease parameters and reported treatment ad-

herence were examined using independent samples t-tests and one-way analysis of variance

where there were three or more categories. Relationships between reported adherence and

reported importance of treatments were examined using Pearson's product-moment corre-

Iations. Relationships between reported adherence and the derived subscales of the CFPI

were also examined using Pearson's correlations.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Sample characteristics

The mean age of the study participants was 25 years (range 18-47yrs). The average

FEVL% was 60.35% with a range of 26-99%. These values represent almost the full

spectrum of respiratory disease severity in CF. The majority of participants (74.4%) were

single, 46To were living at home with their parents and a further 25.6% were living with a

spouse or partner. In this sample 6L.5% were in full or part-time employment and 72.8%

were studying, The remainder reported that they were not employed and the majority of

the people not working were receiving a disability pension.

4.3.2 Hypothesis 1: Adherence Rates

It was hypothesised that reported adherence to the various CF treatments would differ

between treatments. Participants were asked to rate whether they were alwaEs, mostlg,

sometimes or neuer adherent to eight common comporìents of CF tleatment. Figure 4.1

shows that overall, participants reported adhering most to enzyme replacement therapy,

with more than74% reporting that they always took their enzymes. Participants reported

adhering least to physical airway clearance, with only 18% reporting that they always did

their physiotherapy. For most treatments, the majority of participants reported that they

mostlg or somet'imes adhered to the treatment.

4.3.3 Hypothesis 2: Relationship between demographic and

disease characteristics and reported adherence

No specific relationships were hypothesised between demographic or disease characteris-

tics and self-reported adherence, however it was expected that any relationships which did

emerge would be treatment specific rather than global. Pearson's correlations were cal-

culated to examine the association between reported adherence to each of the treatments

and participants'Body Mass Index (BMI) and FEVlTo. There were no significant asso-

ciations between self-reported adherence and BMI, but a moderate association was found
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Figure 4.1: Degree of adherence reported by the respondents for 7 CF treatments.

between higher FEV1% and higher reported adherence to pancreatic enzymes (r:0.59,

p < 0.001). FEVI% was not associated with reported adherence to any of the other

treatments.

Possible differences in reported adherence as a result of age, gender, marital status,

employment status, location and who the person was living with were explored using

independent samples ú-tests (for age, gender and location) or one way analysis of variance.

In order to examine the role of age on adherence, the sample was divided into two

groups, based on the median age (24 yrs) of the participants. People aged 18 to24years

were considered Aounger and people aged 25 to 47 years were considered tobe older for the

purposes of this analysis. Similarly, participants were divided into three groups in order

to further examine the variability in adherence as a result of different levels of respiratory

disease severity. People with a FEV1 of 40% or less of predicted values were classifred as
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three statistically significant findings emerged. Women reported themselves to be less

adherent to antibiotics than men (ú :2.4I, df:32, p : 0.02) and people with the most

severe disease reported themselves to be less adherent to enzyme replacement therapy

(F(2,,32) :6,77, p: .004). This latter finding was consistent with the direction of the

correlation between FEVI% and adherence to pancreatic enzymes. The other statistically

significant finding was that people who lived in the country reported themselves to be less

adherent to recommended exercise regimens than people who lived in the metropolitan

area (ú : 2.40, df:36, p : 0.02).

4.3.4 Importance ratings of CF treatments.

Participants' ratings of the importance of various CF treatments to their short-term health

were very variable (see Figure 4.2). Ratings for long-term importance are discussed below.

While almost 86% of participants believed that their enzyme replacement therapy was

essential to their short-term health, only 38% believed that their physiotherapy treatment

was essential. It is noteworthy however, that for each treatment there was a small group

of participants who reported the treatment to be unhelpful to them.

4.3.5 Hypothesis 3: Relationship between reported adherence

and importance ratings.

It was hypothesised that reported adherence would be correlated with the perceived im-

portance participants ascribed to the different CF treatments, Table 4.1 shows the cor-

relation between short-term importance and the reported adherence to each of the CF

treatments. All of these relationships were found to be statistically significant but the ef-

fect size varied considerably. The strongest effects were found for physiotherapy, rhDNase

(Pulmozyme), and pancreatic enzymes, where participants'responses varied in both the

proportion who claimed to adhere to the treatment and the importance rating given to

the treatment.

There were generally strong relationships between the perceived importance of treat-

ments in the short term compared with the importance of the same treatments over
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Figure 4.2: Importance ratinþs given by the participants for the 7 CF treatments.
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Table 4.1: Correlation between reported adherence and short-term importance ratings for

each treatment.
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Tleatment Short term Long Term

Antibiotics
Enzymes
Diet
Physiotherapy
Exercise
Vitamins
rhDNase

0.35*
0.76**

0.43**
0.96**

0.71**
0.62**

0.77**

0.30
0.62**
0.50**

0.74**
0.60**

0.48**
0.92**

*, Correlation is signifrcant at the ,05 level (2-tailed).
' Correlation is significant at the ,01 level (2-tailed).

Table 4.2: Comparison of correlations between reported adherence to different treatments
and both short and long term perceived importance of the treatments.

the longer term, Correlations for perceived importance of a treatment in the short-term

compared with the long term were moderate for vitamins (r :0.61), stronger for antibi-

otics (r : 0.72) and quite strong for the remaining treatments (r : 0.82 to r :0.S9).

Stronger relationships were observed however, between self-reported adherence and the

perceived importance of most treatments in the short-term than for the longer term (see

Table 4.2). The limited additional information provided by participants perceptions of the

longer-term importance of CF treatments, resulted in a decision to remove the scaie for

Iong-term perceived importance from the measure, as previously discussed in Chapter 3.

4.3.6 Aims 2 and 3: Using the CFPI to investigate links

between adherence and perceptions

As described above, this measure aims to elucidate the cognitions, perceptions and opin-

ions that people with CF hold about their illness and its treatment program. The ratio of

variables to participants in this study did not allow a standard factor analysis procedure

to be performed to reduce this data. Instead, modified McQuitty cluster analyses were

performed to examine the links between items on this measure. Witliin this sample five

internally reliable sub-scales emerged, representing Treatment Value (a : 0.82) , Denial

(a:0,58) , Concerns/Attent,i,on (a:0.83) , Li,festyte/Energy (a:0.88) and Cost aersus

Benefi,t (a : 0.85). Full details of the development, validation and properties of the CFPI
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Figure 4.3: Correlations between the sub-scales of the CFPI and reported adherence to 7
CF treatments.

were discussed in Chapter 3.

Pearson's correlations were perforrned to examine the relationships between reported

adherence to the seven different CF treatments, and the sub-scales of the CFPI. As seen

in Figure 4.3, a number of statistically significant relationships of moderate effect size

emerged. A belief that the costs associated with CF treatment outweighed the benefits was

associated significantty with poorer adherence to all of the treatments except for dietary

management and rhDNase, while an overall belief in the effectiveness of CF treatments and

the importance of following treatment plans was related significantly to better adherence

to physiotherapy, exercise, dietary management and rhDNase. High levels of concern

about CF or attention to changes in the disease process were positively associated with

adherence to physiotherapy, exercise regimens dietary management and rhDNase. A busy

lifestyle and lack of energy weïe associated with poorer adherence to vitamins, while denial

of the disease process was related to poorer adherence to antibiotics.
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4.3.7 Specific items of the CFPI

Some individual items of the CFPI generated responses within this sample that merit

reporting in their own right. Around 48% of participants strongly agreed that treatment

decisions must be made jointly by themselves and their doctors and about 56% believed

that their treatment works well overall when they do it properly. In this sample however,

25To were either uncertain whether they would feel comfortable about telling their doctor

if they were having trouble keeping up with prescribed treatments or quite clear that they

would not feel comfortable, There was agreement from 49% of participants that they will

'beat CF' and substantially more respondents agreed that they 'focus on today and let the

future take care of itself'(51%) than those reporting a focus on the future (36%). Almost

54% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement 'I need 'time-out' from

my CF treatment routine from time to time'. A substantial 69% of respondents agreed

or strongly agreed that 'When my iung function drops I keep up with more of my CF

treatment'. More than half of this sample (53%) agreed or strongly agreed that they

forget to do some of their treatment at times. About three in five participants agreed

that they keep up with more of their CF treatment when they feel worried about their

CF.

4.3.8 Hypotheses 4 and 5: Adherence and family environment.

The majority of participants in this study reported high levels of cohesiveness and ex-

pressiveness in their families and low levels of conflict. Each subscale is scored out of 9.0,

with higher scores representing higher levels of the attribute within the family. The mean

score on the Cohesiveness sub-scale of the Family Environment Scale was 7.9 (SD : 1.65)

while the mean score for the Expressiveness sub-scale was 6.5 (SD: 2.0I). The mean

score for the Conflict sub-scale was 1.83 (SD:1.83). Pearson's correlations v¡ere calcu-

lated to examine the association between reported adherence to different CF treatments

and the family variables. Better adherence to physiotherapy was moderately related to

irigher levels of family cohesiveness (r : 0.49, p < 0.01), while poorer adherence to

physiotherapy was related to higher levels of family conflict (r : 0.35, p < 0.01). None
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of the other relationships examined reached statistical significance. One-way analysis of

variance tests were performed to determine whether differences in reported cohesiveness,

expressiveness oï conflict in families could be determined as a function of variabiiity in

reported adherence to the different treatments. None of these findings were statistically

significant.

4.4 Discusslon

In this study the beliefs and perceptions that adults with CF may hold about their disease

and its treatment were examined. The CFPI was trialled for the first time, bringing

together elements of the self-regulatory model, perceptions drawn directly from Australian

adults with CF and some factors previously identified as associated with adherence in

adults with CF. Relationships between family functioning and adherence in aduits with

CF were also examined.

4.4.L Demographics and disease characteristics

The outcomes from this study lend further support to the growing body of research evi-

dence that demographic differences are of limited importance to the issue of adherence to

treatment in adults with CF. Only three statistically significant or meaningful relation-

ships between any of the demographic variables and adherence were found.

Women reported themselves to less adherent to antibiotics than men, people with the

most severe disease reported less adherence to enzymes and country people reported less

adherence to exercise than their metropolitan counterparts. In one previous CF study

involving mostly children, females were shown to be less adherent than males (Czajkowski

& Koocher, 1987), while in others, the opposite finding emerged (Abbott et al., 1994;

Patterson et al., 1993). The findings for gender in these previous studies were more

general though and not isolated to one treatment. There is no clinically obvious reason

to explain why women might adhere less to their antibiotics than men.

The finding that people with the most severe respiratory disease adhered less to their

enzymes than people with less severe disease is consistent with previous findings about
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poorer adherence in those with more severe disease (Abbott et al., 1995; Gudas, Koocher

& Wypji, 1991), however it is somewhat surprising that this relationship emerged for a

treatment associated with nutritional health but not for treatments more directly associ-

ated with respiratory health. It may be that for those with the most severe respiratory

illness, more effort is reserved for adherence to treatments directed specifically at man-

aging the respiratory condition and less attention is given to other treatments, including

enzyrne replacement therapy.

The finding that people residing in the country reported less adherence to exercise

regimens has not been previously reported in the literature. A possible explanation for

this finding is that some people residing in country areas may have less access to structured

physical activities or facilities such as team sports, fitness centres and swimming centres

that might be included or used in a prescribed exercise regimen. People living in the

country may be more reliant on exercise activities such as walking that require a higher

degree of self-motivation and independent planning, and are consequently more at risk of

being omitted or forgotten.

It is possible that there are associations between demographic factors and adherence

that are not sensitive to the methods employed in this and other studies of adherence

in adults with CF. Further, it may be that associations are present, but have not been

demonstrable from the small samples employed in most CF studies. The relatively low

incidence of this disease can mean that it is difficult to recruit sufficient numbers of

research participants to adequately examine more subtle relationships. Despite these

issues, the fact remains that few, if any, consistent links have been made in the literature

between adherence and demographic or disease parameters. The findings from this study

do not make an appreciable difference in clarifying such relationships.

4.4.2 Patterns of adherence

This study provides new support for the previous findings (Abbott et al., 1994; Conway

et al., 1996), that even on the basis of self-report, adherence to treatments in CF varies

considerably. Further, in this sample, there were only two treatments to which more than
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50% of the sample reported that they Always adhered. Of concern were the reports by

20Yo and,25% of participants respectively that they never took their prescribed antibiotics

nor did their prescribed physiotherapy, when these two treatments are arguably two of

the three most important and widely prescribed treatments for CF. Given that previous

research (Cluss & Epstein, 1985; Ley, 19S2) has highlighted that self-report generally over-

estimates true adherence, it seems probable that the degree of adherence in this study

may be lower than reported. The same previous research however, has also highlighted

the relative accuracy of patients' reports of non-adherence. It seems likely therefore, that

patients' reports of adherence to one treatment relative to the others were sufficiently

accurate to serve their intended purpose to allow valid comparisons of people's behaviour

and perceptions in relation to different treatments.

The particular findings about which treatments were reported to be adhered to best,

challenge the widely held idea (Sackett & Snow, 1979; Rapoff, 1999) that more time-

consuming and complex treatments are adhered to less well than more simple treatments.

Use of that principle would predict poorer adherence to time-consuming nebulised med-

ications such as rhDNase than to tablets, and poorer adherence to pancreatic enzyme

supplements consisting of many tablets taken frequently throughout the day, than to vi-

tamins (once per day) and antibiotics (usual|y 2-3 tablets per day). These predictions

were not borne out by the findings of this study, in which participants reported poorer

adherence to antibiotics than to rhDNase and better adherence to pancreatic enzymes

than to either of the other oral tablet medications. It may be true that physiotherapy

treatment, the treatment which takes longest for patients to perform, does conform to

the principle of increased time and complexity. Certainly, physiotherapy was the treat-

ment that the fewest patients reported keeping up with well. Physiotherapy is also the

treatment most likely to result directly in discomfort from coughing.

4.4.3 Adherence and illness and treatment perceptions

Considering then that issues of time and complexity are inadequate explanations for

treatment ad.herence, there was much better support in this study for links between how
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important people perceive the treatment to be to their day to day health and how well

they adhere to the treatment. For example, participants reported better adherence to

and a higher level of importance for exercise than for physiotherapy. Discussions with

the the physiotherapist for the particular clinic considered here confirmed anecdotally

that the value of exercise is emphasised in the clinic and that for some patients at least,

exercise is promoted as an equivalent or better airway clearance method than traditional

chest physiotherapy. Exercise is also widely promoted in the western cultural context as

valuable for good health and the prevention of health problems, messages that people

with CF are likely to be exposed to with the same degree of frequency as people in the

general population. Ratings of importance v/ere also, as reported earlier, quite strongly

predictive of adherence to rhDNase and to enzyme replacement therapy.

The decisions people with CF are apparently making about how much to adhere to

the different treatments fit well into the system of explanation or understanding provided

by the SRM. In this model the patient is conceived of as an active problem-solver, who

is trying to "close the perceived gap between perceived current health status and an

ideal or goal state" (Horne, 1997, pg, 158). Decisions about whether to follow treatment

recommendations will, according to the model, be made on the basis of whether there

is a sense of coherence between the patients' own internal representations of the illness

and the view that they form from both this representation and their experience of the

treatment. Failing to take enzymes may quickly increase the perceived threat of the

illness, with an acute and unpleasant increase in gastro-intestinal symptoms. However,

the common clinical observation that some patients (usually young women) purposely

under-use their pancreatic enzymes in order to maintain a fashionably thin appearance

in preference to a body weight that is nutritionally healthy, also highlights this idea of

rational decision making, regardless of whether the patient's goal matches that of the

health care provider. Failing to adhere to physiotherapy may not result in any perceived

(or possibly even actual) short-term change in disease status or perceived health threat and

may not, therefore, be experienced as having sufficient value to warrant good adherence.

The findings of links between the CFPI sub-scales and reported treatment adherence

provide further support for the value of the SRM in improving understanding of adher-
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ence to treatment by adults wittr CF. There were statistically significant links between

poorer adherence to most treatments and a belief that the costs of treatment outweigir

the benefits. At the same time there were significant links between better adherence to

several treatments, particularly those which were more difficult (such as rhDNase), or re-

quired more time or effort to perform (such as physiotherapy and exercise) and a stronger

belief in the value of treatments. Additionally, there was evidence that for some treat-

ments (e.g., physiotherapy and rhDNase), heightened concern about the illness and its

consequences combined with responses to clinical health changes or contact with health

carers was also associated with better adherence to the treatments, All of these findings

support the importance of the role of patient cognitions and beliefs in understanding and

predicting the management of home-care treatment regimens in aduits with CF.

The preliminary validity data from the CFPI were encouraging. While this sample was

too small for traditional factor analysis (as discussed in Chapter 3), the cluster analysis

performed did identify five internally reliable and conceptually different grotlps of items.

Ftrrther, as just discussed these sub-scales \Mere associated differentially with adherence to

different treatment components, providing some evidence of the construct validity of the

measure. It does seem likely however that at least some of the constructs, particularly

those represented in the Tïeatment Value and the Concerns/Attention sub-scales are not

fully independent of one another. Although the variability in sub-scale scores suggests a

range of perceptions about most of the items in the CFPI, there rù/ere a number of items

that appeared to reflect more widespread beliefs or opinion among adults with CF and

that may warrant further investigation in their own right.

4.4.4 Family functioning and adherence

The efforts to examine relationships between family functioning and adherence in this

study were not very fruitful. The sub-scales of the Family Environment Scale used in this

study were in general poorly received by the participants despite their well established

validity and wide use in many areas of psychological enquiry. Some people found the items

to be intrusive and expressed reservation about answering personal family questions. Some
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participants commented that they did not see what the items had to do with tÌreir CF

and opted either not to complete the items at all or to complete only those which they

found to be least intrusive. Some participants completed all the items but reported that

they found the questions ambiguous or irrelevant. Finally, some people found it difficult

to answer the questions as they did not live with family and had not for some time. In

combination, these factors resulted in a smaller sample on which the analyses using this

measure were made. Further, it seems likely from the generally inflated levels of family

cohesiveness and low levels of conflict reported in this sample, that the transparency of

the items led to some amount of socially desirable responding, limiting the integrity of

the data collected. It is recommended that the results reported from this measure be

interpreted with great caution.

Not withstanding this caution, it does make clinical sense that adherence to physio-

therapy, one of the more difficult and time consuming of the CF treatments, should be

enhanced by better family cohesiveness and disrupted by high levels of conflict within the

family. The direction of these isolatecl findings is also consistent with the hypotheses made

about associations between family functioning and adherence and also with the previous

findings in relation to this issue in people with Cystic Fibrosis and other chronic illnesses.

The limited statistically significant results from this study do not necessarily reflect a

Iack of association between family factors and adherence in adults with CF. The issue

of relationships between family functioning and adherence requires further examination,

using different methodology and different measurement tools.

4.4.5 Limitations of the study

The results of this study, as in previous international research, are limited in particular

by two aspects of the study methodology. Firstly, this study was cross-sectional. It is im-

portant that future research examines the stability of adherence to different medications

over time, rather than considering only a single point in time. Secondly, this study made

use of only one method of measurement for adherence. As previously discussed in Chap-

ter 1, the current consensus in this field is that multiple methods of measurement offer
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the best possibility of obtaining sufficient information to be confident of the reliability of

the adherence data gathered. This therefore offers the best approach to increasing knowl-

edge about the role of illness perceptions and treatment perceptions in understanding

adherence to treatment in adults with CF.
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Chapter 5

Study 3: Electronic monitoring

study

5.1 Introduction

A study using more objective measurement of adherence IMas considered essential to fur-

ther examine the thesis that perceptions and opinions about both CF and its treatment

are linked with adherence to treatment. As discussed in Chapter 1, measurement of ad-

herence is difficult to do with any level of objectivity or accuracy. There are significant

risks of error or mis-reporting with self-report, diary methods, physician reports or family

reports. There are problems with biological markers and tests due to issues of pharma-

cokinetic variation and testing at isolated points in time rather than obtaining data on a

day to day basis over a iong period of time. Many of these biological methods are also

quite intrusive. As argued earlier, despite its own set of limitations and difficulties, elec-

tronic monitoring of the use of medication dispensers is emerging as a valuable tool for

the measurement of adherence, that carries numerous advantages over the other methods

described and has fewer disadvantages.

At the outset of this research, it was understood that electronic monitoring of ad-

herence, while representing the current best practice in the objective measurement of

adherence, was still a relatively new technique and one for which the required technology

was going to be expensive and difficult to obtain. The substantially more detailed and

115
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accurate data which could be gained from using these techniques was considered impor-

tant for the contribution to knowledge which this research might make. It was decided

therefore, to pursue electronic monitoring as the main measurement technique for adher-

ence in Study 3. Details of the investigation, planning, funding and acquisition of the

electronic monitors are described later in this chapter,

As this thesis is based on a discussion of CF, a chronic illness, the examination of

ongoing treatments was considered preferable to an examination of treatments that are

prescribed repeatedly, but for only a short time on each occasion. It was decided that

more than one such treatment should be monitored, as Study 2 and those in tlie literature

(Abbott et al., L994, e.8.,), had demonstrated that people report adhering differently

to different treatments. Information about adherence to at least two treatments could

be compared and considered in relation to beliefs and perceptions about CF and CF

treatment. Decision making about which treatments to study was constrained further by

the current technology in electronic monitoring. The logistical challenges of attempting

to monitor exercise, rlietary or physiotherapy treatments were considered to be beyond

the scope of this study, Consideration was also given to the importance of comparing

treatments with similar behavioural or performance characteristics, and those that would

be unlikely to change in terms of prescribed frequency or dosage.

These considerations limited the choice to medications and further, to those medica-

tions which were most likely to be prescribed at the same dose frequency over the full

data collection period. In order to maximise the probability that the findings of the study

would have the greatest chance of being clinically relevant, the two treatments needed to

be in the core group of CF treatments. This ruled out monitoring treatments for dia-

betes or liver disease and also ruled out adjunctive therapies such as bronchodilators or

allergy treatments. The remaining treatments which are generally considered typical in

CF are enzyme replacement therapy, antibiotics and vitamins (which are all taken orally

as tablets or capsules), and more recently and increasingly, recombinant human deoxyri-

bonuclease (rhDNase), marketed as Pulmozyme. A nebuliser is used to inhale rhDNase

and the medication acts by reducing the viscosity of the mucus in the lungs, making the

llìucus easier to clear and less likely to be colonised bv infective bacteria. The tablet
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monitoring technology which was available, was not able to account for tablet counting

as well as dispenser opening, and therefore not suitable to monitor medications requiring

people to remove several tablets at one time, such as with enzyme replacement therapy'

Finally, while some people with CF are prescribed antibiotics prophylactically, antibiotics

are more usually prescribed in short courses and were therefore not considered appropriate

for this study,

The two treatments chosen for monitoring in this study were rhDNase and vitamins-

more specifrcally, vitamin D, which is usually prescribed as a once-daily dose, as is

rhDNase. vitamin D is prescribed as a treatment to counteract a deficiency of that

vitamin and to assist in the management of osteoporosis. If the required equipment could

be obtained to monitor both of these medications, it was expected that the matched dose

frequency but different delivery method wouid provide an interesting comparison'

This study provided a further opportunity to test the construct validity of the CFPI

and also the test-retest reliability of that measure over a longer period of time. To exam-

ine construct validity, CFPI responses would be compared with those in other measures

of either illness perceptions or beliefs about medicines but which were not specific to

CF. Both the Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (IPQ) (\Meinman et al., 1996) and the

Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire (BMQ) (Horne et al., 1993) were studied for their

suitability as a comparison. After consideration, it was determined that the items of the

IPQ were further, conceptually, from what the CFPI is aiming to measure than were the

items on the BMQ, and accordingly the BMQ was chosen as the comparison measure.

Participants would complete the CFPI and the BMQ at both the beginning ancl the end of

the electronic monitoring period. The findings of this aspect of the study were presented

in Chapter 3, where the development and validation of the CFPI was discussed.

In the initial design for this study, it was decided to monitor adherence to the two

chosen treatments for four months. This was expected to be long enough to observe

any day to day variation in adherence. It was also achievable in the time available for

data collection and was long enough that most participants would have had at least one

outpatient clinic visit during the course of the data collection period, allowing for an

examination of adherence behaviour in association with outpatient appointments. It was

r77
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also considered probable, based on an average of 2-3 inpatient stays per person per year,

that at least some participants would have an inpatient stay during that time, so that

adherence behaviour in relation to hospital visits could also be examined.

As described below, it transpired that only about half of the sets of monitoring equip-

ment which were anticipated became available, resulting in the data collection taking

about twice as long as predicted. When it became clear that there wouid be less equip-

ment available than expected, a decision was made to reduce the monitoring time for each

patient from four months to three and to accept the risk that there would be less data

available to analyse in relation to clinic appointments and inpatient stays.

5.1.1 Aims

There were a number of aims for this studv

o To gather objective and accurate data from a sample of Australian adults with CF

on patterns of adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D over a period of three months.

o To examine the relationship between electronically monitored adherence behaviours,

self-report of adherence and attendance at outpatient clinic appointments.

o To examine the relationship between overall adherence patterns and evidence of

daily routines.

o To examine whether electronically monitored adherence behaviours can be predicted

from patient perceptions and beliefs about their disease, its treatment and its im-

portance.

o To explore the role of the Seif-Regulatory Model (SRM) in adherence to treatments

by adults with CF.

5.L.2 Hypotheses

Based on the aims described above and on findings from the previous interview and

questionnaire studies, the hypotheses for this study were a,s follows:
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1. Demographic variables and disease status will be poor predictors of ad-

herence to rhDNase and vitamin D.

Research considering the behaviour of adults with CF (e.g., Abbott et al., 1994;

Conway et al., 1996), including Study 2, described in Chapler 4, has failed to find

consistent links between adherence to treatment and demographic or disease pa-

rameters. Previously, it has been hypothesised that people with more severe disease

would adhere better, however this hypothesis has not been supported, despite re-

peated investigation. Therefore, neither demographic variability or disease status

are expected to make a substantial contribution to the prediction of adherence in

this study.

2. Patients will demonstrate better adherence to rhDNase than to vita-

min D averaged over three months.

Higher levels of adherence are predicted for rhDNase for several reasons. First,

rhDNase can only be prescribed to patients in an ongoing v/ay on successful com-

pletion of a clinical trial of effectiveness. It is anticipated that patients who meet the

prescription criteria will hold the perception that the drug is beneficial to them and

therefore feel motivated to adhere to it. Secondly, while patients rarely bear the full

cost of expensive treatments, rhDNase is known to be a much more expensive drug

than vitamin D (over $1100 per month in comparison to less than $20 per month),

and it is considered likely that this substantial price difference may predispose par-

ticipants to a perception of rhDNase being more important than vitamin D. Thirdly,

many patients experience some level of symptomatic relief directly as a result of us-

ing their rhDNase, whereas the effects of adequate levels of vitamin D are much less

immediateiy obvious. It is anticipated therefore that the symptomatic relief expe-

rienced by patients will motivate them to adhere better. All of these predictions

are in keeping with the central tenets of the SRM, in which adherence decisions are

based on perceptions of coherence between prescribed treatments and current per-

ceptions of the illness. Finally, previous research has indicated generally poor levels

of reported adherence to vitamin therapy (Abbott et a1., 1994) while some recent
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research. has found much better levels of adherence to rhDNase (Dapiran, 2000).

3, Adherence to both vitamin D and rhDNase will vary within patients

during the three months monitoring period.

This hypotheses is based on the findings of an early meta-analysis (Sackett & Snow,

L979) of adherence to medical treatments. In that exploration of the literature it

was observed that people are inconsistent and variable in their management of pre-

scribed treatments and so in this study it was considered likely that adults with CF

would also display variability in their day-to-day management of treatments. This

hypothesis also fits with the SRM view of health behaviour and health appraisals

as dynamic.

4. Adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D will be higher on weekdays than

on weekends.

This hypothesis arises from an expectation that good routine will lead to greater

consistency and therefore higher levels of adherence to prescribed treatments. In the

interview study described earlier, some participants reported routine to be an im-

portant motivating factor for their ongoing adherence to treatments and in Study 2,

69% of participants agreed that they kept up better with their CF tr-eatments when

they were in a good routine. It is anticipated that for most people, weekdays will

be more structured and bound by routine than will weekends and that adherence is

therefore likely to be better on weekdays than on weekends.

5. Participants will adhere to rhDNase and vitamin D on more days in the

week following hospital discharge than in the week prior to admission.

6. Participants will adhere to rhDNase and vitamin D on more days in the

week following an outpatient clinic visit than in the week preceding a

clinic visit.

Hypotheses 5 and 6 are derived from an expectation that the medical contact of the

hospital admission or the clinic visit will increase the short-term salience of both
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the illness and the prescribed treatments. Both a hospital admission for treatment

of a CF exacerbation and an outpatient clinic visit for a review of current health

status and treatment require the patient to focus on their CF and may increase the

perception of the illness threat as discussed in the SRM. It is hypothesised therefore

that the behavioural response to the increased salience or perceived threat of the

illness will be at least a temporary increase in adherence relative to pre-hospital or

pre-clinic days.

7. CFPI ratings of perceived importance of rhDNase and vitamin D for

patients' health will predict levels of adherence to those treatments.

Findings from Study 2 indicated a statistically significant relationship between per-

ceived importance and adherence for both of these treatments and a significant

relationship is therefore predicted using electronic monitoring data.

8. CFPI ratings indicating high perceived costs relative to benefits will pre-

dict poorer adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D.

The SRM posits the importance of coherence between perceptions of the illness and

the choice of coping response, to decisions about treatment. It is predicted therefore

that for those people who perceive the costs associated with the prescribed treatment

to be higher than the benefits, adherence will be lower. This relationship was evident

for both rhDNase and vitamin D in Study 2.

g. Greater belief in the value of treatment expressed via the CFPI will

predict better adherence to rhDNase but not to vitamin D.

The other side of the argument put forward about high costs associated with treat-

ment is that where treatment is highty valued and considered effective, adherence

will be higher. In Study 2, this relationship was found to be statistically significant

for rhDNase but not for vitamin D. At this stage, while it is not clear why the rela-

tionship emerged for rhDNase but not for vitamin D, the same finding is anticipated

using electronically monitored adherence to test the hypothesis.
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10, Greater belief in the necessity of medicines and lower levels of concern

about medicines, as expressed in the BMQ will predict better adherence

(electronically monitored) to rhDNase and vitamin D.

This final hypothesis was developed with the expectation that the relationships

found by Horne & Weinman (1999) in several chronic illness groups, indicating that

higher beliefs in the necessity of medicines was predictive of better adherence while

greater concerns about medicines was predictive of poorer adherence, would also be

found in adults with CF.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1, Setting

Two settings were used for this study. As for Studies 1 and 2, the Royal Adelaide Hospital

Adult Cystic Fibrosis Unit was the location for the collection of most of the data. The

Alfred Hospital Adult CF Unit in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia was the second site for

data collection in this study.

At the time when this study was being developed, a decision had to be made about

the sites for data collection. It was clear, as there is a relatively small population of

adults with CF in each Australian state and that people would need to be taking both

rhDNase and vitamin D, that more than one clinic would need to be involved in this

study. Adult CF Units operate in the states of Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland,

Western Australia, South Australia and Tasmania. Tasmania has the smallest population

of adults with CF and was therefore considered an unsuitable state in which to attempt

to recruit additional study participants.

Long distances between major cities in Australia result in travel between cities being

expensive and time-consuming. As it was expected that there would be significant lirnita-

tions to both the funding and the time available for travel for this project, it was desirable

to engage the closest clinic, Melbourne (around 900kms from Adelaide) in preference to

the others. Nevertheless, all the mainland clinics were approached to determine their
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interest in the project and to try to establish the likely number of potential participants.

The director of the CF clinic in Queensland said that very few of their patients were

prescribed vitamin D as almost all patients received ample exposure to the sun and few

suffered from a deficiency requiring treatment. The director of the adult CF service in New

South Wales expressed some interest in the project, but v/as concerned that the clinic had

committed itseif to several other CF research projects and that the addition of another

project would place an undue burden of research participation on the clinic population.

The director of the CF Unit in Western Australia expressed considerable interest in the

project. It was determined though that only a srrall subset of the population at that clinic

wouid be eligible to participate (around 10 people) and that it may not be worthwhile to

pursue the study there. The director of the CF unit at the Alfred hospital in Victoria

indicated a considerable level of interest in the project and estimated that there would be

a substantial number of patients eligible to participate in the project. The decision was

therefore made to pursue the collaborative relationship with the Alfred CF Unit for this

study.

The Aifred Adult CF Unit serves the same function for people with CF in Victoria

as does the RAH CF Unit in South Australia. At the time of this study the CF clinic

population at the Alfred \Mas around 280 people. While the number of patients using the

clinic is larger, reflecting the larger state population and proportionally larger number of

people with CF, in other respects the clinics operate in a similar way. They have the same

medical and allied health disciplines involved in CF care and a similar average interval

between outpatient clinic visits.

5.2.2 Participants

Eligibility

To be eligible to participate in this study, participants were required to have a confirmed

diagnosis of CF, be aged 18 years or more, be able to speak, read and write in English

and be relatively well on the day of recruitment (i.e., not in hospital).

Further, only those patients who were concurrently prescribed both rhDNase and
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vitamin D were eligible to participate, The length of time for which people had been

prescribed these treatments previously was not considered important for this study and

was not part of the inclusion criteria,

Finally, to limit the burden of research involvement on this small population, people

who were involved in any other major research study at the time of recruitment, were

considered ineligible for participation in this study.

Sample characteristics

The planned sample size for this study was 50 participants, Using a statistical power rating

of 0.80, a sample of this size would be adequate to demonstrate statistical significance for

effect sizes equal to or greater than 0.30 for tests of directional hypotheses. The chances

of being able to recruit a larger sample of participants than this, within the limitations

imposed by the amount of time and money availabie, were considered small.

Unfortunately it proved to be extremely difficult and time consuming to identify and

recruit eligible patients to this study in Melbourne. In addition, it was not until several

months after a commitment had been made to pursue the study there that it came to

light that the number of eligible participants was much smaller (a total of I\ than about

40 as had been estimated by the Head of the CF team, Due primarily to the limited

resources available to manage the study in Melbourne, lengthy and unexpected time delays

totalling more than a year were encountered during the development of the collaborative

relationship, planning of the study, in the process of submission for ethics approval and

later, in determining who was eligible to participate in the study. After the first two

participants in Melbourne had commenced data collection, recruitment was stalled for

more than 6 montirs,

Twenty five people participated in this study; half of the planned sample. At the time

of completing this dissertation a further nine people from the Alfred had consented to

participate and commenced the monitoring period. An additional ten people from the

clinic at the RAH had become eligible to participate in the study since the previous data

collection round there, and recruitment preparations were underway. Recent tightening

of University of Adelaide protocols for Scholarship and Candidature iengths restricted the
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time available for this research. It was not possible therefore, to wait for the additional

data before preparing this thesis. That data will be considered in due course and the

overall outcomes submitted for consideration to a suitable peer reviewed publication.

The effects of the smaller than expected sample size on statistical power for the study are

discussed in section b.4 and the wider implications are discussed throughout the chapter

and also in Chapter 6.

The characteristics of the final sample were necessarily shaped in part by national

restrictions on the prescription of rhDNase. In Australia only those patients who can

demonstrate an improvement in FEV1 of at least 10% over a one-month trial period, are

eligible for ongoing prescription of the drug. No such restrictions apply to the prescription

of vitamin D. The restriction on the availability of rhDNase creates a pre-selected sample

of people who have qualified for prescription of the drug and may therefore be considered

likely to demonstrate adequate rates of adherence to the treatment, However, as discussed

in detail in the literature review, treatment outcome can be influenced by so many different

behavioural and biochemical factors that adherence cannot be considered as the only

important factor involved in the success or failure of prescribed treatments. This element

of self-selection was not considered likely therefore, to skew the findings unduly, although

it was expected to have some influence on the findings as described in Hypothesis 2.

Twenty three of the participants were recruited from the Royal Adelaide Hospital,

representin g 85% of the population of eligible people at that clinic' Thirteen of the

participants in this study had also participated in the study described in Chapter 4. On

average there r¡/as a time gap of 15 months between participation in the questionnaire-

only study and commencing involvement in this electronic monitoring study. Of the four

eligible people who did not participate, one agreed to participate, but then withdrew

from the study early; one had recently purchased a new model compressor to nebulise

rhDNase and was concerned. that the compressor to be used in the study was slower than

the new model and would therefore be inconvenient to use, and one person was planning

an oïerseas trip and did not want to commit to involvement in the study. The last person

gave no reason for not wanting to be involved in tire study. The remaining two participants

for the st¡dy were recruited from the Alfred CF ciinic. These two participants were the
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only people approached at that time.

Given the small pool of eligible patients in each state and the effort to recruit as many

of them as possible, no attempts were made at randomisation of the study sample for this

project.

Ethics approval for this project was granted independently by the Human Ethics

Committees of the three relevant institutions; The University of Adelaide, the Royal

Adelaide Hospital and the Alfred. Recruitment began in July 2001.

5.2.3 Measures and equipment

Demographic and health status information

Descriptive and health status information about each of the participants was collected,

to allow for an examination of the role these factors might play in adherence to the two

monitored treatments. As in Study 2, the details of age, gender, marital status, employ-

ment status, living arrangements and location (country or metropolitan) were collected

from participants, along with information about their height, weight, lung function, a

self-rating of health in comparison with people without CF and a self-rating of CF clis-

ease severity. In CF, as described elsewhere in this dissertation, the most useful indicator

of lung function is the measure of forced expiratory volume in one second (FEVl), ex-

pressed as a percentage of the predicted FEV1, based on the person's height, age and

gender (FEV1%).

CFPI

The revised version of the CFPI as described in Chapter 3 was completed by each par-

ticipant at the beginning and the end of the three months data collection period for this

study. A copy of the CFPI is presented in Appendix B.

Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire

The Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire is a recent ten item self-report measure devel-

oped in the United Kingdom (Horne et al., 1993). There are two forms of this question-
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naire, one answered in terms of beliefs about medicines in generai and another answered

in terms of beliefs about medicines prescribed specifically for the person. The specific

form is used in this study and a sample of the questionnaire is included in Appendix B.

This measure provides two summary scores representing a persons Concerns about the

medicine prescribed for them and the other representing their perception of the Neces-

si,tg of the medicine. These two summary scores have been shown to be associated with

adherence to treatment by patients with chronic illness (Horne et al', 1998).

Pill counts

A pill count of vitamin D tablets remaining at the end of the study period was made

for each participant. At the commencement of the study, participants were instructed

not to remove any remaining tablets from their special vitamin container before they

returned their study equipment. A reminder about this was given when participants were

contacted shortly before the end of the study to make an appointment to return their

equipment. Anyone who expressed interest in keeping any remaining tablets was offered

the opportunity to take the remainder home in a standard, clean vitamin bottle at the

end of their final meeting with the researcher for the study'

Attendance records

The Cystic Fibrosis Unit at the Royal Adelaide Hospital tnaintains a database of all out-

patient clinic appointments for each person who uses the clinic. The database contains

information about kept appointments, cancelled appointments and missed appointments

(appointments that the appointee made but did not attend or cancel). For each partici-

pant, consent was gained to access those records for the period of the study and for the

preceding 12 months. A medical record search was conducted to determine the clinic

attendance data for the two participants from the Alfred.

Hospital admission and discharge records

The RAH CF database also contains information about hospital admission and discharge

dates. As for clinic attendances, participants gave consent for their hospital admission
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and discharge data for the study period (and the prior 12 rnonths) to be accessed for this

study. Similar inforrnation for the participants from the Alfred was obtained from that

hospital's computer database of hospital stays,

Electronic monitoring

General Remarks A substantial Internet and literature search was conducted to es-

tablish whether the monitoring equipment required was manufactured and available for

purchase commercially, Although there were several commercial companies identified that

make electronic monitoring devices to measure adherence to tablet taking, there were no

commercial devices available to measure adherence with nebulised treatments. In pre-

vious studies in the literature reporting on the use of these devices, the monitors were

developed specifically for the study and manufactured in small numbers with a high unit

cost price (Quittner et al., 2000; Starr et al., 1999).

Just prior to the development of this study, an Australian research team based at

the Royal Children's Hospital in Victoria, had encountered a similar difficulty in securing

electronic monitoring equipment for a study of adherence to rhDNase among adolescents

with CF (Dapiran, 2000), and had secured research funding to develop an electronic

recording device for a nebuliser compressor pump. The monitoring device was developed

by Mr. Richard Newman, Compumedics, and was based on a micro-electrical tablet tak-

ing monitor which he had designed for an earlier study which monitored adherence to

preventative therapy for tuberculosis (Starr et al., lggg),

The devices were made and fitted to the nebuliser compressors by the Biomedical Engi-

neering Department at the Royal Children's Hospital. This department \ryas approached

about their willingness to make more of the devices for this study. An "in principle"

agreement was reached with them, to produce more of the monitors at a cost of $500 per

unit if funding could be secured for the project.

Funding for and source of the equipment In June 2000 and again in June 2001,

I made applications for grant funding for this project from the Cystic Fibrosis Research

TYust and CF Australia, the major source of research funding for projects related to
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CF in Australia. Both of these applications for funding received positive reviews but

were unsuccessful. I made a successful application for research funding in February 2001,

to Roche Products. Roche Products manufacture rhDNase under the brand name of

Pulmozyme in Australia. They were the providers of the research funding for the studies

conducted by the Royal Children's Hospitai team'

Grant funding of $3000 was awarded by Roche for equipment maintenance) travel costs

and other administrative costs associated with the study. In addition, 30 Pari LC Plus

nebulisers (recommended for use with rhDNase) were supplied, and the iong term loan

of a laptop computer for the project was made. F\rnding for more equipment was not

awarded, as the company felt they had already invested a significant amount of research

funding into the monitoring equipment, and were advocating a collaborative venture in

which the equipment could be made available for this study at the completion of the

study underway in Victoria at the time. Ms. Elizabeth Cook, Product Manager for Roche

Products, was instrumental in introducing the Victorian and South Australian Research

Teams that were studying adherence to rhDNase, and in facilitating the development of

a collaborative relationship,

An agreement was reached that the electronic monitors manufactured for and in use

in the Victorian study (20 in all) would be made available for this project when that one

was completed. In May 2001, 14 nebuliser monitors, along with the required data transfer

equipment and analysis software, v/ere made available for this project. In addition, 20

of the electronic tablet monitors designed by Mr. Newman, and previously used by Starr

et al. (1999) were made available by Dr. Starr for use in this project. These tablet

monitors used the same interpretive software, and had the same basic internal design for

the monitoring device as the nebuliser monitors. There v/as a considerable economic and

practical advantage in using tablet monitors that provided data in the same format as

the nebuliser monitors and could also be downloaded and prepared for analysis using the

same software.

The electronic monitors The electronic monitors record in real time the date and

time of day when the tablet container or nebuliser pump is used, and the duration of use in

r29
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seconds. The following description of the design and functioning of the nebuliser monitor

is drawn mostly from the description contained in the thesis "Patterns of medication use

in patients with Cystic Fibrosis" submitted by Ms. Elizabeth Dapiran for her Bachelor

of Medical Science degree from the University of Melbourne in 2000, As her thesis is not

readily accessible and the findings have not yet been published, Ms. Dapiran has given

her permission for the details of the monitor to be described again here.

A Pari ProNeb T\rrbo compressor (model number 3SV0232) was used for these studies.

At the time this wâs a new model and it is still considered to be compact, efficient and

powerful. As described above, the pumps were used with Pari LC Plus nebulisers. The

dimensions of the compressor are 16.5 cm x 14 cm x 8 cm. The monitoring device, enclosed

in a black plastic box, is attached to the back of the pump. The dimensions of the black

box are 72cm x 3.5cm x 8cm.

The compressor and the monitoring device are powered independently. While the

compressor uses mains supply, there is electrical isolation between the compressor and

the monitor, to ensure that the pump and monitor do not interfere with one another

electrically. The monitoring device is powered by a g volt alkaline battery which has a

life of approximately 180 hours use. It is estimated to last for one year if the patient uses

the pump for less than 30 minutes per day. Power is only consumed when the compressor

is turned on.

When the pump is switched on, an infra-red LED diode, using mains pov/er, is switched

on. A photo-transistor is activated via optical transmission from the infra-red LED. This

turns on the power in the monitor via an electronic switch and activates the monitor to

begin recording.

The electronic device which records the use of the pump and nebuliser is a Dallas

DS5000T microchip. This consists of a real time clock and a non volatile static memory

and is powered by a lithium battery, which has a lifetime of approximately 10 years. The

memory lasts for up to 10 years and has a capacity to record 2500 uses of the pump and

nebuliser. The memory can be cleared using a computer interface so that new data can

be collected.

The electronic monitors for tablet taking behaviour use the same kind of microchip
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Figure 5.1: Electronic Monitoring Equipment: on the left is the tablet monitor and on

the right is the nebuliser monitor'

and power system but the system of activation for the monitor is different. The electronic

monitoring device for tablet taking is housed in the lower half of a large, screw top tablet

container, with a diameter of 8cm and a depth of 7cm. No power source is required to

trigger the monitor in the tablet container. A magnet in the lid activates a switch in the

monitor when the lid is removed from the container. When the lid is removed recording

begins in essentially the same r'Ã/ay as for the nebuliser monitors. When the lid is replaced,

the magnetic seal is reactivated and the device stops monitoring.

Both of these monitoring devices record "blindly"; that is, the patient has no access

to the information collected by the monitor. For research purposes, this means that the

patient cannot make use of the data as a prompt or memory aid for adherence. The

devices are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

A "communicator" device is required to download the information that is stored in

the monitors to the Medmon software used to read, display and summarise the data. The
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soft'ù/are, also designed by Mr. Richard Newman, can be used to change the patient code

and clear the memory in the monitor. This allows the monitored compressor to be used

by another patient. The time on the clock in the microchip can be checked and changed

and an indication is also given about whether the 9 volt battery in the monitor needs to

be changed. The data from the monitors can be exported to other computer programs

for more sophisticated analysis.

Given the risks of malfunction with any electronic device, due to battery failure,

component failure or accident, all of the electronic monitors were thoroughly inspected,

re-set and fitted with new batteries, then tested before distribution to the next patient.

In CF, the specific pathogens which colonise the lung can be readily transferred from

one patient to the next by contact, so meticulous cleaning and disinfection of any shared

equipment is essential and was conducted in all cases, to minimise the risk of cross-

infection. Carry bags for the compressors were washed in hot soa,py water and all electronic

equipment was cleaned and disinfected with alcohol.

5.2.4 Procedure

Participants were recruited during waiting time for their outpatient clinic appointments.

Eligible patients were approached in the waiting area by the researcher and asked whether

they would be interested in finding out more about a research study for which they

were eligible to participate. Patients who indicated that they were interested in finding

out mote, were given an information sheet to read (See Appendix F). After about 10

minutes, the researcher asked those patients whether they were interested in participating

in the study. People who said that they were interested, were invited to accompany

the researcher to an office within the clinic where the full details of the study could be

explained.

During this brief meeting, written consent was obtained, participants completed both

the CFPI and the BMQ, and the monitoring equipment was set up with the starting

date and patient details. Recruitment and set up for this study took between 10 and

15 minutes per person, depending on how many questions the person asked about the
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st¡dy and how long he or she spent completing the questionnaires. It was ensured that

participating patients had their monitored tablet container filled by the hospital pharmacy

with a three months supply of vitamin D before they left the clinic that day. It was hoped

that this would minimise the chance of extra container openings being needed to refill the

container and therefore contaminating the data with spurious information.

The verbal information given to participants in the meeting included a "normalisation"

of the difficulty in maintaining adherence to ali CF treatments all of the time. It was

explained to participants that the researcher was interested in understanding better how

difierent people manage that task on a day to day basis, with a long term view to CF

clinicians being able to better assist people to develop realistic treatment maintenance

plans. It was further expiained that the researcher was interested in the opinions which

people hold about their CF and their CF treatment and the way that people's different

opinions about these matters may be linked to differences in the way they manage their

treatment

The electronic monitors were introduced as a tool to assist the researcher to "keep

track of" how much of the two treatments the participants were "needing". The conve-

nience of the monitors was emphasised (no diaries or other reporting methods would be

required) and participants v¡ere reassured that the study was not designed to "check up"

on them and that their personal information would not be accessible to clinic staff. Spe-

ciflc details of what the monitors would record was not routinely given, but any questions

from participants about how the monitors worked or what they recorded, were answered

truthfully. Participants were requested to maintain their current management practices

for the two medications unless specifically instructed by their physician to make a change.

It was explained that for the results of the study to be usefui it was particularly important

that people avoid changing the way they normally managed the medications, with the

exception of some minor points described below'

Participants were told that the duration of the study was three months. Instructions

were given on how to use the tablet container and the compressor and nebuliser. The

importance of using the assigned equipment for each dose of the respective medications

for the whole of the stud.y was stressed. In particular, participants were asked to ensure
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that they only removed their dose of vitamin D from the container at the time they were

intending to take the dose and especiall¡ not to remove several days of doses at one time

and put them into a daily pill organiser, as was the usual practice of some participants.

Also, patients were asked to ensure that the compressor assigned for the study was only

used to nebulise their rhDNase and not used to nebulise any other treatment managed

in the same way. Participants were asked to take their assigned equipment with them if
they were admitted to hospital during the three months of the study and to take it with

them if they went away for a holiday at any time during the study.

A dot point list of instructions was given to participants, to assist them to remember

how the study equipment was to be used and to list some care and safety details for the

use of the equipment. A copy of the instruction sheet is included in Appendix G.

Patients were informed that where possible, the equipment would be collected from

them at their next clinic appointment which coincided most closely with the end of the

three month period. In some cases, this meant that the equipment was returned afber

slightly less than the full three months and in some cases after a little more than three

months. In cases where a participant was not expecting to return to the clinic for a routine

appointment any time close to the three months study duration, a special arrangement

was made that they would return the equipment to the clinic on an appointed day that

was mutually convenient for both the participant and the researcher. Participants were

asked to provide a contact phone number, which would be kept by the researcher only for

the duration of the study. All participants were telephoned about one week prior to the

end of their three months data collection period, to remind them that their participation

time was almost complete and to request that they remember to bring their equipment

with them to their next clinic appointment.

When participants returned their equipment, remaining vitamin D tablets were count-

ed and any leftovers were offered back to the patient as described above. The participants

were also asked to complete the CFPI and BMQ questionnaires again and to inform the

researcher of any difficulties they may have encountered in relation to the study. In

several cases, participants had had trouble with the tid of the tablet container cracking

or splitting, mostly around the screw thread. Fortunately, the container was still usable
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and the data collection had not been compromised. Those containers had new lids fitted

before being assigned to the next patient.

The analyses to follow were conducted on data collected in three rounds, over approx-

imately 17 months. As mentioned earlier, data collection for this study is stiil taking

place and will continue beyond the completion of this thesis. It was not possible, due to

lengthy and unavoidable delays and less equipment than planned for, to report on the full

sample originally expected for this study.

5.3 Electronic data PreParation

Data from the electronic monitors were downloaded to a computer using the communicator

device and Medmon program described earlier. The information was then exported to

a text frle, where it could be viewed to check for any anomalies or evidence of device

malfunction. Each raw data file was then passed through another computer program to

fully prepare it for analysis. Several actions were performed on the raw data to ensure

that later analyses would be operating on valid information. The file for each person was

truncated to conform exactly to the start and end dates of the agreed monitoring peliod.

Once this had been done, the first and last days in the monitoring period were removed

from each file, to ensure that spurious lid openings or operations (such as for putting

tablets into the container, removing left over tablets or for demonstrating the use of the

nebuliser pump) were not counted as medication taking events.

The raw data showed that many people in the sample had, at times, turned their

nebuliser pump on and off severai times in the spâce of a few minutes. Together, these

short uses of the pump almost always represented a reasonable length of time for full

nebulisation of an ampule of rhDNase. The pumps could be turned off during treatment

for any of severai reasons:

o for the patient to cough

o to speak to someone

o to make an adjustment to their equipment or their personal comfort'
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Clearly, these episodes were not to be considered separate uses of the pump and a decision

was made to concatenate all uses of the pump occurring within half an hour of one another,

into one episode. F\rrther, on any day except when the rule just described could be applied,

a use of the pump was only considered to have taken place if the pump was turned on

for at least 180 seconds. Adequate nebulisation of an ampule of rhDNase, using the same

pumps, was estimated by Dapiran (2000) to take a minimum of 360 seconds. A visual

inspection of the raw data revealed that where the pump was used at all, there were very

few instances of use for less than 360 seconds. In the case of the vitamin D dispensers,

a count was made of the number of times in each 24 hour period that the dispenser was

opened for at least three seconds, however only the first opening was used in the analyses.

For rhDNase, adherence was considered to have taken place if the nebuliser pump

had been used for a minimum of 180 seconds over a maximum period of half an hour on

any day. For vitamin D, adherence was considered to have taken place if the lid of the

container was opened for at least three seconds duration on any day. Overall adherence

to each treatment was then considered as a percentage of days on which the treatment

had been managed as just described. Over-use of the pump or tablet container was not

addressed in the analyses.

On inspection of the data sets for subject 26, the data for the use of the vitamin

dispenser were consistent with appropriate use. There was â significant problem however,

with the data for the nebuliser pump. This person had used the nebuliser pump at least

twice and up to eight times each day. Often, the duration of use of the pump on any

one of these occasions was indicative of nebulisation of a complete ampule of rhDNase.

As rhDNase is prescribed at the rate of one ampule per day, and new scripts can only

be dispensed monthly, it seems highly unlikely that this person was nebulising rhDNase

more than once per day. Instead it is likely that the patient forgot that the pump was to

be used only for rhDNase, and used it for all nebulised treatments. It was not possible

to reconstruct which uses of the pump were for rhDNase and as a result, the data for

participant 26 were not included in the analyses.
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5.4 Analysis procedures

As for Study 2, SpSS version 10 for Windows was used for the analyses in this study. With

an lú : 2b and using p : 0,05 as the accepted minimum level for statistical significance

this study, this study had a statistical power level of 0.80 for correlation effect sizes of

0.50 or greater for between subjects investigations. This means that in this study the

probability of a Type One error occurring for effect sizes smaller than 0'50 was quite

high. As was the case in Study 2, the small sample size reduced the power of this study

to elucidate more subtle relationships between the variables under investigation. For

within subjects investigations, such as those examining differences in routine for different

medications, where there were many observations per person, the risk of Type one errors

was considerably lower.

Frequencies analyses were conducted to explore the demographic data, self-reported

and electronically monitored adherence rates and ratings of importance for different treat-

ments. Relationships between demographics, disease parameters and treatment adherence

were examined using either independent samples t-tests or one-v/ay analysis of variance

(depending on the number of categories). Some relationships between data of at least in-

terval level (such as BMI and percentage of days adherence as measured by the electronic

monitors) were also investigated with Pearson's correlations.

Differences in adherence between the two electronically monitored treatments were

examined using related samples t-tests and this technique was also employed in examina-

tions of diff'erences between most of the measurement methods for adherence' Variation in

adherence over time was examined visually, using a graphical representation of behaviour

for each person, Relationships between adherence to treatments and management routines

weïe examined using a combination of related samples t-tests and Pearson's correlations

as was the impact of clinic visits and hospital admissions on adherence behaviour.

pearson,s correlations were used to examine the inter-relationships between adherence

and tire perceptions and beliefs about treatment recorded by both the CFPI and the

BMQ.
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5.5 Results

The participants for this study were 15 men and 10 women with CF, aged between 1g

and 48 years, with an FEV1 as a percentage of predicted of between 24To and 110%. The

Body Mass Index of all participants fell between 19 and 26, putting them in the accepted

rânge for healthy weight in CF. The majority (68%) of the participants were single,

28To were married or living in defacto relationships, and the remainder were separated or

divorced. Employment status varied within the group, with 48% indicating that they were

employed, 40To teceiving a disability pension, gTo studying and 4To unemployed. Most of

the participants lived in metropolitan aïeas, but 26% reported living in country areas.

In keeping with their marital status, 28To rcported that they lived with their spouse or

partner, while 44%Iived with their parents. Around ß% ofparticipants lived alone and

the remainder lived in shared accommodation.

Prior to an examination of the specific hypotheses for this study, summary descriptive

information about rates of adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D, as measured by the

electronic monitors is presented in Table 5.1. It can be seen that adherence to the rhDNase

regimen occured on average on many more days than did adherence to Vitamin D. The

statistical significance of this discrepency is discussed in full later in this chapter, In

addition, summary descriptive information about scores for this sample on the five clusters

of the CFPI is presented in Table 5.2 and for scores on the BMQ, in Table b.3. For the

CFPI, scores on each item were between 1 and 4 and the cluster score was calculated

by taking the average score across items in the cluster. Higher scores represent greater

agreement with the item statements in the cluster. It can be seen that overall, most

patients agreed that their treatment was valuable, while there v/as a little more variability

in opinions about items on the other clusters. For the BMQ, a score is computed for the

necess'itg scale and the concerns scale. Scoring is done by adding the raw scores for each

of the items in the scale, to a maximum of 25. As with the CFPI, a higher score represents

greater agreement with the items in the scale. In this sample, participants generally had

a strong belief in the necessity of their medicines and a relatively low level of concern

about them.
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Medication N Mean (%) Median (%) SD Minimum Maximum

139

rhDNase
vitamins

a'lÐ
L.)

23

iÐitJ.f

43.4

91

44
30.7
28.1

100

100

0

1

Table 5.1: Relative percentage of days adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D as measured

by the electronic monitors.

Cluster name N Mean score SD Minimum Maximum

Tleatment Value
Cost vs Benefit
Concern / Attention
Denial
Lifestyle / Energy

23

23

23

23

23

3.r2
2.6t
2.80
2.52

2.50

0.32

0.42
0.43
0.76

0.51

2.57
1.86

1.88

t.67
t.77

3.86

3.86

3.57
4.00

3.77

Table 5.2: Mean scores for CFPI clusters. Each item receives a score between 1 and 4

Scale N Mean score SD Minimum Maximum

22

22

15 25

2I6

Necessity
Concerns

20.73

11.95

2.68

3.55

Table 5.3: Mean scores for BMQ scales.

5.5.1 Hypothesis 1: Relationship between demographic and

disease characteristics and both self-reported and

electronically monitored adherence

It was hypothesised that both demographic and disease characteristics would be poor

predictors of adherence to treatment. This hypothesis was examined first using the self-

reported adherence data for seven different CF treatments (collected using the CFPI),

and then examined again for rhDNase and vitamin D using the data from the electronic

monitors. Self-reported adherence was recorded on a four point scale where 1 means 7 or

6 days of the week, 2 means 5 or 4 days of the week, 3 means 3 or 2 days of the week and

4 means 1 or 0 days of the week.

Pearson's product-moment correlation was calculated to examine the strength of as-

sociation between reported adherence to each of the treatments and participants' age,

Body Mass Index (BMI) and FEVI%. There were no significant associations between

self-reported adherence to the seven treatments in the CFPI and these three variables but
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there was a moderate association between higher BMI and better adherence to vitamin

D as recorded by the electronic monitors (r: .54, p: .01).

Possible differences in reported or electronically monitored adherence as a result of

gender, marital status (married, defacto, separated/divorced or single), employment sta-

tus (employed, student, unemployed or disability pension) Iiving arrangements (family

home, alone, with spouse/partner or share), and location (country or metropolitan) were

explored using ú-tests for independent samples (for gender and location) and one way

analysis of variance.

There were no significant differences in reported or electronically monitored adherence

to any of the treatments due to gender, location or living situation. When the effect of

marital status on reported adherence was examined, there were only two people who de-

scribed themselves as being in a defacto relationship and one person who said that he or

she was separated or divorced. In the one-\¡/ay analysis of variance, the outcome was sig-

nificantly and unreasonably influenced by the one person who was separated or divorced

and further influenced in a way that did not appear to reflect true differences by the two

people reporting themselves to be in defacto relationships, so it was decided to drop these

three participants from the analysis. This data was re-analysed using a ú-test for indepen-

dent samples, with only the data for people who were married or single included. In that

examination, people who were married reported less frequent adherence to physiotherapy

than single people (t:2.25, df : L7, p: .04). No significant differences were found

for marital status when the electronic monitoring data were exâmined for rhDNase and

vitamin D. When employment status was examined, students reported adhering less often

to their antibiotics than other groups (F(3,72):3.5, p: .05). Electronic monitoring of

rhDNase and vitamins revealed no differences due to employment status.

5.5.2 Aim 2: Comparison of different measures of adherence.

Several approaches were used to measure adherence in this study: pill counts, attendance

at clinic visits, self-report, and electronic monitoring, The relative value and accuracy of

the methods in providing information about palticipants' home care adherence behaviour
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was considered. An examination was also made to compare the accuracy of participants'

self-report of the severity of their lung disease (mild, moderate or severe) with the mea-

sured severity as indicated by their FEVI%'

A related samples ú-test was used to compare the number of tablets remaining in the

electronically monitored vitamin D tablet dispenser at the end of the study, with the

number that was expected, The expected numbeï rù/as calculated by subtracting the the

number of days on which the monitor recorded that the dispenser was opened, from the

number of tablets originally put into the container. A significant difference wâs found

(t: -7.I, df :2I, p < .001), with many fewer tablets left than was expected for most

participants. Only two participants returned the expected number of tablets; the most

adherent participant and the least. Overall, as fewer pills remaining represents more doses

taken, pill counts overestimated the electronically monitored number of doses taken by

477 .

pearson's product-moment correlations were used to examine the relationship between

the percentage of days on which participants were adherent to the electronically moni-

tored medications and the percentage of clinic appointments which they either attended,

cancelied or missed (DNA). A small-to-moderate association was found indicating that

those participants who attended a higher percentage of scheduled clinic appointments had

better adherence to rhDNase (r : .42, p: .05) and a trend was observed indicating that a

larger percentage of cancelled appointments was related to poorer adherence to rhDNase

(r: -.3g, p: .06). No significant associations between the percentages of attended

clinic visits, cancelled visits or missed visits and electronically monitored adherence to

vitamin D were found.

The relationship between self-reported adherence to CF treatments and percentage of

clinic visits attended, cancelled or missed was examined in the same way' People who

reported adhering to their enzymes and their dietary plans on fewer days of the week

',^/ere more likely to miss their scheduled clinic visits (for enzymes, r : -.50, p : '02 and

for dietary plans, r: -.48, p: .04). Poorer reported adherence to physiotherapy was

related to a higher percentage of cancelled clinic visits (r : -.44, p: .05)' Conversely,

reported adherence to exercise plans on more days of the rveek was associated with a higher
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percentage of clinic visits attended (r: .42, p: .0b). A trend was observed for higher

self-reported adherence to rhDNase to be associated with a higher percentage of clinic

visits attended (in keeping with the relationship observed using electronic monitoring

data for rhDNa.se), but the relationship did not reach statistical significance (r:.3b,
P: .I7)'

The percentage of clinic visits cancelled, attended or missed was also examined using

independent samples ú-tests, in relation to age, gender, and BMI (above or below median

BMI); and examined for lung disease severity (mild, moderate, severe) using a one-way

analysis of variance. The only significant finding v/as that older people (25 years or more)

attended 10% more of their clinic appointments and missed 10% fewer than their younger

counterparts (ú: 2.23,, df. - 20, p: .04 for attendances) t:2.g2, df : 20, p: .00g for

missed appointments).

A comparison was made between self-reported adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D

and electronically monitored adherence. Participants were asked to indicate on a four

point scale, how many days of each week they kept up with their treatments. The pro-

portion of days per week r'¡/as compared with the proportion of days per week on which

the electronic monitoring data showed that they kept up with treatment, truncated to the

same four point scale. These ratings were then compared using a paired samples ú-test, to

determine whether there was a significant difference between them. No significant differ-

ence was found between self-reported adherence to rhDNase and electronically monitored

adherence (ú : 0.0, df : 77, p : I), however a difference wâs found between self-reported

adherence to vitamin D and electronically monitored adherence (ú : -2.2g, df : IT,,

p : ,04), with the mean self-report of adherence being 43% higher than the mean for

electronically monitored adherence, Self-reported adherence to rhDNase proved to be an

important cross-check mechanism for the electronic monitoring data of the least adherent

person (person 21), who apparently did not use the medication at all during the study

period (see Figure 5.23). In that case, the participant reported that she had not taken

her rhDNase at all, providing reassurance that the electronic monitoring equipment had

provided accurate data (or in that case, a lack of data).

It is important to note that the comparisons made between self-report and electronic
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between self-report and electronically monitored adherence. Solid

lines represent days per week of self-reported adherence over the last month, triangles

ïepresent electronically monitored adherence over the past month and circles represent

electronically monitored adherence over the full study period.

monitoring were subject to a substantial risk of either over-estimation or under-estimation

of the strength of the relationship. This risk arose because the self-report of adherence was

represented in four categories rather than representing each day of the week separately.

This relationship is therefore also presented in Figure 5.2, so that the self-reported range

can be shown with the more specific information provided by the monitors. The figure

shows the CFPI self report of days per week adherence in the last month of the study,

the mean number of days per week of adherence over the last month as recorded by the

electronic monitors, and the mean number of days per week adherence over the whole

study period. Each person is represented on the abscissa on each graph. Data for six

participants is missing from the figure as those participants either never returned the

final questionnaire for the study or retur-ned it very late so that their self-report data for

the final month of the study was therefore not available for analysis.

Using FEVI%, an analysis was conducted to examine how well people judged the

severity of their own lung disease. Participants had been asked to rate whether their
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CF was mild, moderate or severe and a one-way analysis of variance was conducted to

determine whether there rvas a mean difference in the FEVI% between these self-rated

groups. A significant group effect emerged, with F(2,19): 10.12, p : .001. The three

group means fell within the generally accepted ranges for differentiating disease severity.

People with an FEVI% of 40% or less are generally considered to have severe disease

and the mean FEVI% of people who rated their CF as severe was 31%, (SD: 7.9%).

People with an FEVI% of between 4LYo andT0To are usually considered to have moderate

disease and the mean FEVI% of people who rated their disease as moderate was 56%

(SD : 74.4%). If FEV1% is over 70%, disease is usually considered to be mild and in this

group, people who rated their disease as mild had a mean FEV1% of 77.3% (SD : 221%).

While it seems apparent that some people with an FEVI% of below 70To underestimated

the severity of their disease, participants were overall quite accurate in their assessment

of the severity of their lung disease.

5.5.3 Hypothesis 2: Difference between adherence to rhDNase

and adherence to vitamin D.

It was hypothesised that adherence to rhDNase) as measured with the electronic monitors,

and averaged over the three month study period, would be higher than adherence to

vitamin D measured in the same way. The reasons for this hypothesis are described in

detail above. This hypothesis was tested using a ú-test for related samples, with the result

demonstrating a significant difference in favour of adherence to rhDNase, with ú : 5.03,

df : 22, p < .001, The mean adherence to rhDNase was 74% of days (SD : 30.7%)

with median adherence being 97% . The mean adherence to vitamin D was 43To of days

(SD : 2B.I%) with a median adherence of 44%. There was also a moderate correlation

between adherence to rhDNase and adherence to vitamin D (r: .52, p > .01).

This difference was also evident from the self-report data given by participants on

the CFPI. Figure 5,3 shows the percentage of participants reporting adherence to the

seven CF treatments in the different response categories. Based on self-report, 83% of

participants reported adhering to their rhDNase on 7 or 6 days per week, compared with
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Figure 5.3: Self-reported adherence to the seven CF treatments

6L% of participants claiming the same for vitamin D. It will be noted that the percentage

of responses falling into the category for the highest level of adherence (7 or 6 days) is

considerably higher for most treatments, when compared with self-reported adherence in

Study 2, perhaps reflecting the difference in the style of self-report asked for.

5.5.4 Hypothesis 3: Variation in adherence to rhDNase and

vitamin D over three months.

It was hypothesised that adherence to both rhDNase and vitamin D, as measured with the

electronic monitors would vary, or be dynamic over the three months monitoring period'

This hypothesis was examined by observing the patterns of daily behaviour in relation to

both medications for each participant. The hypothesis that adherence would be dynamic

over three months was supported. This variability can be observed in Figures 5.4 to 5.27.

A bar chart is presented for each person, for each medication, showing days on which the

medication was taken and hour of the day when the dose was taken. The number for
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each person refers to the identifying number in the study. Person 6 became very ill about

one month into the study and elected to flnish early. Person 7 is not represented as he

completed the initial questionnaire for the study, but then withdrew and did not collect

any data with the electronic monitors.

For most participants there was considerably more variability in their management of

the vitamin therapy than in their management of rhDNase. For one third of participants,

adherence to rhDNase was more than 95% of days and half of the participants took their

rhDNase on more than g0% of days. In comparison, there were only two participants who

took their vitamin D on more than g0% of days in the study period. Where variability

was present for either medication, no consistent pattern to the variability was observed.

Two participants were very adherent to both medications, with only an occasional day

of treatment missed (person 2 and person 16). For others, there were several days missed,

followed by one or several days of adherence and so on (e.g,, person 12 and person 13). A

few participants displayed short patches of relatively consistent adherence, interspersed

with long periods of time when the medications were not taken at all (e.g., person 15

and person 17), A small subset of participants displayed minimal or no adherence to

either medication over three months (e.g., person 21 and person 24). For participant

number eight, there is a period of two weeks in the middle of the three months when

his use of the monitoring devices stopped. This period of time coincided with a two

week hospital admission when the participant did not take the monitoring equipment to

hospital. When asked about this at the end of the study he did not recall whether his

treatment with rhDNase and vitamin D was continued (using hospital equipment) while

he was an inpatient. Due to privacy regulations it was not possible to find out that

information from his medical record. One participant reported that he would be going on

a holiday for at least two weeks during the study period and did not intend to take any

of his CF rnedications or equipment with him (person 24).

Evident from the graphs is the considerable variation for each person in time of day

when the medicines were taken. While some patients clearly took most of their doses at

around the same time each day (e.g., person 2), some graphs demonstrate a multi-modal

effect (e,g., person 9 and person 23) or demonstrate no consistency at all for the time of
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day when the dose was taken (e.g., person 11). The relationship between percentage of

doses taken and reliabitity of time taken is discussed later.
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Table 5.4
weekends.

CHAPTER 5

Medication weekday% weekend% r p

rhDNase
vitamins

Jtf.t

44.6

69.6 .90

39.4 .89

< 0.001
< 0.001
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Figure 5.28: Percentage adherence on weekdays vs weekends.

5.5.5 Hypothesis 4: Relationship between adherence to

treatment and management routine

It was hypothesised that adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D would be higher on week-

days than on weekends; with the expectation that people would use a more structured

routine on weekdays than on weekends and that this would facilitate remembering to take

the treatment. In order to examine this hypothesis, the percentage of days of adherence to

each treatment for both weekdays and weekends was calculated. A percentage was used

to account for the discrepancy in the number of weekdays versus weekend days and also to

account for the slightly different number of days of data collection between participants.

As can be seen in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.28, weekday adherence',¡/as strongly correlated

with weekend adherence, for both rhDNase and vitamin D.
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Paired samples ú-tests were conducted to examine whether the small trend to higher

weekday adherence for both medications was statistically significant. As person 21 did

not adhere to rhDNase at all during the study period and on only one or two days for

vitamin D, anv difference in these scores was considered to have little meaning and the

data was dropped from this analysis. No statistically signifrcant differences were found

for either medication (for rhDNase t : 1'3, df - 22' P :'27 and for vitamin D ú : 1'9'

df :22, p : .08) although the trend for vitamin D did approach significance'

For most medications, consistency of dose interval is considered important to maximise

the effectiveness of the treatment, Both rhDNase and vitamin D are prescribed as once

daily medications and, while dose interval is not critical to the performance of these

treatments, there is a preference that patients take these medicines at about the same

time each day. It was therefore considered important to examine this aspect of routine and

to determine whether the percentage of days on which each person took their medications

was related to the percentage of doses they took at around the same time each day. Based

on clinical advice about a "reasonable" Ievel of day to day consistency' a window of three

hours was chosen as the benchmark: people who took their dose sometime in the same

three hour block of time each day were considered to have taken their dose in a consistent

way. The "right" three hour block was determined for each person by determining the

median time of day at which their doses were taken overall, and considering all doses taken

within one and a half hours either side of that median. Consideration was also given to

lsing the modal hour of day, however, on examination of the distribution of times for each

person, the median time was observed to be a more accurate representation of consistency

than the mode.

Calculation of a meaningful median dose time was essential for this measure to be a

fair representation of people's medication taking behaviour. While a normal day of 12

midnight to 11:59pm would seem to be the obvious choice, some patients tended to take

their daily dose very late at night or after midnight, so that their "day" \^¡as skewed by

several hours. After examining the distribution of times of all doses taken, the time of

day when the least number of doses was taken, was determined to be at around 4am.

Calculations of the median time of day and the three hour block around the median were
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therefore calculated on days beginning at 4:00am and ending at 3:59am the next day.

Pearson's correlations \Mere performed to examine the relationship between the per-

centage of days of adherence for each person and the number of doses taken within one and

a half hours either side of the median dose time (that is, a three hour block of time) for

each person. This statistic was calculated for both weekdays and weekends. For rhDNase,

there was a moderate cort'elation between the percentage of weekday doses taken and the

percentage of those doses taken within one and a half hours of the median dose time

(r : .53, p : .01) but the association between percentage of doses taken on weekends and

the regnlarity of dose time was poor (r: .29, p:.18) (see Figure 5.29).

For vitamin D, there was little association between pe¡centage of days of adherence

and perceutage of doses taken within one hour either side of median dose time, on either

weekdays or weekends (weekday r: -.1I, p: .67 and weekend r: .30, p: .17) (see

Figure 5.30).

Participants did tend to take the two medications at similar times of the day, There

was a correlation of r:.79 (p < .001), for median hour of the day for weekday rhDNase

witlr weekday vitamin D, and a correlation of r : .48 (p < .01), for median hour of the
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Figure 5.31: Median hour of rhDNase use compared with median hour of vitamin D use.
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an admission (and improved their health status) may prompt patients to adhere better

to their regular CF treatment for a period of time. AIso, from the questionnaire study of

beliefs and perceptions in CF (¡r/:39), 55% of participants reported that they kept up

better with their usual CF treatments on returning home after a hospital admission and

a further 35% were unsure whether they kept up better after a hospital admission or not.

In the current study, 64% of the respondents agreed that they kept up better with their

usual CF treatments when they got home afber a hospital admission.

The electronic monitoring data was used to examine this hypothesis. Paired samples

t-tests were conducted to examine differences in adherence to the two treatments before

and after admissions. There was no significant difference found in pre and post admission

adherence for rhDNase, with the mean adherence in the week prior to an admission

being 80% of days and adherence post admission beingTT% of days (Ú: 0.15, df :4,

p : .89). There was a significant difference for vitamin D, however this difference was in

the opposite to expected direction. The mean adherence to vitamin D in the week prior

to admission was 52% of days and the mean in the week after an admission v/as 79% of

days (ú :2.91, df : 5, p : .03). This post admission drop in adherence to vitamin D was

also significantly different to the overall average number of days per week of adherence to

vitamin D (t : 4.47, df. : 7, P: .003).

5.5.7 Hypothesis 6: Adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D

before and after outpatient clinic visits

Most participants had at least one outpatient clinic visit during their data collection

period and some participants attended the clinic on more than one occasion. It was

hypothesised that participants would take their rhDNase and vitamin D on more days

in the week following an outpatient clinic visit than in the week preceding a visit. This

hypothesis was based on an expectation that discussions with health professionals about

the treatment program would act as a motivating factor by increasing the salience of the

prescribed treatment, or by acting as a reminder for adherence after the visit. Outpatient

clinic visits are usually also the setting for patients to be given feedback from laboratory
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tests or pulmonary function tests.

In tlre first CFPI study (l/ : 39), 34% of participants reported that they kept up with

more of their CF treatment after a regular clinic visit, while a further 4Wo were unsure

whether they kept up more after a clinic visit or not. Further, 65% of participants in

that study reported that they kept up better with their CF treatment when they received

feedback from laboratory tests that the treatment was working, and TLTo reported that

they kept up with more of their CF treatment when they received feedback that their lung

function was lower than on the previous occasion. In the current study (lr/ : 24), 87%

of participants reported that they kept up better with their CF treatments when they

received news that their lung function had dropped and 52To reported that they kept up

better with their treatments afber a regular clinic visit.

Paired samples ú-tests were conducted to examine adherence before and after clinic

visits. The mean number of days adherence to rhDNase before a clinic visit was 80% while

the mean number of days adherence in the week following a visit was 85% of days, This

difference was not statistically significant, with t : -0.94, df : 25 and p: .36. There was

a differenceof T0To in mean adherence to vitamin D before (M:36%) and after clinics

(M :46%), in favour of more days adherence in the week following a clinic visit, and

tlris difference was statistically significant (¿ : -2.71, df :25, p: .01). The difference

observed in vitamin D adherence pre and post clinic visits was also quite reliable, as

demonstrated by the strong correlation between the two (l/: 26, r: .84, p < .001),

5.5.8 Hypothesis 7: Relationship between adherence to

treatment and reported importance of the treatment

It was hypothesised that patients reporting adherence to a treatment on more days of the

week would rate those treatments as more important to their ongoing health. Pearson's

correlations were perfolmed to examine the strength of association between reported

adherence to each treatment and the importance ratings ascribed to those treatments.

The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 5.5

Degree of importance ascribed to the treatment was significantly and quite strongly
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Medication

767

rp
Antibiotics
Enzymes
Physiotherapy
Vitamins
Exercise
Diet
rhDNase

0.30
< 0.001
< 0.001

> 0.46
0,04

0.63

< 0.001

,25

.78

.70

.16

.43

.11

.60

Table 5.5: Correlation between reported adherence and importance ratings for each treat-

ment.

associated with number of days per week participants reported adhering to pancreatic

enzymes and physiotherapy and moderately associated with number of days adhered to

rhDNase and exercise. Using this model of self-reported adherence (that is, days of the

week rather than a more general estimate such as that used in the first version of the

CFPI), importance rating was not significantly associated with adherence to antibiotics,

vitamins or diet.

When the relationship between perceived importance for rhDNase and vitamin D

and electronically monitored adherence to those treatments was examined, there was a

strong correlation found for percentage of days adhered to rhDNase and higher importance

ratings (r: .77, p < .001), and a very poor correlation found for vitamin D (r : .07,

È'\P:'(().

5.5.9 Hypothesis 8: Relationship between electronically

monitored adherence and the perceived costs of

treatment as measured by the CFPI

Based on the findings of the frrst CFPI study, where perceived costs of treatment out-

weighing benefits was associated with poorer adherence to most treatments, it was hy-

pothesised that this relationship would also be found when using electronic monitoring

evidence of adherence rather than self-report. Pearson's correlations between percentage

of days adhered to either rhDNase or vitamin D and score on The Cost/Benefi't cluster of

CFPI items supported a negative relationship between adherence and perceived cost of
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Item (") (p)

I need "time-out" from my CF treatment routine
from time-to-time
Sometimes, the hassles involved with my treatment
(e,g., effort f timef expense) outweigh the benefits

-.39 .10

-,40 .10

Table 5.6: Correlation between adherence to vitamin D and 2 CFPI items from the
Cost/Benefi,ú scale.

treatment for rhDNase (r: -.55, p:.02), but no significant relationship for vitamin D

(r:-.24,p>.05).

As this finding was counter to expectation for vitamin D, further analyses were con-

ducted to investigate the relationship between percentage of days of adherence to vi-

tamin D and responses to the specific items which make up the Cost/Benefiú cluster.

From the seven items, two of the correlations with electronically monitored adherence to

vitamin D approached significance (see Table 5.6),

5.5.10 Hypothesis 9: Relationship between belief in the value

of treatment as expressed via the CFPI and adherence

to rhDNase and vitamin D

It was hypothesised that greater belief in the value of treatment expressed via the CFPI

would predict better adherence to rhDNase but not to vitamin D. This hypothesis arose

from the flndings of the first CFPI study (l/ : 39) where self-reported adherence to

rhDNase was moderately correlated with stronger beliefs in the overall value of treatment

and the necessity of maintaining good treatment behaviours, but adherence to vitamin D

was not associated with beliefs about the positive value of treatment.

Pearson's correlations revealed a moderate association between the percentage of days

adhered to rhDNase and a belief in the value of CF treatments (r : .49, p : .02) and no

relationship between percentage of days adhered to vitamin D and belief in the value of

treatnrents (r : -.07, p : .77).
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5.5.11 Relationships between other perceptions and beliefs

about CF and its treatment and electronically

monitored adherence to treatment

No specific hypotheses were generated about the relationships between other scales of

the CFPI and the way they might be associated with electronically monitored adherence,

however these relationships were examined and are presented here,

The CFPI scale which reflected keeping up less with treatments as â response to

emotional or energy concerns and iifestyle commitments, !'¡/as examined in relation to

percentage of days adherence to both rhDNase and vitamin D. Pearson's product moment

correlations revealed a moderate to strong relationship (r : -.67 , p : .002) between a

higher score on this scale and poorer adherence to rhDNase, and a smaller trend in the

same direction for vitamin D (r : -.44, p : '07).

Worry about having CF and responsiveness to CF treatment situations or feedback as

represented by the CFPI Attenti,on/Anriety scale, was not significantly associated with

electronically monitored adherence to either rhDNase or vitamin D (for rhDNase, r : .01

and for vitamin D,r: .34,1p > .05]), however two items fron the scale were moderately

associated with better adherence to vitamin D (for both, r : .42) and these correlations

approached significance with p : .08: "After a regular clinic visit I keep up with more of

my CF treatment." and "When I feel worried about my CF I keep up with more of my

CF treatment.".

Participants adopted very different positions from one another about whether they

believed that they would beat CF and whether they tried, at times, to forget that they had

the disease; however these considerations did not appear to impact on their adherence to

eitlrer rhDNase or vitamin D (for rhDNase' r : -'09, P: '72 and for vitamin D' r : '21'

p: .40). Participants' beliefs that they would "beat CF" were associated however with

alowerpercentageofattendedclinicvisits(r:-'41,p:'05)andahigherpercentage

of missed appointments (r - .42, p: .05)'

It was planned at the outset of this study that the various components of the CFPI

would be considered in relation to one another to explore their relative contribution to
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adherence in adults with CF as measured by the electronic monitors. Multiple regression

analyses would have been employed to assist in this modelling process, however the plan

was abandoned due to the small final sample size for this study. The results produced

using a multiple regression technique would have been unreliable with this smaller than

expected sample size.

5.5.L2 Hypothesis 10: Relationship between beliefs about

medicines and adherence to CF treatments

It was hypothesised that greater belief in the necessi,ty of the medicine as expressed in

the BMQ would predict better adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D and that conversely,

greater concerns about medicines would predict poorer adherence to the two medications.

As with earlier analyses, the sample size for this study was too small to adequately

examine the predictive strength of any relationships, but it was possible to examine the

strength of association between the variables by using correlations. In keeping with the

ernerging pattern of association between beliefs and adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D,

an association was found for rhDNase but not for vitamin D. Beliefs about the necessi,ty

of medications were not related to the percentage of days of adherence to either rhDNase

(r : .77, p: .49) or vitamin D (r : -.07, p: .77), but lower levels of concerns about

medicines were associated with better adherence to rhDNase (r : .45, p : .05). As

indicated above, concerns about medicines were not related to adherence to vitamin D

(r : .15, p: .57).

Relationships between self-reported adherence and beliefs about the necessity of med-

ications were investigated using Pearson's correlations. Stronger beliefs in the necessity of

medications were associated with self-reported adherence to rhDNase (r: .47, p: .03),

and interestingly, to physiotherapy and exercise, two non-medication components of CF

treatment (for physiotherapy r: .49, p: .02 and for exercise r: .55, p: .01). Lower

levels of concern about medicines were related to better reported adherence to rhDNase

(r : .52, p: .01). None of the other relationships between necessity or concerns about

medicines and self-reported adherence to treatment reached statistical significance.
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At the individual level, the comments of one patient at the bottom of a completed

CFPI and BMQ questionnaire set, illustrated thoughts that may accompany a conflict

between perceived necessity and concern about treatment. The patient, who reported

both a high level of necessity and a high level of concern about treatments, commented

that:

Too many unqualified people know my business, especially newly rotated staff

members. There is a threat that staff can take aluay your treatment if you are

not a 'good little patient'. Also, the right to refuse treatment, or 'dignity of

risk' is definitely not spoken of.

The same patient reported not being comfortable about discussing treatment difficul-

ties with the doctor and not being certain about what to do with all the different CF

treatments.

5.6 Discussion

In this study, electronic monitoring technology was used to examine the adherence of

adults with CF to two concurrent treatments over three months, The data obtained

about adherence to these two treatments was then used to further the investigation of

links between adherence and the perceptions and beliefs that sufferers hold about both

CF and its treatment, It was also used to examine variability and patterns in adherence'

routine and responses to treatment related events. These investigations have allowed for

a consideration of the role that the SRM may play in increasing understanding of adher-

ence behaviour among adults with CF. The examination of adherence to two concurrent

treatments using electronic monitoring technology has not been done before with adults

who have CF, and, although illness and treatment perceptions have been linked to ad-

herence in several chronic illness groups, these relationships have not been investigated

in CF. This combination of new methodology and new theoretical perspective in the area

has yielded new information. A discussion of the specific hypotheses examined and issues

related to this study follows below. A synthesis of the full program of research will be
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presented in Chapter 7

5.6.1 Relationship between demographic and disease

characteristics and both self-reported and electronically

monitored adherence

As hypothesised on the basis of previous research findings including those presented earlier

in this dissertation, adherence, either self-reported or electronically monitored, was in

general poorly associated with demographic variables and with disease characteristics.

There were some exceptions to this general finding. Higher BMI was moderately correlated

with better adherence to vitamin D as measured using the electronic monitors. This is a

finding that makes sense from a clinical perspective. The majority of people with CF are

unable to metabolise an adequate supply of essential vitamins and minerals from their

dietary intake. Therefore, supplementary vitamin intake is considered an important part

of the process of maintaining adequate nutrition. While the effect is mediated by the

degree of pancreatic disease, some people with CF who ar-e at risk of poor nutritional

status maintain better nutrition levels than others, evident in their higher BMI. While

vitamin D is mostly manufactured by the body in response to sun exposure, it is often

prescribed in CF as part of a total supplementary nutrition and vitamin program and

therefore managed in that context. It seems likely that those people who maintain a

higher BMI are more likely to be adhering to nutrition plans prescribed for them and

therefore also vitamin supplements prescribed for them.

Married people reported adhering to their physiotherapy on fewer days of the week

than single people and students reported adhering to their antibiotics on less days of the

week than did people who were employed, looking for work or receiving the disability

pension. While both of these outcomes were statistically significant, they occurred in

isolation among a large number of small and non-significant relationships. Combined

with the fact that neither of the effect sizes was particularly large, this raises doubts

about the impor-tance of these findings if not the validity. A clear clinical explanation for

these findings was not apparent. For example, there does not seem to be a logical reason
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for antibiotic adherence (antibiotics are mostly prescribed as tablets taken twice or three

times daily), to be affected for students while not affecting another group that spends

large amounts of structured time away from home, such as people who are employed.

In the case of marital status and adherence to physiotherapy, consideration was given

to whether there might be a link between either the fact that physiotherapy is time-

consuming or that performance of physiotherapy may require the help of another person.

Given the relatively small proportion of people with CF who have children however,

(which might have accounted for differences in available time), there seemed to be no

unique reason why a married person would be more affected by time pressure than a

single peïson. This view seems justified in the absence of any evidence of difference in

adherence to physiotherapy resulting from employment status, Iiving situation or age.

Further, while a minority of adults with CF at the RAH continue to use physiotherapy

techniques such as postural drainage, which require the help of someone else, most perform

their physiotherapy independently. Even if it were the case that most of the married

adults in this sample required help with their physiotherapy, it seems likely that they

would receive help from their spouse.

5.6.2 Contribution of different measures of adherence.

Several different approaches were taken to the measurement of adherence in this study. It

has been proposed that multiple methods of measuring adherence offer the best approach

to capturing an accurate representation of the way people rnanage medical treatments

(Quittner et aI.,2000). To this end, this study made use of pill counts of remainingvita-

min D tablets, outpatient clinic attendance recotds, self-report and electronic monitoring,

and analyses were conducted to evaluate the information provided by each method.

Pill counts provided a highly inaccurate measure of adherence (as compared with elec-

tronic monitoring) in this study, for ail but two participants; the most adherent participant

and the least. One participant was 700% adherent to vitamin therapy and, as would be

expected, returned the container empty. The least adherent participant returned a match-

ing number of unused vitamins to that expected from the electronic monitoring data. The
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participant concerned used the container on only one day and in that instance the pill

count was a valuable cross-check mechanism, as it confirmed that the medication had not

been taken, rather than that there had been a fault with the monitoring equipment or

that the participant had moved the vitamins from the container provided into another

dispenser. For other participants there v/as a particularly poor association between re-

maining tablets and the number expected from information provided by the monitors. In

all cases, pill counts overestimated adherence compared with electronic monitoring.

The reasons for the discrepancies between electronic monitoring data for vitamin D

and pill counts were not clear. A number of possibilities could explain the discrepancies

and there is no way of determining the correct interpretation from the data. The first

possibility is that participants wanted to appear more adherent and removed more tablets

than they had actually taken, before returning the dispenser. This seems probable for

those participants who removed more tablets than indicated by the electronic monitoring

data, but left some tablets in the dispenser at the end of the study. Another possibility is

that patients did take the vitamins, but failed to follow the study instructions; removing

several doses at one time and placing them in a weekly tablet organiser. This is a common

practice in CF, but the importance of using only the special tablet dispenser and only

at the time the dose was to be taken, had been stressed with all participants at the

beginning of the study. Further, there would perhaps be an expectation that for people

using a weekly tablet organiser, there would be a regular pattern to their use of the

electronic monitor to coincide with refllling the organiser. This was not evident from the

data, as can be seen in Figures 5.4to 5.27.

More than half of the participants returned the dispenser empty, when the electronic

monitoring data indicated that ihey had not used the dispenser on enough occasions to

have ttsed all of the tablets. A possible explanation for this is that participants forgot

that they were to return unused tablets at the end of the study and had already removed

any extras to keep for later use. A further possibility for all cases when there was a

difference between pill count and the electronic data is that the electronic monitors were

malfunctioning. This is highly unlikely, as all monitors were carefully tested before and

after use by each participant. All were found to be working reliably.
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Regardless of the reasons for the poor association between piil counts and electronic

monitoring, it seems clear that in this instance, electronic monitoring was the more accu-

rate measurement approach.

The relationship between attendance at routine outpatient clinic visits and both elec-

tronically monitored and self-reported adherence to treatments was examined. On the

basis of the electronic monitoring data (and to a lesser degree, self-report) an increased

percentage of attended clinic visits was associated with adherence to rhDNase on a higher

percentage of days. This finding was also observed for self-reported adherence to exercise

plans. Conversely, a lower level of self-reported adherence to physiotherapy or electron-

ically monitored adherence to rhDNase was reiated to a higher percentage of cancelled

visits. Poorer reported adherence to enzymes and dietary plans was associated with a

higher percentage of missed appointments. Adherence to vitamins and antibiotics did not

appear to have an association with clinic attendance. Adults with CF who were aged 25

years or more attended a higher percentage of their clinic appointments ancl missed fewer

than did younger adults.

It is not clear why some treatments were associated with clinic attendance habits but

not all, The fact that the relationships did not emerge for all treatments and the associ-

ations observed were of only moderate size, is important. This finding that adherence to

CF treatments is differential, even in its association with clinic attendance, demonstrates

that adherence to treatments at home can not be predicted accurately on the basis of

whether or not patients attend clinic. This is further highlighted by the fact that while

older adults appear to be more reiiable about attending their outpatient clinic appoint-

ments, adherence to treatments at home is not associated with age. Those relationships

observed however, are all in a logical direction and fit with the clinical perception that

often, those people who either fail to attend scheduled appointments or repeatedly cancel

appointments are also less adherent to their horne-care treatment routines compared with

those who attend reliabiy. It is not difficult to see why the perceived link between home

care adherence and attendance at scheduled appointments persists in the clìnical setting'

It may be important in the planning of future management approaches to maximising

adherence, that information about this kind of treatment specific effect be rnade clear to
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clinic staff, so that assutnptions are not made unreLasonably about patients' leveis of home

care adherence.

A comparison v/as made between self-reported adherence and electronically monitored

adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D. It emerged that while self-report of adherence to

rhDNase did not differ significantly from electronically monitored adherence, self-reported

adherence to vitamin D significantly overestimated adherence as recorded by the electronic

monitors. While the finding for vitamin D is important and highlighted what is likely to

be a real discrepancy between self-report and electronic monitoring for this medication,

the analysis itself revealed important limitations in the scàle used to measure self-reported

adherence in the CFPI.

The CFPI adherence scale breaks a week into four groups of two possible days, rather

than (for example), having eight categories: one for each day of the week and an extra

category to indicate if the treatment was not used at all. This degree of added accuracy

would probably have been sufficient for a more accurate comparison of self-report with

electronic monitoring for rhDNase as it is only ever prescribed as a once-daily treatment.

This may not have been enough to improve the scale for vitamin D, as the CFPI asks

about vitamins in general, grouping vitamin D with other vitamin treatments which may

be adhered to differently. Difficulties emerge with the CFPI sélf-report scale for other

medications as well. For example, medications used more often or less often than once

daily can at best be only crudely represented on the current CFPI adherence scale. It

may be that the most accurate way to measure self-reported adherence in CF, while

still using a written questionnaire format, is to have a treatment specific set of choices

for people to use when reporting their use of different treatments. This then raises the

further problem of how much adherence to one treatment is proportionally equivalent

to adherence to another treatment, Proportional equality is important if adherence to

different treatments is to be compared in a meaningful way.

The other comparison made between self-report and electronic monitoring was one

between self-rated severity of lung disease (mild, moderate, severe) and a rating of lung

disease (into the same categories) made according to widely accepted clinical guidelines

on the basis of FEVI%. Contrary to previous resealch that found adults with CF to be
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poor judges of their own disease status (Abbott et al., 1996), in this study participants

were quite accurate in their self-rating of lung disease severity, This difference might

reflect differences in clinical practice. Certainly in both the RAH and Alfred CF clinics,

personal lung function information is routinely discussed with patients, so some level of

awareness of the severity of lung disease might be expected for these patients. It was not

clear from the paper by Abbott et al. (1996) whether patients were routinely made a',¡/are

of their lung function scores.

In summary, electronic monitoring was demonstrated to be a very useful and sub-

stantially more detailed and accurate method for measuring adherence than the other

methods employed. As discussed in Chapter t however, there are obvious limitations to

this approach to measurement, several of which were clearly demonstrated in this study.

When people don't use the dispenser, any interpretation of why that was so can only be

speculative. It is not possible to be certain that the person failed to use the medication on

that occasion. They may have forgotten to use the correct dispenser (i.e., used their own

usual nebuliser pump or an unfinished, previousiy dispensed bottle of vitamins), or may

have (in the case of tablets) dispensed more than the required dose at some time, putting

extra doses into another dispenser. It is almost as difficult to be confident that treatment

has taken place, even if the monitors indicate that the dispenser has been used. It is pos-

sible that participants have opened their tablet dispenser but not removed a tablet, and

possible that they have turned on the nebuliser pump for the expected length of time but

not nebulised the medication. As noted earlier though, these kinds of effects are usually

of fairly short duration and deceptive behaviour of this kind is rarely sustained over a

Iong period of time (Rand et al., 1992).

In this study, the addition of self-report, admission and attendance records and pill

counts, despite the significant problems with those methods, was very useful as a means

of cross-checking electronic monitoring data. In instances when there was very little

data recorded by the monitors, these other methods were helpful in piecing together the

accuracy of the information. Hospital admission records, for example, were crucial to

the recognition that participant eight had failed to use the monitoring equipment while in

hospital, but that this lack of use did not necessarily mean that he had been non-adherent
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to those treatments while in hospital.

At least some of the participants appeared to respond either to the knowledge that

their behaviour would be monitored, or to the motivating effect of a clinic attendance (or

both), by adhering to treatment better in the first (and sometimes last) few days of the

recording period than at any other time in the three months (e.g., person 1, person 20

and person 24). For the majority of participants though, the substantial variability in use

of the monitors throughout seems indicative of legitimate and probably typical use of the

treatments, and the data from the monitors has therefore been assumed (with the known

exceptions discussed previously, for example, person 8) to represent an accurate picture

of the participants' adherence to the two treatments for the duration of the study.

5.6.3 Difference in adherence to and variability in use of

rhDNase and vitamin D.

The hypothesis that adherence to rhDNase would be better than adherence to vitamin D

was strongly supported in this study, as shown by data from the electronic monitors. As

discussed earlier in this chapter, there were a number of reasons for hypothesising that

this would be the case, including:

o the need to pass a clinical trial of effectiveness before being prescribed rhDNase

o a difference in the irnmediacy of any perceived benefit from the treatment

o perceived valne or importance due to relative costs of the medications and,

o previous research findings about levels of adherence to these treatments.

What was unexpected was that there would be such a substantial difference in adherence

between the two. Studies 1 and 2, for example, had shown quite similar levels of reported

adherence for rhDNase and vitamin D.

It was also noteworthy that there was a very substantial variation between participants,

in the average nttmber of days of adherence to each medication, For both medications, this

varied between less than 5To and up to 700% of days in the study period. However, only
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two of the participants were very poor-ly adherent to both rnedications (less than 10% of

days) and conversely, only two were very adherent to both (more than 90% of days). Only

one participant (person 1) was appreciably more adherent to vitamin D than to rhDNase

and his CFPI reports of the relative importance of the two medications indicated that he

believed vitamin D to be more important to his ongoing health than rhDNase.

In combination, these findings provide evidence that adherence is unlikely to be a

personality or trait linked phenomenon, at least in most people. In turn, this highiights

the risk of making significant misjudgements about people by describing them as adherent

or non-adherent in a general fashion. In this sample, many of the sa,me people who

were extrerrely reliable in their management of rhDNase were very poor managers of

vitamin D. Even without giving closer consideration to the cognitions of patients, this

adherence discrepancy is consistent with the SRM which proposes that people modulate

their decisions with appraisals about the benefit of particular courses of action over others

and that this is a dynamic and ongoing process.

6.6.4 Relationship between adherence to treatment and

management routine

Routines were rnuch more evident in the management of rhDNase than vitamin D, with

both a higher percentage of days of adherence and more consistent dose times observed

for rhDNase for the majority of participants in this study. Further, adherence to rhDNase

appears to be more robust and impervious to influence by concerns about treatment events

such as hospital admissions and clinic visits, as there were no significant clifferences in

adherence observed before and after these events, while there were differences observed

for vitamin D. These findings raise the question of whether the establishment of routine is

responsible for better adherence to treatment or whether the decision and motivation to

adhere to treatment is responsible for the establishment of routines to facilitate that. It

is feasible that the two may have an interactive relationship in which a belief in the value

of the treatment (discussed below) acts as a motivating factor in the establishment of a

routine to manage the treatment, and subsequently the presence of the routine assists in
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the ongoing maintenance of both the motivation to adhere and the actual adherence to

the treatment.

It is of considerable interest that it was the more complex, demanding and symp-

tomatically unpleasant of the two treatments which v/as managed better and with a more

consistent routine. Although there were many reasons why it was predicted that people

would adhere better to rhDNase than to vitamin D, these do not detract from the fact

that the finding is contrary to the generally accepted belief that people adhere better

to treatments which are less complex and time-consuming. Without doubt, a consider-

able amount of funding and research effort is expended annually worldwide in conducting

clinical trials of treatments to discover the most efficient way to achieve the maximum

treatment effect, with exactly this principle in mind. If a patient is faced with a choice

between taking a tablet 3 times per day to achieve an effect, when an equivalent but

different tablet will achieve the same outcome if taken once per day, it is only common

sense that the latter will be preferred, and probably adhered to better.

When the comparison is between treatments with different modalities acting to affect

different aspects of the disease process, the consideration of complexity and time becomes

a more complex issue, It may be only in the presence of multiple treatments and in chronic

illness that more abstract concepts such as treatment and illness perceptions play a role

in the planning and execution of treatment related behaviours, helping to explain the

apparent anomaly of better adherence to more complex and difficult treatments. It could

also be true that the establishment of good routines may be considered more important

for the management of a more complex and time consuming treatment such as rhDNase

than for a once-daily tablet such as vitamin D, which takes only moments to perform.

From the findings of this study, where adherence to rhDNase was overall, either very

good or very bad, it can be argued that for a time-consuming treatment, routine may

be a necessary but not sufficient condition for adherence. Tlie fact that poor adherence

to vitamin D was associated with participants reporting that at times, they forgot some

of their CF treatrnents (CFPI item 16), and that this relationship did not hold true for

rhDNase, lends further credence to the position that routines are important in maximising

adherence to treatment.
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5.6.5 Relationship between self-reported adherence and

electronically monitored adherence to treatment, and

ascribed importance of the treatment

As in the other studies presented in this dissertation, the relationship between self-

reported adherence to treatment and the importance ratings that participants gave to

the various CF treatments was examined. The findings in this study were similar to

those in the first CFPI study, where relatively strong relationships between perceived im-

portance and adherence were found for enzyme replacement therapy and physiotherapy,

moderate relationships found for rhDNase and exercise, and weaker relationships evident

for the other treatments. The similarity of the findings between studies, particularly in

light of the fact that the scale for the measurement of self-reported adherence was changed

between the studies, is encouraging. Given that the size of the relationships relative to

one another appears to have been similar between studies, it seems probable that these

findings represent real differences in the way that perceived importance of treatments may

impact on adherence; that is, a lot for some treatments and not very much or not at all

for others.

In light of the difficulties observed earlier with the CFPI self-reported adherence scale

however, there are some points about the findings of both strong and poor relationships

between self-reported adherence and importance that must be made. It is possible that

participants could be reporting quite accurately that they perform their physiotherapy

and take their enzymes every day and still be overestimating their adherence if they do

not do those treatments the number of times prescribed within each day. In this instance,

the CFPI may or may not be inflating the relationship between these treatments and

perceived importance, but participants are not able to report more accurately about their

behaviour.

Similarly, the relationship between exercise and importance may not be well repre-

sented by the CFPI data. When analysing data from the CFPI self-report adherence

scale, an assumption is made that performing the treatment on more days of the week

is better than performing it on less days of the week. In fact, a participant may only
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be prescribed an exercise plan to be carried ont on three days per week. In that case,

when a participant chooses the box that reports that exercise was adhered to on three or

two days of the week, correlations will underestimate the link between good adherence

and higher ratings of importance. The CFPI also forces people to generalise about their

vitamin use rather than be specific about different vitamin supplements, as all vitamin

replacement therapy is grouped in one category on the measure. The similar difficulty

with tlie 'importance rating scale in that particular case, means that there is a further

reduced ability for any link which might be present between adherence and perceived

importance to be demonstrated adequately by the measure. There are limitations such

as insufficient accuracy with the CFPI adherence scale for the remaining treatments also.

\rVhen the relationship between perceived importance and adherence was examined for

rhDNase and vitamin D using data from the electronic monitors, correlations of a similar

effect size as those found using self-report were found for both medications. Perceived

importance appears to have an association with adherence to rhDNase but not adherence

to vitamin D. The fact that such similar relationships emerged when using self-report or

electronic monitoring data, Iends support to the validity of the finding and indicates that

while it should be addressed, the difficulty with the adherence scale in the CFPI may

not have a particularly large bearing on the outcome, at least for these two treatments.

Of course, the difficulty remains with the lack of specificity of the tmportance rating for

vitamins. If people are responding to this scale for vitamins in general, when their beliefs

about vitamin D differ from that general belief, it is possible that there is a relationship

between adherence and perceived importance for vitamin D and the apparent lack of

association is incorrect.

Returning briefly to the link between self-reported.adherence and perceived importance

of CF treatments, it is interesting to note that not withstanding the difficulties described

above with the CFPI scale, the relationships were generally strongest for the most time-

consuming and difficult medications and treatments to maintain. In order, from strongest

link to weakest, the treatments were ranked:

o Enzymes
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o Physiotherapy

o RhDNase

o Exercise

o Antibiotics

o Vitamins

o Diet

5.6.6 Relationship between adherence and the perceived costs

of treatment as measured by the CFPI.

As predicted based on the first study completed using the CFPI, electronically moni-

tored adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D was negatively associated with beliefs and

perceptions that the various costs (e.g., time, effort and money), outweigh the benefits of

treatment. The effect was stronger for rhDNase than for vitamin D, which makes good

clinical sense given the relatively high costs involved in managing rhDNase compared with

vitamin D. The fact that this kind of cognitive appraisal was both reported to occur and

that it was also related to adherence, lends support to the SRM position that decisions

about treatment adherence are made on the basis of a dynamic set of ongoing appraisals

about the value of adhering to the treatment versus the risks, costs and difficuities as-

sociated with doing so. In this particular case it seems likely that the consideration is

between a recognition of the consequences of non-adherence and the potential degree of

control to be gained over the disease or symptom process if adherence to the relevant

treatment is maintained.
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5.6.7 Relationship between belief in the value of treatment as

expressed via the CFPI and adherence to rhDNase and

vitamin D

As for the cost versus benefit appraisal, a significant relationship was observed between

adherence to rhDNase and an overall belief in the value and effectiveness of the treatment

program along with a belief in the importance of managing treatments as prescribed,

The relationship was not present for vitamin D. For both medications the observed

relationships fit consistently with the developing picture of differential adherence to.the

two treatments. Again, it was with the more complex of the medications that specific

cognitions and beliefs about treatment were shown to be linked with the way that the

treatment r'¡/as managed, while cognitions and beliefs appear to have a much weaker effect

on adherence to more simple treatments.

5.6.8 Relationship between other aspects of the CFPI and

electronically monitored adherence to treatment.

Where participants reported that they were less likely to keep up with treatments when

they were tired, emotionally troubled or busy, they were also more likely to demonstrate

poorer adherence to both rhDNase and vitamin D. Agreement with the statements in

this scale seems to reflect a less robust maintenance of routine in response to common but

not daily events, such as feeling emotionally or physically drained or being involved in a

social activity. Scores for this scale co-varied quite reliably with those on the cost/benefi,t

scale, and it seems that the scales may both reflect a greater susceptibility in patients to

be influenced by the difficulties of treatment rather than being bolstered by a conviction

about the vaiue of treatment.

While participants expressed definite beliefs about whether they believed that they

would "beat" CF, this belief did not appear to predict home-care behaviour but did

appear to be related to poorer attendance at clinic appointments. There are two equally

reasonable explanations for this finding. The first is that those people who believe that
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they will win the fight against the disease may also believe themselves to be doing well

in the fight at home and less in need of consultations to monitor their health. The

other possibility is that people who believe that they will beat the disease are at some

Ievel denying the seriousness of the condition; so avoiding outpatient appointments where

their health status wili be discussed, allows them to avoid a contradiction between their

belief and the reality presented to them in the clinic. Either good adherence (which is

effectively maintaining health) or poor adherence (in tire absence of rapidly declining

health) may allow a person to maintain the illusion of their disease being less serious and

more "beatable" than it might be in reality.

5.6.9 Relationship between beliefs about medicines and

adherence to CF treatments

On the basis of previous research in chronic illness conducted nsing the BMQ (Horne

et al., 1998; Horne & Weinman, 1999), it was hypothesised that greater belief in the

necessi,ty of medicines would be associated with better electronically monitored adherence

to treatments and that higher levels of concerns about medicines would be associated with

poorer adherence. In this study, only the concerns dimension was found to be associated

with adherence and only for rhDNase. This result was consistent with the findings from

the subscales of the CFPI, where all of the outcomes for rhDNase were more substantial

than those for vitamin D, and where a belief that treatments were more costly than

beneficial, had a stronger relationship with poorer adherence than did a belief in higher

value of treatments, with better adherence.

As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the main reason that this questionnaire

was not chosen as a primary measure for the study was that it generalised too much

and did not allow people to respond with reference to specific treatments. It may be

that this factor influenced the results of this study, so that the generalisation between

treatments on the BMQ underestimated true relationships between adherence and beliefs

about the necessity of specific medications or concerns about taking them. If this is

true, it makes the finding from the BMQ relating to the CFPI self-reported adherence
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data particularly interesting. Those data showed an association between a belief in the

necessity of medications and better adherence to some NON-medication treatments, as

well as to rhDNase. These findings add to the case for the importance of perceptions and

beliefs in influencing adherence behaviours in adults with CF, especially for more difficult

or complex CF treatments.

5.6.10 Summary

The cumulative information gathered in this study about rhDNase and vitamin D indi-

cates that adults with CF:

o are more accurate in self-reporting their adherence to rhDNase than to vitamin D

o are more adherent to rhDNase than to vitamin D

. use better routines to manage rhDNase than vitamin D

o have their adherence to vitamin D more affected by outpatient visits and hospital

admissions than their adherence to rhDNase.

. are more likely to attend outpatient clinic appointments if they also adhere to their

rhDNase, regardless of adherence to vitamin D.

¡ demonstrate a link between forgetting to do treatments and adherence to vitamin D,

that is not present for rhDNase.

o demonstrate a link between the perceived importance of rhDNase and adherence to

it, that is not present for vitamin D.

o adhere less to both rliDNase and vitamin D if they believe that the costs associated

with treatments outweigh the benefits,

o adhere better to rhDNase if they hold a belief in the overall value of treatments.

o adhere less to rhDNase if they report responding more to the difficulties of main-

taining treatment when busy or tired.
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o adhere better to rhDNase when they have fewer concerns about their medicines

In combination, these findings lead me to posit that adults with CF think about

their rhDNase treatment and plan a behavioural response for it in a way that does not

happen for vitamin D. To be adherent or not to vitamin D does not require much from

people and does not have an immediate impact, in terms of time, money, social effect

or syrrptomatic benefit. Therefore, perhaps with the exception of a few people who

might include vitamin D management in a very closely structured daily routine for ali

CF treatments regardless of their opinions about different treatments, it may be that

people remember their vitamin D treatment from time to time and are pleased when

they do, but not particularly concerned about taking it in a reliable way. People may be

reminded to adhere better to it after an outpatient clinic visit, particularly if the visit

includes feedback about 1ow vitamin D levels in the blood or poor bone density, and they

may conversely decide to take a break and leave it out of the treatment program afber

a hospital admission, when they are feeling much better than before the admission and

have been burdened with extra treatments each day while in hospital.

In contrast, rhDNase is only prescribed if it has been demonstrated to have had an

impact on lung function. It requires time and possible social inconvenience to adhere to

it. It is known to be very expensive, even if the cost is not borne fully by the recipient, A

treatment such as rhDNase requires more planning and decision making on a day to day

basis in order to adhere to it and a decision to adhere is likely to have costs associated

with it. This kind of treatrnent requires a more substantial cognitive response and a

consideration of the practical implications of adherence versus non-adherence to be dealt

with. It is likely that it is in this context in a chronic illness such as CF, that perceptions

of health and beliefs about treatment are most likeiy to influence the decisions people

make about treatment,
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Chapter 6

Practical concerns and research

limitations

There were a number of practical and technical issues dealt with in the course of this

research that warrant some further description and comment. Some of these issues were

related directly to important limitations in the research, and it was considered appropriate

therefore to discuss both topics in this chapter. Technical and practical matters are

discussed first, followed by the description and consideration of limitations in the research.

6.1 Technical and practical matters

Most of the substantive technical and practical matters that impinged on this program

of research were associated with Study 3, Several significant barriers to the successful

progress and completion of that study were encountered. It is important that others

considering research in this area are alvare of the challenges associated with it.

6.1.1- Equipment

The first challenge in Study 3 was to determine from where and at what cost and avail-

abitity the required monitoring equipment could be obtained. No previous research of

this kind had been undertaken within the University of Adelaide department or faculty

in which I was enrolled, so it was necessary to explore external sources for the equipment.

189
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While there were at least two or three commercial companies, such as AARDEX Limited,

that produced tablet monitoring devices and the requisite software, no commercial source

could be found for electronic monitoring devices for a nebuliser pump. Further, largely

as a result of the unfavourable exchange rate of the Australian dollar with major foreign

curtencies, commercial tablet monitors were difficult to afford at about $130 per unit. A

considerable amount of time was spent in investigating the feasibitity of engaging an en-

gineering group to design and make a suitable nebuliser monitoring device, however both

the costs and the lead time for design and testing were considered by both myself and

my supervisory team to be prohibitive within the context of PhD research. The monitors

eventually used in the study were considerably more expensive again at $500 per unit,

however, they had been funded for another research project and the purchase cost of the

equipment was not sustained by this project.

The establishment of a collaborative link with the research group already using such

devices at the Royal Children's Hospital in Melbourne was crucial to the eventual success

of this study, although the arrangement was not without its own difficulties. There was a

long lead time until the equipment became available, and then fewer devices were made

available than had been anticipated. This meant that data had to be collected in several

rounds, calculated to take a minimum of one year in total. In reality, the practicalities of

participant recruitment in busy CF clinics and in some cases, long delays in the return

of equipment after the study, resulted in a data collection period in excess of 18 months

for the flrst half of the sample. Some rural participants were unable to return their

equipment until several weeks after the end of the monitoring period and on occasion,

other participants needed several reminders before they returned their equipment to the

clinic. This late return of equipment resulted in further delays in re-distribution of the

equipment.

When the equipment was first made available from Melbourne, many of the units were

not able to be read properly by the software and the tablet monitors in particular were very

dirty. Most devices had flat batteries and many had loose internal electrical connections

which meant that their performance \Mas unreliable, After unsuccessful attempts to remove

old labels from the tablet monitors, I decided to remove the monitoring components from
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their containers and to replace the container. New containers were obtained and the

monitoring devices repaired, tested, fitted with new batteries then cleaned and sterilised

with alcohol before being fitted to their new containers. Each unit was then re-sterilised

before being distributed to participants.

The nebuliser pumps were far too valuable to be replaced and all were in excellent

working ord.er, but required a substantial amount of cleaning and thorough disinfecting

before they could be used. This process of repair, maintenance, cleaning and sanitisation

required up to a few hours per unit and was thus very time-consuming. The high cost of

these units prohibits using them as disposable items, so it is important to bear these sub-

stantial maintenance requirements in mind in the planning of future research employing

electronic monitoring devices.

6.L.2 Funding

The next and most important barrier was in the acquisition of sufficient funding to com-

plete the study. As described in Chapter 5, three separate applications were made for

grant funding to purchase the necessary monitoring equipment and software. One of these

applications was successful as described in Chapter 5, and central to the project going

ahead. The funding awarded however, was considerably less than that applied for and did

not allow for the purchase of additional equipment. Timely funding for equipment would

have made a substantial difference to the amount of data that could be collected in the

time available. That in turn would have made it possible to explore any contextual influ-

ences on adherence behaviour within the whole sample, such as holidays over Christmas

or behavioural responses to events such as the death of someone with CF who was known

to the participant.

The challenges of this study in regards to competing successfully for research money

are in no way unique and I was indeed fortunate to obtain grant funding. The application

process however, highlighted inherent difficulties in competing successfully for research on

adherence in CF, when most proposals are for trials of new treatments or involve basic

science investigations. A perusal of lists for the past ten years of successful applications in
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the annual round of funding by the CF Research Tbust in Australia revealed that almost

all funded projects were directed at increasing understanding of the disease process or were

for specific new treatments. None of the funded projects v/ere concerned with management

of existing treatment protocols and less than I0% of funded projects involved any aspect

of psychosocial investigation. No studies on adherence have been funded by this research

trust during this period of time. Interestingly, the relatively modest budget for and

proposed scope of the project may have disadvantaged the application. Almost all of the

successful project applications were for projects funded in excess of $50,000: more than

three times the amount requested for this project. Despite the difficulties of competing

in that environment the CF Research Tlust remains the most suitable funding body to

approach for CF related projects in Australia.

It may be that as more research such as that conducted in Study 3 is published, and

the research begins to yield clinical (and possibly economic) results, its value will be

clearer to research funding bodies and it will prove less difficult to compete for funding.

Psychological studies with a more obvious direct link to patient outcomes and randomised

controlled trials of interventions for adherence by adults with CF, if well designed and

based on sound theoretical foundations, may prove to be a more attractive proposition

for funding organisations,

6.1.3 Multi-centre research

The low incidence of CF in the Australian community means that there are relatively small

populations of people with CF in each Australian state, Research involving people with

CF in Australia therefore often involves more than one research centre, in order to recruit

research groups of adequate size without placing an undue burden of research pressure on

any one state community. A multi-centre design, while effective in ensuring that research

can take place, can be complex and time-consuming to administer, particularly when

research budgets are small. While operating on similar models of care, each centre has its

own unique practices and these can all inflnence the process of negotiation about research

questions, data collection and resource allocation as well as the choice of treatment to
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study

Before any project can coÍlmence, ethical approval must be obtained from each in-

stitution involved in the project and this requires a separate and institution specific ap-

plication process at each place. While many aspects of the applications are necessarily

similar, each institution requires a unique consideration of resource allocation and costing

as well as different patient information and consent forms. Revelations in recent years of

¡nethical or questionable research practices in some Australian hospitals have resulted in

well justified increases in the level of information required and scrutiny given to research

proposals. Any modifications to an approved protocol must be considered by the relevant

ethics committees before they can be adopted and ali of these processes take at least

several weeks to complete.

Several specific challenges arose in relation to the multi-centre aspect of this research.

The most significant of these was a lack of resources for this research at the second

centre, making it very difficult to determine the eligible patients and plan the strategy

for recruitment. Additional difficulties arose when it became clear that the routine data

coliected about patients differed in the two centres involved and information that was

readily available in the first centre would be hard to obtain in the second. Differences in

prescribing practices then resulted in a much lower than anticipated number of eligible

patients in the second centre relative to the flrst. It is anticipated that this problem is

likely to occur between centres in the continued absence of agreed international treatment

protocols for CF.

Perhaps the most significant issue howeverT was that of adequate resourcing to manage

the "on the ground" work in the second centre. Local knowledge and an active presence

is essential to the efficient running of a research project in any particular institution.

Many of the delays experienced in this project were the result of attempting to manage

the project from one site in South Australia, with occasional visits to the second site in

Victoria. While email contact and phone calls meant that it was possible to conduct a

lot of the business without face-to-face contact, research is often placed lowest on the list

of priorities in a clinical setting. With no-one in the Melbourne CF team having time to

dedicate to the research process, developments and negotiations !ü/ere extremely slow.
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Within the past few weeks a small amount of new funding was made available by the

Alfred for a suitable member of staff to co-ordinate the collection of additional data to

improve the statistical power of Study 3 and to further test the validity of the CFPL The

involvement of that person has made a signiflcant difference to the feasibility of continuing

the study and has had a dramatic impact on the speed at which organisation of the study

has progressed. Further, while difficult to establish, the collaborative link deveioped for

this research with the Alfred is now in place and is expected to generate follow on work

beyond the scope of this initial research.

6.2 Limitations of this research

6.2.L Size of the study samples

The reasons for the small study sample in Study 3 are described above, however their

implications have not yet been discussed in detail. Srnall numbers of participants for

Study 2 were also limiting, however in that case a decision was taken to recruit fewer

participants to allow the best chance of recruiting an adequate sample size for Study 3.

Small sample sizes were considered to be the most significant limitation for these studies.

A small sample size results in a low statistical por,¡/er compared with that from a larger

data set (Pagano, 1986). In the analyses for both studies there were a number of smaller

correlations, with effect sizes of between 0.25 and 0,40, that appeared to be consistent

with the hypothesised relationships, and did not appear to be due to outliers in the data

set or other artifacts, but did not reach the minimum level of statistical significance of

0.05. It was not possible to report on these associations with confidence, although taking

account of effect sizes has been helpful in interpreting their probable significance. Many

of these smaller relationships warrant further investigation.

Another aspect of this problem was the limitation in statistical techniques that could

be applied to the data in order to test the hypothesised relationships. This was evident in

the exploration of the Cystic Fibrosis Pelceptions Inventory, where principal components

factor analysis could not be perfor-med as the ratio of variables to participants was too
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higir. The clustering technique ernployed gave a satisfactory result, however it would have

been valuable to determine whether a pricipal components solution supported the derived

structure of the measure.

The clusters which emerged from the analysis technique applied were also somewhat

difficult to name in such a way as to capture the central tireme of the clustered items.

White the names applied to the derived clusters are helpful in conceptualising the findings

with the measure and do, in my opinion, reflect the thematic content of the clusters, these

"first names" remain open to further consideration and possible re-interpretation. New

and larger studies have commenced in order to address the problems with the question-

naire development.

The contribution of this research was also limited by the fact that predictive regression

models could not be employed to explore the relative contribution of the different aspects

of illness and treatment perception to adherence. There v¡as no way in this sample to

investigate adequately to what extent the different aspects of perception were independent

contributors to patient behaviour.

6.2.2 Sample biases

Largely as a result of the small pool of eligible participants) no attempts were made

to randomise the study samples. While most people who attended outpatient clinics

during the data collection period agreed to take part in Study 2, there is a risk that

the sample under-represents people with the mildest CF and those who have the poorest

record of reliable clinic attendance. Some people with very mild symptoms attend far

Iess frequently than the usual interval of every two or three months for outpatient reviews

of their health. Particularly if they live a long distance from the clinic, patients with

mild disease may attend their local general practitioner for prescriptions and general

health maintenance, and visit the specialist CF centre only for an annual review or for

treatment of respiratory exacerbations. An examination of the spread of demographic

and disease parameters within the sample of participants however, did not indicate any

bias towards data collection only from those with more moderate or severe disease. As
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was demonstrated in Study 3, while patterns of clinic attendance may be associated with

adherence to some treatments and are an important aspect of adherence in their own

right, poor clinic attendance cannot be equated with poor adherence overall.

As described in Chapter 5, there was also a bias in the sampie for Study 3 resulting

from the choice of treatments monitored. In Australia, rhDNase cannot be prescribed

unless the patient completes a successful one month trial of efficacy. This means that

to some extent, the patients prescribed rhDNase in an ongoing way are a self-selected

sample in whom the drug is known to be effective. \Mhether people continued to manage

the drug in the same way after they had completed the trial is not known for this sample,

although it has been demonstrated that improvements in lung function experienced as a

result of using rhDNase decline quickly if the drug is stopped (Eisenberg et al. , t997).

While there was initially some concern that this factor may skew the sample to highly

adherent individuals, it may in fact have helped to highlight the differential adherence

to treatments by individuals. Lack of randomisation in the sample for Study 3 was not

considered to be a problem, as almost all of the eligible patients participated in the study.

One further bias associated with the samples in these studies was the issue of partici-

pant overlap between studies. Three people participated in all three studies, over a time

period of almost three years. Another seven who had participated in the pilot study went

on to participate in the second study and 10 new participants from study two also partic-

ipated in study 3, This problem is clearly linked to the small pool of eligible subjects-if

previous participants had been excluded from participation in the frnal study, the result-

ing research sample would have been unviable. In further defense of this overlap, the

findings in Chapter 3 did indicate that opinions and perceptions about treatments are

somewhat dynamic over time, as is adherence and it seems unlikely, particularly given the

intervals between studies, that this overlap between samples made a significant impact on

the research findings.
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6.2.3 Inherent limitations of electronic monitoring

While eiectronic monitoring currently represents the best available method for objective

ongoing rneaßurement of adherence, it is important to remember the limitations of this

form of measurement. As discussed in Chapter 1, electronic monitors measure use of a

dispenser, not whether a medication was actually taken or treatment performed. Careful

consideration must be given to data handling for information gathered with electronic

monitors, so that non-standard use of the dispenser (such as using the nebuliser pump

for a few seconds only), is accounted for in a meaningful way. There is potential for

inadvertent mis-use of the equipment, such as occurred with Person 26 in Study 3, who

apparently used the nebuliser monitor for all nebulised treatments rather than rhDNase

alone, and for Person 8, who did not take the equipment to hospital when admitted

for inpatient treatment, Another risk with electronic monitors is technical faiiure of the

equipment. White no difficulties with data recording or retrieval occurred in Study 3, the

monitors did require repair as well as routine maintenance before they could be used for

that study,

6.2.4 Number of treatments monitored

F\rnding and equipment shortages meant that it was not possible to monitor more than two

treatments electronically in Study 3. The study would no doubt have been strengthened

if more treatments, requiring different routines, could have been monitored alongside

rhDNase and vitamin D. While it was possible to compare treatments on the basis of self-

report, the electronic monitors provided much more detailed information and, in the case

of vitamins, more accurate information. It must be noted however, that treatments such

as dietary management are not amenable to electronic monitoring, and the technology for

monitoring several others is not available.

6.2.5 Family environment and adherence

The examination of family variables and their impact on adhereuce in this study added

little to the understanding of adherence. The investigation was unsuccessful for a number
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of reasons, some of which were described in the relevant section in Chapter 4 and are

discussed further in Chapter 7.

Part of the difficulty arose from a lack of sufficient information given to patients

participating in the study. While the information sheet did make it clear that participants

would be asked questions about their family, many participants seemed surprised about

the nature of the questions and some were not happy to answer them. It may be that

people were expecting questions about their family composition rather than about the way

members of their family interacted with one another. Perhaps because of the unexpected

nature of the questions and their perceived intrusiveness to participants, it seemed likely

that that the high levels of cohesiveness and low levels of conflict reflected some social

desirability in responding and limited the validity of the information. Some people had

difficulty understanding the meaning of some questions, possibly because of slightly dated

and culturally biased aspects of the language in the measure. It was clearly derived in

a 1970's United States culture and did not appear to translate as well as anticipated to

the context of 21st century research in Australia. Recommendations for future research

about familv variables are accordingly that:

o patients are given suitable preparation for supplying information about family rela-

tionships and

. measures are tested in the target population before use

Another issue related to the choice of measure was that some people found it hard to

answer the questions as they do not live with family members. The focus of the Family

Environment Scale is home life, which meant people who live apart frorn their family were

either unable to answer some questions or tried to answer them with respect to the people

they were living with, again reducing the validity of the responses. Future investigations of

the impact of family variables on adherence in adults with CF will need clearer definitions

of what constitutes fanily, and may benefit from employing a combination of measures

to account for the different living arrangernents of people with CF.
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6.2.6 Longitudinal measurement

Study 3 in this research progïâm involved the longitudinal collection of clata and the

results yielded new insights into the treatment management behaviour of adults with CF.

In the context of a chronic illness such as CF however, three months is not very long. This

means that despite using a longitudinal approach, it is somewhat difficult to estimate the

degree to which the adherence findings for each person would generalise to their behaviour

over longer periods of time such as one or two years. Further, a relatively short period of

time such as three months did not allow for a very thorough investigation of the impact

of clinic visits and hospital admissions on adherence, as there were numerous participants

who did not require either a hospital admission or outpatient appointment during the

monitoring period. This may have biased the findings to some degree as people who did

attend the clinic more often and who were hospitalised during the study period were at

least temporarily in poorer health than other participants, Longer monitoring periods

could reveal the significance of this potential bias, and would be desirable in larger future

studies.
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Chapter 7

Synthesis and conclusions

7.L Introductory remarks

Concern about the way that people respond to prescriptions for medical treatment is

far from new and has been written about extensively in the medical and to a lesser

extent, the psychological literature (Meichenbaum & T[rrk, 1987). More than 2500 years

ago Hippocrates, as rnentioned in Chapter 1, warned his students of medicine about the

problem of patients failing to follow prescriptions. Recently Pendleton & David (2000,

pg. g) commented regarding the issue of poor adherence that "no condition is immune

from its efiects". Despite the long-standing and widespread recognition of the issue,

understanding of the extent of non-adherence remains limited for most medical conditions

(trpstein & Cluss, 1982). Further, despite ongoing research efforts, effective and reliable

solutions to the problem continue to elude the medical and psychological community

(Haynes et al., 1996).

Cystic Fibrosis, with its complex medical presentation, extensive and ongoing treat-

ment expectations and inexorable disease progression, presents health practitioners and

patients with a particularly difficult management task. While a considerable amount of

research on adherence has now been done with children and adolescents with CF, an

examination of the literature identified very few studies devoted specifically to the be-

haviour of adults with this disease. The studies of adults were all conducted within the

last 15 years) reflecting the recency ofsubstantial breakthroughs in the effective treatment

207
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of CF, and the consequent improvement in patients' life expectancy. These few studies

have built on the knowledge base of flndings about adherence in children with CF and

adults with other chronic diseases and have begun to elucidate factors that contribute to

non-adherence (Abbott & Gee, 1998). None of the studies however, have been able to

support a cohesive theoretical explanation for the findings,

Models of self-efficacy and health belief have been effective in explaining some of the

variance in adherence but the links have been weaker than anticipated (Abbott et al., 1996;

Parcel et al., 1994). Despite the lack of a good theoretical basis for the findings, many of

the individual factors identified as contributing to non-adherence are consistent with both

clinical and common sense (Conway et al,, 1996). If a cohesive basis for understanding the

collective influences on adherence behaviour can be identified, it seems likely that more

effective interventions or management strategies may be found for the problem.

Leventhal et al. (1992) described a comprehensive model called the Self-Regulatory

l\4odel (SRM) that integrates many aspects of adherence findings previously thought to

be independent or disjointed. The model may have significant implications for under-

standing adherence in CF but has not been employed in this context until now. The

SRM advocates a "common-sense" approach to understanding adherence and is systemic,

incorporating emotional and cognitive processes, as well as envi.ronmental and social in-

fluences on behaviour. Rather than dismissing other models such as the Health Belief

Model, concepts of self-efficacy and aspects of health locus of control, the SRM draws

them together into an interconnected system.

Expanding on that model, Horne (2000) has considered the concept of treatment

representations, that is, the beliefs and perceptions that people hold about the treatments

(in particular, the medicines), prescribed for them.

7.2 Aims and approach

Several aims were developed for this program of research, with a view to contributing

new knowledge to the understanding of adherence in adults with CF. On the basis of the

Iiterature as presented in Chapter 1 and above, the aims for this research rvr/ere:
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1. To investigate rates and patterns of adherence to treatment in Australian adults

with CF.

2. To consider the role of demographic and disease characteristics on treatment adher-

ence in adults with CF.

3. To explore the beliefs and perceptions of adults with CF in relation to a variety of

CF treatments.

4. To investigate the role of family environment in adherence to treatment by adults

with CF.

5. To conduct a longitudinal examination of adherence to concurrent treatments in

CF.

6. To investigate the associations between illness and treatment perceptions and ad-

herence to CF treatments, using multiple methods of measurement,

7. To apply the SRM to a consideration of adherence to treatment in adults with CF.

To meet these aims, three studies were conducted. The first of these v/as a pilot study.

It was designed to assist in the development of specific hypotheses for the remainder of

the research and to guide decision making for appropriate measurement instruments.

The second study used a cross-sectional, repeated measures design to investigate the

illness and treatment perceptions of adults with CF, and then the association between

the perceptions and reported adherence to treatments. This investigation was combined

with an examination of self-reported adherence and its relationship with aspects of family

environment. This study allowed for the first substantive consideration of the influence

which the SRM may have on understanding adherence behaviour in adults with CF. The

Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory (CFPI) was designed and used for the flrst time in

the study, to measure illness and treatment perceptions hypothesised to be influential in

CF.

The third study used a longitudinal, repeated measures design, with multiple methods

of measurement for adherence, to further investigate emerging links between illness and
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treatment perceptions and adherence in adults with CF. Electronic monitoring technology

was employed, along with pill counts, self-report and outpatient attendance records in

this examination of two concurrent treatments over three months. Substantial practical,

financial and time delays resulted in the collection of less data for the third study than

had been originally planned and at the time of writing, extra data for the third study

was still being collected and will be examined later, Despite these difficulties, the original

aims for the research were able to be addressed and the data was sufficient to test the

research hypotheses.

7.3 Key results

Multiple methods of measurement provided confirmatory evidence of differential adher-

ence to treatments by adults with CF. Contrary to previous observations (Rapoff, 1999),

there was evidence that time-consuming, complex treatments can be managed better than

less demanding treatments. Significant links between adherence and both the treatment

and illness perceptions of adults with CF have been demonstrated for the first time in this

research. Preliminary psychometric evaluation supported the validity and reliability of the

CFPI as a nìeasure of illness and treatment perceptions for adults (and possibly adoles-

cents) with CF. Evidence of differential adherence to treatments combined with emergent

links between adherence and perceptions, supported the SRM as a better explanatory

model for adherence in adults with CF than has been identified before. There was also

sufficient evidence to postulate that in chronic illness, with multiple treatments, the most

simple treatments may be less affected or influenced by a self-regulatory cognitive and

emotional process than are more complex treatments.

The findings from the three studies are reviewed below in relation to the overall re-

search aims. Links and disparities between elements of the different studies are considered,

along with the implications of the findings.
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7.4 Aim 1: To investigate rates and patterns of

adherence to treatment in Australian adults

with CF

The small body of self-report research about adherence rates among adults with CF has

found different levels of adherence for different treatments (Abbott et al., 1994; Conway

et al., 1996). There is also some evidence of links between ease of treatment delivery,

Iikelihood of short-term beneflt and better adherence, Methodologically, the studies to

date have all re-interpreted patients' responses on self-report measures, categorising people

into three groups: good compliers, moderate or partial compliers and poor compliers.

For the studies in this program of research however, a decision was made not to re-

interpret responses) but simply to report findings based on the response categories or

raw information from the measures used, The exception to this was in Study 1, where

the Manchester Cystic Fibrosis Compliance Questionnaire (MCFC) was used, In that

instance it was considered more appropriate to interpret responses in the same way as

had been outlined by the authors of the measure.

This decision meant that adherence data obtained from the electronic monitors and

pill counts in Study 3, reflected the proportion of doses taken, with no judgements made

about whether the adherence v¡as good or poor.

In Study 1, reported adherence varied between the four treatments examined, with

rates of adherence as mea,sured by the MCFC being similar in this small sample to those

found using the same criteria on the same measure, for a sample of adults with CF in

Britain (Abbott et al., 7994). Using the British criteria, 55% of people in Study l were

considered compliant with physiotherapy treatment, 90% with exercise regimens, 70%

with vitamin therapy and 80% with pancreatic enzymes.

In Study 2, the CFPI was used to measure self-reported adherence to seven different

CF treatments. On the basis of tiris self-report, adherence again differed significantly be-

tween treatments, with 74% of participants reporting that they always took their enzymes

compared with 18% of participants who reported always doing their physiotherapy. Ad-
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herence to the other five treatments varied between these two extremes, with around 30%

reporting that they always adhered to their antibiotics and their dietary plans, just under

half reporting that they always adhered to their rhDNase and just over half reporting

always adhering to vitamin therapy. Around 25To reported ideal adherence to exercise

regimens. For most treatments, the largest number of people reported that they mostly or

sometimes adhered to their treatments. Due to the different categorisation of adherence

between the studies it was difficult to compare the findings, however the relative positions

of the treatments, from most adhered to least adhered was consistent, with the exception

of exercise.

The approach to self-report measurement of adherence was changed in the CFPI for

Study 3 and the measure yielded quite different results. Higher levels of adherence were

reported for most treatments using the different style of measurement, especially for an-

tibiotics and dietary plans, with 90% and64% reporting adherence on 7 or 6 days per week

respectively. As was discussed in Chapter 3, a change from reporting a qualitative esti-

mate of adherence to reporting a qriantitative estimate may have inflated the self-report

for treatments done more than once daily. It may also have underestimated adherence to

treatments such as exercise, that are not expected to be done every day.

Study 3 also employed electronic monitoring of two treatments, rhDNase and vita-

min D. A significant difference in adherence was found between the two, in favour of

rhDNase. The effect size and statistical significance for this difference were stronger than

the correlation for adherence between the two treatments. Further, participants in the

study had much better routines associated with their management of rhDNase compared

with vitamin D. Participants tended to take their rhDNase at the same time of day as

their vitamin D, however they were much more likely to omit their vitamin D. Adherence

to rhDNase did not appear to be influenced by events such as attendance at outpatient

clinics or by hospital admissions, with routines continuing as usual around these events.

Adherence to vitamin D however, improved after clinic visits relative to the week prior to

the visit, and decreased after hospital admissions relative to the week prior to admission.

Above all and even taking into account the differences in approach to measurement it

now seeûrs beyond doubt that adults with CF adhere differently to different treatments.
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It also seems increasingly likely based on the trends observed in this research and earlier

studies, that adults in different clinics and different countries will be shown to have similar

patterns of adherence to the different treatments. More studies will need to be conducted

using comparable criteria and measures for adherence in order to be able to demonstrate

this similarity. If such a similarity can be demonstrated, it may prove highly desirable

in future to develop adherence interventions that are aimed at specific treatments rather

than targeted at specific individuals.

7.6 Aim 2: To consider the role of demographic and

disease characteristics on treatment adherence

in adults with CF

Previous research has identified a very limited role for demographic differences and disease

characteristics in the prediction of adherence in CF, Poorer adherence with increasing age

is one of the few consistent findings ,(Abbott & Gee, 1998), however the mix of adolescents

and adults in the research samples cast some doubt about whether this finding would hold

true with samples of adults only.

The role of demographic and disease characteristics in adherence was considered in

Studies 2 and 3 in this research. Both of these studies included only people aged 18 years

or over, with a median age of 24to25 years. Further, in both studies there \¡/as a relatively

even ratio of males to females and a broad spectrum of both nutritional and respiratory

health. Aspects of lifestyle such as marital status, employment status and country versus

metropolitan living were aiso considered.

In Study 2, three statistically significant associations were found between disease or

demographic characteristics and reported adherence. People with better lung function

reported adhering better to their pancreatic enzymes, women reported themselves to be

less adherent to antibiotics than men and people who lived in the country reported poorer

adherence to exercise regimens.

In Study 3, few demographic differences differentiated between people in terms of

207
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their adherence. There was, however, an association between higher Body Mass Index

and better adherence (electronically monitored) to vitamin D. In addition, married peo-

ple reported adhering less to their physiotherapy and students reported adhering less to

antibiotics than did people in other categories of employment.

Inconsistent findings were obtained between the studies conducted with regard to the

contribution of demographic or disease characteristics to differences in adherence. Across

the studies, findings of links between demographic or disease characteristics and adherence

had small to moderate effect sizes and were isolated to separate aspects of the treatment

regimen. The fact that none of the links were found in both of the major studies seems

to indicate any of three possibilities. Firstly, it is possible that the findings are valid but

were local to the specific combination of individuals in each study sample and can not be

considered likely to generalise to the general population of adults with CF. Secondly, as

would fit with the SRM position on appraisals of illness and its treatment, it may be that

relationships between these social and personal factors are associated with adherence in

the same dynamic way that beliefs and perceptions appear to be. If this is the case, it

would make sense for the contribution of these factors to be higher for individuals at some

points in time than others, and the relationships may therefore be present sometimes but

not always within the general CF community or in any particular sample of adults with

CF. Thirdly, there is also the possibility that the results were artifacts of the measurement

process) however the relationships did appear to make clinical sense in most instances, so

this possibility is considered unlikely.

Overall however, and regardless of the explanation for these results, it emerged as in

previous research in this area, that neither demographic differences or disease character-

istics were reliably or strongly associated with adherence.
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7.6 Aim 3: To explore the beliefs and perceptions

of adults with CF in relation to a variety of CF

treatments

Previous studies have identified that the illness and treatment perceptions of people with

chronic illness may be predictive of adherence to treatments (Horne & Weinman, 1999;

Weinman et al., 1996). Such perceptions have not previously been investigated in CF,

although the implications of taking patient perceptions into account within the medical

consultation in CF have been discussed by Pendleton & David (2000). Although a decision

had already been made to investigate illness and treatment perceptions in CF in this

research, Study 1 provided an opportunity to explore patients' beliefs and perceptions

through open questioning before finalising the approach to be taken with the examination

in later studies.

In interviews in Study 1, patients reported that factors such as having a positive at-

titude, receiving good social support, having a desire to avoid the consequences of poor

adherence and being in a good routine motivated them to adhere to CF treatments. Con-

versely, factors such as making a cost versus benefit choice, tiredness and time constraints

were implicated as interfering with adherence to treatment'

Ratings of irnportance to health ascribed to a number of different CF treatments were

very varied in this small sample. While no statistical analysis was attempted due to the

very small size of the sample, it did appear frorn this small group that the treatments that

most people rated to be important were also the ones that most people reported adhering

to well. Conversely, low levels of ascribed irnportance appeared to be linked with lower

levels of adherence to those treatments.

These observations, in combination with the collection of previous findings from more

than seven other chronic illness groups surveyed about their illness and treatment percep-

tions (Horne et al., 1998; Horne & Weinman, 1999; Petrie & Weinman, 1997) were used

to develop a new disease specific perceptions and adherence questionnaire for CF.
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7.6.1 Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory (CFPI)

The CFPI was developed in response to the perceived lack of an appropriate measurement

tool for adherence, illness perceptions and treatment perceptions in CF. The MCFC did

not address elements of the SRM that were of interest in this research. Further, the mea-

sure was poorly received by members of the target audience who completed it in the pilot

study. Existing validated measures of illness perception (the Illness Perceptions Ques-

tionnaire IIPQ]) and treatment perceptions (the Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire

[BMQ]) did not take into account unique characteristics of CF. For example not all of

the five themes of illness lepresentation in the IPQ were thought likely to differentiate

between people with CF in terms of adherence. Similarly, questions in the BMQ (even on

the Specific form), are asked with reference to all medicines that a person is prescribed,

while in CF, it was expected that responses to the questions may be specific to different

components of the treatment regimen. The CFPI was developed therefore, with the aim

of incorporating relevant aspects of the existing measures and building on the existing

knowledge base about adherence in adults with CF.

The CFPI is divided into three sections: a series of statements about CF and its

management that incorporates aspects of illness and treatment perceptions; a section

for self-report of adherence to seven different commonly prescribed CF treatments and a

section in which ratings are made of the relative importance of the seven treatments to

ongoittg healLh, The two studies described in Chapters 4 and 5 provided opportunities to

investigate aspects of the validity and reliability of the measure. An examination of the

variability in beliefs and perceptions about CF and its treatment was also conducted.

Using a cluster analysis technique, the beliefs section of the measure revealed five

conceptually meaningful sub-scales, with acceptable to good levels of internal reliability

and good item-to-scale discriminant validity in the three separate groups of patients in

which it was tested. In particular, it was encouraging that support for the same internal

structure was found in two groups of Australian adults and in data collected from a

sample of adolescents from another country. The emergent scales fit quite well with the

concepts central to the SRM, although they were somewhat different to those originally
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conceptualised in the item development phase for the measure. The sub-scales for the

beliefs and perceptions section of the measure were labelled Treatment ualue, Cost uersus

benefits, D eni,al, Attenti,on / C oncerns and Li'f estgle / Energy'

Specific items from the CFPI as used in Study 2 yielded some noteworthy informa-

tion. For example, about half of the participants agreed that they forget aspects of their

treatment from time to time and just over half felt that they needed "time-out" from

tlreir treatment routine from time to time. AlmostT0To felt that they kept up more with

their treatment when their lung function was lower, while just over half of the participants

believed that their treatment worked well overall. It was clear from an examination of

the spread of responses to the CFPI, that patient opinion varied quite substantially about

some aspects of CF and its treatment, while for other aspects there was a considerable

Ievel of agreement in the population.

7.7 Aim 4: To investigate the role of family

environment in adherence to treatment by

adults \Mith CF

Elements of family environment have been linked to adherence in CF, diabetes and

phenylketonuria (Moos & Moos, 1994) and have been found to have an association with

pulmonary health trends for children with CF (e.g., Patterson et al., 1993). Although the

circumstances of adulthood were considered likely to alter the impact of family variables

on health, many young adults with CF continue to live with their parents and a decision

was made to investigate the relationship between family variables and adherence in adults.

The Moos Family Environment Scales were used to accomplish this aim in Study 2.

Unfortunatelv, exploration of the role of family functioning on adherence was not very

successful in this study. Difficulties were encountered with the Family Environment Scale,

including what seemed to be inflated levels of reported cohesiveness and expressiveness in

families and lower than anticipated levels of reported conflict. This raised concerns that

the scores reflected socially desirable responding rather than a true reflection of family
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functioning at least for some participants. Other participants opted not to complete the

family questions at all or responded only to some of the questions, making it impossible to

derive a valid scale score. Bearing the limitations of measurement in mind, an association

was found between higher levels of family cohesiveness and adherence to physiotherapy,

while higher levels of family conflict appeared to be related to lower levels of adherence to

physiotherapy. None of the other possible relationships examined reached statistical sig-

nificance. As discussed in Chapter 4 these limited findings clearly do not do justice to the

original question of whether family variables play a significant role in adherence behaviour

in adults with CF and further examinations, using different measures are indicated,

Another way of thinking about the outcome of this examination however, is to consider

that in Study 1, participants identified social support more generally (i,e., from friends

as well as family), as an important motivator for adherence. If this is the case then a

wider examination of the social context of CF may also provide valuable insight into the

systemic foundations of adherence decision making in CF. With this possibility in mind,

some elements of contextual influence on patients' conceptualisation of their illness will

now be discussed.

7.7.L Tbeatment choices in the social context of CF

An issue which may contribute to appraisals about treatment is the question of "the cure"

for CF. Since the initial discovery of the genetic defect responsible for CF, research into

the development of effective gene therapy has been taking place in numerous countries

worldwide, including the United States of America, Britain, France, Sweden, Italy and

Australia, as evidenced by the proliferation of conference posters and presentations orig-

inating from research groups in those countries at recent international CF conferences.

The prospect of a cure for CF is an increasingly realistic possibility so that a high level

of optimism for the future is present in the community affected by CF. Many adults with

CF, as demonstrated by responses to the item asking about this in the CFPI, believe

that they will "beat CF" if they can maintain their health until a cure is found. What is

much less clear is the extent to which adults with CF recognise that the damage already
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done by the disease to their lungs cannot be undone by gene therapy, even if further

deterioration of their health might be prevented. Further, effective gene therapy may not

change the demands of CF treatment regimens at all for many people, who may continue

to need substantiaL home care treatment to manage the earlier impact of the disease on

their health.

The optimism or enthusiasm for the future promoted by the possibility of a cure

is to some extent countered by the loss of a sense of "community" in the population

of people with CF (Geddes, 2002). This loss is a relatively recent phenomenon in a

population in which a "united front" against the illness has traditionally been present as

evidenced by the prevalence of CF association gatherings, fund-raising activities, youth

camps and lifelong friendships between many people affected by the disease. The change

in this community ethos is largely due to the recent introduction of strict infection control

guidelines in most countries where CF is prevalent. These guidelines call for very careful

procedures in both medical clinics and social settings to minimise the risk of spreading

bacteria common in CF infection.

As such guidelines have only been developed in the past few years, it is perhaps

too soon to determine what impact they may have on the perceptions of CF and its

treatment. It is reasonable to predict that heightened awareness about infection and

increased sanctions against social interaction between people with CF may serve both to

limit avenues of social support and heighten the perceived threat of CF for some patients.

Together these factors may play a significant role in the self-regulatory process described

in more detail below, with Aim 7.

7.8 Aim 5: To conduct a longitudinal examination

of adherence to concurrent treatments in CF

The value of longitudinal studies in increasing understanding of adherence behaviour has

been admirably demonstrated by Rand et ai. (1992) and Rand & Wise (1994) in their

studies of asthma. There are obvious advantages to be gained by conducting longitudinal
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studies, including more detailed information and the ability to bettel understand typical

behaviour'. The disadvantage however, is the additional research cost in time and resources

as well as potential additional inconvenience for research participants,

The value of a longitudinal study in this research was present at several levels. Firstly,

a's discussed in Chapter 1, adherence research has been plagued by difficulties of defi-

nition and the recognised inadequacies of many available measurement techniques. A

longitudinal study provided daily information, allowing a more direct quantitative report

on behaviour to be made, rather than a secondary interpretation of estimates as is most

common when self-report is used. Secondly, if adherence is a dynamic process) as hy-

pothesised and discussed in this thesis, then cross-sectional studies risk missing valuable

information from their "snap-shot" approach. With daily information over time, changes

in behaviour were able to be observed. A further advantage of this technique was that

it allowed the stability of participants' perceptions about illness and treatment to be

examined with the CFPI.

To address the last point first: the test-re-test reliability of the CFPI was moderate

but not high for most elements of the measure, and stronger over two weeks than over

three months. This finding indicated that people's perceptions are subject to change over

time, but that the change is more likely to be subtle than radical.

Study 3 then, was a longitudinal examination of adherence to treatment in 25 adults

with CF, using self-report, clinic attendance records, pill counts and electronic monitoring

to measure adherence. This was the first study of its kind measuring concurrent adherence

to two different elements of the treatment regimen in adults with CF. Lengthy delays and

a much smaller than expected group of eligible patients at the second of two research

sites for this study, resulted in only half of the expected number of study participants

being recruited. Despite the limitations of its sample size, this intensive examination of

adherence over three months provided an excellent opportunity to examine the influence of

beliefs and perceptions about CF and CF treatment on adherence. The validated version

of the CFPI, and the Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire were used to examine these

relationships.

While rrost of the findings from this study are cliscussed under the headings of Aim 4
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and Aim 6, the form of this study provided an opportunity to investigate the relative

contribution of different measurement techniques to understanding aspects of adherence

in CF and allowed for test-retest reliability analyses to be conducted for the CFPI. This

longitudinal approach also allowed an examination of the influence of outpatient clinic

visits and hospital admissions on adherence to the two continuously measured treatments.

Those findings were discussed earlier with Aim 1.

7.8.1 The influence of measurement

Electronic monitoring provided a technically reliable, easily administered and detailed

record of medication management behaviour for the two CF treatments examined in

Study 3. Its association with other measures of adherence was varied, providing quali-

tatively different information from clinic attendance data, much better information than

pill counts and more detailed information than self-report. In the case of adherence to vi-

tamins, the electronic monitors provided a more accurate record of adherence behaviour

than did self-report. Participants substantially overestimated their adherence to vita-

min D relative to data collected electronically, although it is possible that the electronic

monitors may have under-estimated adherence to that medication to some degree (see

Chapter 5),

Pill counts also substantiaily overestimated adherence to vitamin D, but did pro-

vide confirmatory evidence of poor adherence for the least adherent study participant.

Using a relatively broad measure, self-reported adherence to rhDNase did not differ sig-

nificantly from electronically monitored ádherence. Greatel reliability of attendance at

outpatient clinic appointments was associated with both better electronically monitored

adherence to rhDNase and better self-reported adherence to exercise plans. Conversely,

lower electronically monitored adherence to rhDNase and lower self-reported adherence

to physiotherapy was related to a higher proportion of cancelled visits. Poorer reported

adherence to enzymes and dietary plans was associated with a higher percentage of missed

appointments.

This study and Study 2 contributed additional information to the issue of adherence
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measurement in CF. It now seems beyond question that irrespective of measurement

technique, there are real and important differences in adherence between treatments for

adults with CF. Further, it seems that these differences are in most cases, likely to be

more substantial than differences between individuals in terms of adherence. The studies

have also highlighted the importance of minor changes in measurement approach, even

within the same style of measurement. For example, the change in the way self-reported

adherence was measured between Study 2 and 3, from a general conceptual question to a

question about days of the week, may have had an important influence on the information

which participants reported.

There is unfortunately no way to tell definitively from these studies which approach

to self-report yielded the most useful information. It does seem probable however, that

the attempt to increase the specificity of the information provided may have made the

task of giving accurate relative comparisons more difficult for participants and yielded less

meaningful information. The fact that similar but overall, smaller statistical associations

were found between elements of the CFPI and self-reported adherence for the second

version of the measure, seems to lend support to this concern.

Considerable advantages in reliability and richness of information were gained ìn

Study 3 by using more than one method of measurement and in particular as a result

of using electronic monitors to measure adherence. This result is consistent with previ-

ous literature advocating the advantages of multiple methods of measurement (Quittner

et al., 2000). Concurrent measurement of two different treatments provided independent

confirmatory evidence of the discrepancies in adherence between treatments which have

been observed in questionnaire studies previously (e.g., Abbott et al., 1994, 1996; Con-

way et al., 1996). The high response rate for the study and low drop out rate are both

consistent with the idea that electronic monitoring was perceived by participants to be an

acceptable method for developing a better understanding of their day to day medication

management.
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7.9 Aim 6: To investigate the associations between

illness and treatment perceptions and adherence

to CF treatments, using multiple methods of

rneasurement

A growing body of research has identified that both illness and treatment perceptions

can predict a signifi.cant portion of the variance in adherence to treatments in many

chronic illnesses including heart disease and asthma (e.g., Weinman et al., 1996; Petrie

& Weinman, 1997; Horne & Weinman,2002). The relationship has not been investigated

previously in CF, In the absence of satisfactory explanatory models for adherence among

adults with this disease, the examination of associations between adherence and patients'

perceptions of illness and treatment offered a new and promising direction for research.

Links between different perceptions and a range of CF treatments were examined in

Studies 2 and 3, confirming a substantial number of statistically significant relationshìps.

7 .9.L Study 2

In Study 2 participants' ratings of the importance of the CF treatments to their health

varied considerably between treatments. Further, the rating for each treatment was signif-

icantly and positively associated with the reported adherence to that treatment. Contrary

to previous findings (Rapoff, 1999), the relationship was strongest in general for the treat-

ments which required the most effort and time for patients to perform.

Based on the sub-scales derived from the CFPI beliefs section, relationships r'¡/ere ex-

amined between adherence and illness perceptions and beliefs. Poorer adherence to almost

all treatments was associated with a belief that the costs associated with treatment (such

as time, effort and expense) were not justified by the perceived benefits. Comparatively,

a belief in the overall effectiveness or value of the treatment program was associated with

better adherence to physiotherapy, dietary management, exercise and rhDNase. Denial

of the disease process was associated with poorer adherence to antibiotics, while a busy
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Iifestyle or lack of energy was associated with poorer adherence to vitamins. Anxiety

about or attention to the disease process or medical management of it was positively

associated with better adherence to physiotherapy, exercise, dietary ma,nagement and

rhDNase.

7.9.2 Study 3

Beliefs and perceptions were significantly associated with both self-reported and elec-

tronically monitored adherence to some but not all treatments in Study 3. Perceived

irnportance \ /as significantly correlated with self-reported adherence for four of the seven

CF treatments examined in the study and was significantly associated with electronically

rnonitored adherence to rhDNase but not to vitamin D. As discussed in Aim 5, it is not

yet clear whether the smaller relationships found in this study reflected a real difference

in the relationships between the two studies or whether they were in fact a reflection of

the different approach to measurement. The pattern of relationships however, favoured

the latter explanation for the difference.

Using electronic monitoring information, adherence to rhDNase on more days of the

week was associated with a higher level of belief in the overall value of treatments and a

lower level of belief in the idea that the costs of treatments outweigh the benefits. Better

adherence to rhDNase was also associated with a lower level of reported inflnence of

lif'estyle or energy concerns. Adherence to vitamin D was not significantly associated with

beliefs and perceptions about treatments, however there was a non-significant trend for

better adherence to vitamin D to be associated with worry about CF and responsiveness

to outpatient clinic visits.

The BMQ was chosen as a comparison measure, to assist in an examination of concur-

rent and discriminant validity for the CFPI. The relationships between elements of the

CFPI and the BN4Q were consistent with the CFPI having both concurrent and discrim-

inant validity. Moderate levels of association in expected directions were found between

items and scales on the two measures, lending support to the idea that there were con-

ceptual similarities between the two measures as intended. The fact that the associations
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were moderate rather than strong however, suggests that the two measures each make an

independent contribution.

Electronically monitored adherence to rhDNase and vitamin D was associated with a

Iower level of concerns about medicines, but was not significantly associated with reported

beliefs about the necess'iúgr of medicines. Higher self-reported adherence to rhDNase, phys-

iotherapy and exercise v/as associated with higher belief in the necessi,ty of medicines, while

lower self-reported adherence to rhDNase was associated with higher levels of concerns

about medicines.

While relationships between adherence and patients perceptions had been predicted,

the relative strength of these relationships for more complex treatments compared with

simple treatments was not anticipated. A hypothesis about the role of cognitions was put

forward in Chapter 5 to address this finding. One study however, is clearly insufficient

to determine whether the finding will generalise to other settings. It may be of interest

to test this finding in other illnesses where complex regimens are required, particularly

those which use a mix of simple and complex treatments.

7.!O Aim 7: To apply the SRM to a consideration

of adherence to treatment in adults with CF

As prefaced at the beginning of this chapter, no theoretical model has previously been

demonstrated to account for substantial amounts of the variance in adherence among

ad¡lts with CF (Abbott & Gee, 1998). Previously tested models including the Health

Belief Model and examinations of self-efficacy have received only partial support (Abboit

et al., 1996; Parcel et al., 1994). The SRM was applied to the findings from Studies 2

and 3. The outcomes from these studies support the idea that a self-regulatory process is

occurring within adults wittr CF in relation to their management of treatment regimens.

In Study 3, adults with CF adhered more often and with a better daily routine to

a treatment which was more complex, more time-consuming and more expensive; thus

ease of adherence was clearly an inadequate explanation for the behaviour. As described
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under Aim 6, specific appraisals regarding the value of treatrnents and the costs in time,

money and effort involved in maintaining them at prescribed levels had a more substantial

influence on adherence. Concern and attention given to either the disease or the help

seeking process were also found to be relevant to the management of treatments in both

of the studies. A general perception of the importance of the treatments to ongoing health

contributed further to this developing web of interconnections. In Study 2, statistically

significant links emerged between adherence to all of the treatments and the degree of

importance ascribed to the treatment. The strongest links were for the two treatments

at the extremes of the self-reported adherence continuum: enzymes, which most people

perceived as being important and reported adhering to well, and physiotherapy, which

most people perceived as less important and reported adhering to poorly.

The pattern of these relationships among different treatments led me to hypothesise in

Chapter 5, that more conscious cognitive and emotional appraisal processes are performed

for treatments that require a more substantial input from patients. This appraisal process

may lead to a decision that the treatment warrants the personal expenditure to adhere

to well, such as for enzymes and rhDNase. Conversely, the benefits may be perceived as

insufficient for the investment of time or effort to adhere well to the treatment, such as

appeared to be the case for physiotherapy. Simple treatments on the other hand, especially

if patients experience little obvious benefit from adhering to them, were hypothesised not

to receive the same level of cognitive or emotional consideration, Links between illness or

treatment perceptions and adherence for simpler treatments with little immediate benefit,

are consequently observed to be weaker.

7.LO.L Application to other CF treatments

Based on the findings from this research, and their conceptualisation in the framework of

the SRM, predictions can be made about the way that different patients will adhere to

particular CF treatments. The case of pancreatic enzymes illustrates this point.

The management of pancreatic insufficiency in CF usually requires patients to take

multiple capsuies of digestive enzymes with every meal and snack (Anthony et al., 1999).
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Due to the high frequency of treatment and the considerable inconvenience of taking many

capsules each time, it might be predicted that adherence to pancreatic enzymes would be

poor. The evidence to date from patient reports of adherence however, does not support

this prediction. High levels of adherence to this treatment are reported by the majority

of people with pancreatic insufficiency. Consideration of some inter-related observations

help to clarify the basis for good adherence to this treatment'

It was hypothesised in Chapter 5 that more complex treatments are afforded greater

cognitive consideration by patients. As enzyme replacement therapy requires both time

and considerable inconvenience, it is anticipated that patients will make substantial cog-

nitive and emotional appraisals about it. Based on the tenets of the SRM, the proximal

and reliable link between use of the treatment and either relief from or avoidance of symp-

toms, is of critical importance to understanding adherence to enzymes. The short-term

symptomatic benefit is likely to be a signiflcant motivation for ongoing adherence regard-

Iess of less immediately obvious nutritional benefits of adherence to enzymes. Further, in

contrast to some other elements of CF treatment, enzymes have relatively few side effects

(Anthony et al., 1999) that might impinge on perceptions of their effectiveness or that

could lead to a perception that the treatment was making the person sick.

As digestive enzymes have a very short term action (Stapleton, Anthony, Collins,

Powell & King, 1999), the link between the action of using the treatment and the perceived

benefit is likely to have been reinforced several times each day, over many years. For the

same reason, the link wilt be just as strongly reinforced either by use of the treatment or

by failure to take it, as the effect of either action will be noticed promptly and fed back

into the appraisal loop before the next treatment time. Adherence to enzyme replacement

therapy, perhaps more than for any other CF treatment, is likely to result in a high level

of coherence in the self-regulatory process of appraisal, interpretation of the problem and

thc cffectiveness of the coping strategy employed to manage it. Enzymes offer a relatively

direct and high level of control over the gastro-intestinal disease process for many patients'

The situation however, is clearly not as simple as just described and it is inevitable

that adherence will be influenced by more subtle aspects of the health of the individu-

als concerned and their ongoing appraisals of their disease. In particular, adherence to
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enzymes is predicted to be highest for those people who have the greatest experience of

control over their gastro-intestinal health and nutritional status as a result of enzyme

use and for those people who appraise their symptoms as most indicative of CF related

illness. For example, a person with CF who misinterpreted gastro-intestinal symptoms

as being related to food poisoning or stress, would be unlikely to consider better ad-

herence to enzyme replacements to be an appropriate coping response, based on their

representation of the illness. Similarly, people with the most severe pancreatic disease

may be at increased risk of poor adherence to enzymes. For them, enzyme use may not

be perceived to have sufficient benefit for the considerable inconvenience and high level

of organisation required to maintain treatment as prescribed. In addition, people with

severe gastro-intestinal symptoms are unlikely to feel well enough to eat as much or as

often as recommended and may consequently use less enzymes.

Tlie fast and brief action of enzymes, combined with the relatively benign and pre-

dictable (if unpleasant) short-term symptoms associated with insufficient treatment, lead

me to hypothesise that patients will engage in substantial dose manipulations. As enzyme

effectiveness is at least in part dependent on the specific food consumed, dose manipu-

lation is necessary and expected to some degree (Anthony et al., 1999). The hypothesis

Itowever, is that dose manipulation is considerably more extensive than required and may

be performed for a variety of reasons. In an attempt to reduce the overall burden of

treatment, people may experiment with the minimum dose required to avoid an increase

in unpleasant symptoms, regardless of whether the dose is sufficient to meet nutritional

goals as well, Further, as mentioned in Chapter 4, people may intentionally under-use

the treatment in an attempt to maintain a fashionable but low body weight, The coun-

terpoint to this is the idea of over-using enzymes in an attempt to limit the amount of

food required for the same nutritional gain.

The prediction of the adherence behaviour of any particular individual may require a

relatively detailed evaluation of their cognitive and emotional schema relative to different

treatments. Even a treatment which appears rnost likely to produce a simple and positive

self-regulatory model for- behaviour, may be influenced by a complex set of perceptions.
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7.LO.z Relevance to the clinical context

If the links between adherence and illness and treatment perceptions described in Studies

2 and 3 are to be understood in the proposed way within the framework of the SRM, this

must have implications for approaches to clinical management with adults who have CF.

Of paramo¡nt importance is recognition within the clinical setting that adult patients

are active decision makers about their adherence to treatments. Further, their decisions

are likely to be driven by a combination of inter-related and larely spoken about factors

associated with their CF. Patients' day to day perception of the coherence between

their cognitive and emotional representation of the disease is likely to change. This

may often result in changes in their approach to management of different treatments,

particularly for treatments which are more complex or time-consuming, If an adult patient

experiences a significant change for the better or worse in health status, this can be

expected to lead to a shift in their perception of the value of some aspects of the treatment

program. A simplistic view that poor adherence to one treatment implies poor adherence

to others is highly unlikely to be accurate. The probability that a self-regr-rlatory appraisal

and decision making process is occurring, further highlights the importance of regular,

comprehensive discussions with patients about their experience of and expectations about

treatments.

If adherence is guided by a process of maximising coherence between symptom ap-

praisal and perceptions of the appropriateness of treatment, then fluctuating adherence

to a treatment such as physiotherapy would be expected. Adherence could be predicted to

be highest when the person with Ctr is experiencing an exacerbation of their lung disease

and has large amounts of sputum to clear. When the person is essentially well and produc-

ing only very small amounts of sputum (if any) with their physiotherapy treatment, the

coherence between the perception of the illness and the appropriateness of the treatment

for it could reasonably be expected to fall, along with adherence to the physiotherapy

treatment. Especially while the person felt well, the airway clearance effects of exercise

may well be perceived as offering a more cost effective management option that fits better

with their perception of themselves as being well.
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Exploration within the health consultation, of the perceptions which patients hold

about the emotional as well as practical effects of their disease, may be crucial to an un-

derstanding of the potential "coping" responses that patients perceive to be valid choices

for them. Further, understanding that the meaning tirat patients ascribe to their CF

symptoms can change, flây help to keep health practitioners alert to changes in patients'

attitudes or approach to treatment. Early recognition of and attention to changes in

patient perceptions may help to minimise disruptions to ongoing treatments.

The incorporation into clinic practice, of a regular review mechanism for illness and

treatment perceptions is one way to achieve early recognition of changes that may impact

on adherence. While it is too early to confirm the validity of the CFPI as a review

mechanism, the instrument does show significant promise as a disease-specific measure of

beliefs and perceptions. It has an acceptable level of test-retest reliability in the short

term, however it is also relatively sensitive to changes in beliefs and perceptions over time.

An indication of the kind of role this instrument might play in clinical practice emerged

from the examination of responses from one young woman in Study 3. As reported in

Chapter 5 she commented at the end of her CFPI: "There is a threat that staff can take

away or refuse your treatment if you are not a 'good little patient'. AIso, the right to

refuse treatment, or 'dignity of risk' is definitely not spoken of".

Regardless of whether her perception of threat to withdraw treatments is consistent

with the clinical practices of the particular clinic involved, this woman's perceptions are

almost certainly impacting on her treatment decisions. This same patient reported a

high level of belief in the necessity and importance of her medicines, countered by high

levels of concerns about them and uncertainty about the role of individual treatrnents

in her treatment regimen. Unsurprisingly, she also indicated that she would not feel

comfortable discussing with her doctor any difficulties she was having ìn keeping up with

all of her treatments. Understanding that this person has signiflcant concerns about her

treatments, but that she also perceives them to be necessary, puts her comments into a

more readily understood framework and might in practice, provide a starting point for

more open negotiations about mutually agreeable treatment goals, There are additional

elernents of this particular example which are discussed later.
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7.!L Additional issues for adherence research

As described above, the findings from this program of research lend support to the value of

the SRM as an explanatory model for adherence in adults with CF. While they were more

cohesive than for other models tested in CF, the findings from these studies could by no

means account for all of the variance in adherence. This suggests that other factors must

still have a significant role to play in the understanding of adherence behaviour, I suggest

that this will also be the case in other chronic illnesses. In this section, the challenges of

dealing with accidental non-adherence will be discussed. Further, issues that are inherent

to the current 'best practice' model of health care for CF, but that can be applied to

several other chronic illnesses such as asthma and diabetes, will be discussed.

7.IL.L Accidental non-adherence

A finding from Study 1 highlighted that there are stiil risks of accidental non-adherence

in this population. In Study 1 a significant discrepancy 
"Ã¡as 

observed between patients'

reports of their prescribed treatment regimen and that available from their medical record.

Agreement between the medical record and patient lists of treatment regimens varied

between 41 and 85%. The discrepancy arose in most cases from patients reporting more

prescribed treatments than they were currently prescribed. A complete understanding

of the prescribed regimen was however, difficult to reconstruct from the medical record,

Together, the inaccurate information held by patients and inconsistency of the information

kept in the medical record raised the important issue of how best to ensure effective,

reliable and mutual understanding about treatment.

Limited concordance between patients' recall of their treatment regimen and the reg-

imen as recorded in their medical record, may have significant clinical implications, This

Iack of concordance emphasises the heightened risk of assumed knowledge between pa-

tients with chronic illnesses and their health practitioners (Ley, 1983). When people

attend the same clinic on ma,ny occasions and over a long period of time, there is high

probability that the health consultation will focus only on aspects of health and treatment

which are of the most immediate consequence, such as a current health crisis, test or new
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treatment (Ley, 1983). Some aspects of treatment rnight only be discussed to determine

whether the patient needs a script for medication renewed. Other aspects of ongoing care

rnay be relegated to a background position or may be subject to infrequent review.

With a chronic, complex disease such as CF, formal written treatment plans, with

copies located in the medical record, in local clinic notes and given to the patient, may

help to minimise the risk of omissions or confusion in communication about treatment.

By doing so, the process could significantly reduce or prevent accidental non-adherence

(Koocher et al., 1990). The open and methodical process of preparing the plan also has

potential to facilitate negotiations about treatment within the consultation (Pendleton &

David, 2000). To be effective howevet, such plans would need to be clearly dated, updated

regularly, cover all aspects of the treatment regimen and specify the length of time that

the plan is to be considered current. They would also need to prove themselves efficient

with regard to time and resources within the clinic, and effective in terms of adherence

(and ideally, in terms of clinical outcome) in order to be adopted and used.

While the issue of concordance was not directly addressed in Studies 2 and 3, partici-

pants were asked for their opinion about their level of understanding of all their treatments

and about whether they would feel comfortable discussing difficulties with adherence with

tlreir medical practitioner. In both studies, between \Vo and I0% of respondents indicated

that they did not have a clear understanding about what they were supposed to do with

their meclications and other treatments, and up to 25To indicated that they would not

be comfortable discussing adherence difficulties with their doctor. This latter finding in

particular is directly relevant to another issue which cannot be left out of consideration

in regards to adherence.

7.11.2 The process of health consultation

There is a risk that the same system of specialist multidisciplinary CF care centres that

has been credited with the effective co-ordination of CF care and improving the prognosis

for people with CF, may present a substantial barrier to adherence for some patients.

This may be particularly true for patients whose poor health requires them to have very
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frequent outpatient appointments and more frequent in-patient hospital admissions.

The issue is highlighted by the thoughts of the same patient quoted earlier in the

discussion about the SRM under Aim 7. Here, she comments:

"Too many unqualified people know my business, especially newly rotated staff mem-

bers.tt

This patient clearly experienced a sense of impersonality in the treatment setting.

Further, her earlier comments appeared to reflect a perception that her view of the choices

or coping mechanisms available to her was not validated in the CF clinic, The important

role of teaching hospitals is undisputed, and their suitability as the locations for large

multidisciplinary clinics is clear. It may be extremely important however, in the context

of chronic illness where people are long term clients of a particular institution and clinic,

that consideration is given to patients' needs and preferences for particular health care

providers. The risk of patient frustration about having to give their personal and medical

history to a changing procession of trainees over time should not be minimised. Further,

a process of genuine negotiation about health goals and the actions required to neet them

may prove to be a crucial factor in maximising communication, trust and quite possibly,

adherence.

Within the wider adherence literature, there is no shortage of discussion about the

importance of the health consultation in facilitating adherence (e.g., Wright, 1993). The

importance of increasing the role of patients in diagnosis and decisions about treatment

has been discussed (Pendleton & David, 2000), as has improving the communication

and listening skills of practitioners (Wright, i993). Taking time to discuss with patients

the likely barriers to adherence and possible solutions for them (Thompson, Dahlquist,

Koenning & Bartholomew, 1995) has also been implicated as important for increasing

adherence behaviours among a variety of patient groups. If health practitioners can also

approach discussions with their patients with an open recognition that adherence is a

difficult task and that complete adherence to all aspects of a treatment regimen is known

to be rare, negotiations about treatment and mutually acceptable goals may be facilitated.
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7.L2 Future Directions for Adherence Research in

CF

Future adherence research in CF must employ larger samples. In Australia, this is unlikely

to be achieved without substantial levels of co-operation between inter-state research

teams and CF treatment centres. The success of major clinical trials in this country is

evidence that this kind of co-operative research can and does occur. Haynes, Wang &

Gomes (1987) commented that "The wind seems to have gone out of the sails of the

compliance research enterprise". It seems that to some extent the wind is blowing again

on the adherence research enterprise in CF and this current level of attention to the

problem may help to facilitate higher levels of enthusiasm for co-operative research efforts

in this country.

The complexity of the CF treatment regimen provides an important opportunity to

study adherence behaviour concurrently within multiple different management regimens,

for example, physiotherapy, antibiotics, enzymes and vitamins. Such studies are necessary

in order to gain a stronger understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of adherence,

especially to fully test the strength of the SRM as a predictive modei for adherence.

Such studies may also promote understanding of the relationship between adherence and

outcome in CF.

The lack of knowledge about interactions between adherence and treatment outcomes

is an essential limitation in the literature pertaining to adherence in general (trpstein &

Cluss, 1982; Meichenbaum & Tirrk, 1987) and CF is no exception to this rule. Linking

clinical outcome to any specific aspect of a complex treatment regimen can itself be fraught

with difficulty, particularly when several treatments are directed at managing the same

clinical problem (Epstein & Cluss, 7982). Introducing variations in adherence into the

equation adds an extra dimension of complexity. Just as concurrent monitoring of several

treatments may assist researchers to map out adherence behaviour, it might also provide

new information about the relative contribution of different treatments to the health of

individuals. A part of the same issue is the fact that adequate criteria for adherence, both
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from a clinical and a research point of view remain unknown. This cannot be considered

surprising when international (and in many cases, national) agreement about minimal

standards of care in CF is yet to be achieved, let alone an understanding within different

treatment regimens of how much is enough. Research investigating levels of adherence

to multiple concurrent treatments may be crucial to the development of much needed

standards of care for CF.

If this kind of research is to happen in a more comprehensive way than has been

achieved to date, then it would be extremely valuable to have access to electronic moni

toring technology specific to a wider range of treatment modes. This would enable several

treatments to be monitored concurrently, with minimal intrusion into time and routine for

the research participants. For example, a device that could count pills removed with each

use of a dispenser, and one that could accurately record the use of the positive expiratory

pressure (PEP) physiotherapy mask used by the majority of CF patients in Australia,

would be very valuable. It may be that a device such as a pedometer would assist in

the determination of activity levels, if not exercise adherence in adults with CF. While

much of this technology remains at the "cutting edge" it will no doubt continue to be a

very expensive measurement option. If in time, it takes a larger place in the process of

collaborative and goal-directed treatment monitoring, the price of research of this kind

may fall.

Longitudinal monitoring of adherence, while necessary, will not be sufficient on its own

to achieve the goal of understanding the links between health outcomes and adherence.

Repeated measurement of outcome indicators, such as lung function, sputum cultures,

vitamin levels, fitness, nutritional status and bone density must be part of any investi-

gation seeking to elucidate those links. As discussed in Chapter 6, studies must also be

conducted over longer periods of time if relationships such as that between adherence and

outcome are to be better understood.

There is at present no information about how adherence itself, independent of treat-

ment effect, mây relate to health outcomes in CF. This may be important to investigate in

future as there is mixed evidence about whether ideal adherence is always a good thing.

Epstein (1934) cited six studies of different chronic illnesses in which adherence itself,
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regardless of whether the person was prescribed an active treatment or a placebo, was

protective of health and associated with lower rates of relapse and mortality. Horowitz

et al. (1990) examined this phenomenon in more than 2000 people who had suffered my-

ocardial infarctions and found that better adherence predicted lower mortality at one year

regardless of whether patients rvere on an active treatment or placebo. On the other side

of the argument however, are studies such as that by Moise et at. (1987) and Strauss &

Wellisch (1981), who found that those people using avoidant coping strategies (including

lower levels of treatment adherence) demonstrated better psychological health and adap-

tation to their disease overall. It can be hypothesised that high levels of anxiety and over

concern about health in adults with CF that may accompany ideal levels of adherence

(Abbott et al., 1996), may be more detrimental to health than lower, but psychologically

manageable levels of adherence.

An examination of the causal relationships between good adherence and good rou-

tines for treatment management may prove vital to an understanding of the process of

adherence, It may offer new insights into both the initial promotion of and later support

mechanisms for ongoing adherence to different treatments.

People are living longer with CF, but we know that there is a high cost in both

treatment demands and the development of additional symptoms for many patients. Well

designed research which can help to answer the question "How much is enough?" and

then help people to attain that goal, may both iighten the burden of care for people with

CF and assist them to live with maximum quality of life.

7.L3 Broader implications of this research

The finding that adherence to different treatments within a complex regimen is both

differential and dynamic warrants exploration in other illnesses where multiple treatments

are employed. It would be foolish to assume that this finding applies uniquely to CF. It

is time for health researchers to set aside the assumption that people can be categorised

in any general way in relation to their adherence behaviour, and to recognise that most

people will adhere much bettel to some treatments than to others.
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On a broader level, these findings raise the question of whetirer people give a different

Ievel of attention to separate elements of illness. The research on illness perceptions

(Leventhal et al., 1992; Weinman et al., 1996) identified the theme oT i,denti,tg as one of

the five central themes of perceptions about illness; that is, an overall concept of the

illness and a label for it, such as "flu" or "CF", in which a certain set of symptoms can be

expected. People are then seen to make a range of appraisals about how long the illness

may last, what the consequences of it will be and what level of cure or control over the

illness will be attained on the basis of this central concept of the illness. These appraisals

may then lead to health protective behaviours being undertaken (Leventhal et al., 1992).

I would speculate that people with chronic illness may have several self-contained, self-

regulatory systems that influence their behaviour in respect to different components of

their illness, particularly when multiple body systems are involved.

For example, there will be occasions when people may need to untangle the interactions

between an ongoing illness and the onset of a separate acute illness or new complications

of the existing illness. To take an example from CF, the development of a head cold may

require a shift in individuals' current representation of thenselves as well or nnwell de-

pending on the state of their respiratory health at the time the new illness was developed.

It may also require appraisals about whether the new illness needs to be considered within

the treatment protocol for CF, or whether it requires attention in the same way as a head

cold contracted by any other healthy person.

Timing may also be relevant. When for example, does a simple viral respiratory

illness evolve into a more significant exacerbation of CF related respiratory infection?

This eventuality is unlikely to result however, in any shift in the representations held

about gastrointestinal health or reproductive health. On a day to day level, the different

systems may operate virtually independently. They may be updated or influenced by

different elements of social and environmental context and may operate on quite different

levels of perceived need for monitoring or action.

Conceptualising the process in this way may help to account for people with chronic

illness failing to see links between changes in more than one aspect of their health at a

time and therefore failing to associate changes with the overall disease process. It may be
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.that delays in help seeking and inappropriate management of health arise from the lack

of a coherent systemic view of the whole illness, with the whole being managed rather

as its component parts. This view is consistent also with the apparently independent

management of different aspects of treatment for a chronic illness. It would be most

interesting to examine whether adherence to multiple treatments aimed at treating the

same aspect of an illness, covaries more closely than adherence to treatments aimed at

other aspects of the illness.

There are obvious applications for the technology employed in Study 3 of this research,

to other chronic diseases. Electronic monitoring has already been employed for some years

in studies of asthma (e.g., Rand et al., 1992; Rand & Wise, 1994), tuberculosis (Starr

et al., 1999) and HIV/AIDS (e.g., Wagner & Ghosh-Dastidar, 2002) as a research tool.

However, the role of this technology in assisting patients to manage chronic illness has

been less thoroughly or widely examined (Haynes et al,, 1996). As suggested in Chapter 1,

the concept of blending validated psychological approaches, such as cognitive behavioural

therapy, with the accuracy of self-monitoring data that electronic monitoring devices can

provide, holds significant potential for the further development of effective intervention

strategies for adherence among adults with chronic illness. This approach fits well with the

evidence that people develop self-regulatory systems of cognitive and emotional appraisal

that are guided by their perceptions of both their illness and its treatment. Guided

monitoring may improve perceptions of control and may strengthen perceptions of links

between behaviour, tleatment and health outcome.

Some of the challenges encountered in the completion of this research also have broader

implications for psychological adherence research. This field of research is expensive, both

in time and money, In order to meet research goals, longitudinal, multi-measure research

requires adequate funding and resources and realistic time-frames for completion. The

realities of unplanned delays and potential equipment failure can not be minimised, In

addition, the challenges of accounting for local differences when developing successful

multi-centre research protocols must be considered. Overall however, research of this

kind is lewarding and has the potential to add significantly to the expanding body of

knowledge in'health psychologv and other disciplines.
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7.L4 Concluding remarks

This dissertation has demonstrated that adherence to treatment in adults with Cystic

Fibrosis (CF) varies significantly between treatments, and is influenced by the beliefs and

perceptions that patients hold about both their disease and its treatment.

This area of research proved to be challenging in the Australian context. The chal-

lenge resulted from limitations on funding and difficulties associated with conducting

research in small populations, however the difficulties were overcome sufficiently to meet

the original aims of the research and to add new information to the understanding of both

psychological and practical factors associated with adherence to treatment.

It has been possible to challenge the prevailing view that better adherence can be

predicted reliably for simple and inexpensive treatments compared with more complex

treatments. The findings from this research program have supported instead, the propo-

sition of Leventhal et al. (1992), that adherence decisions are based on parallel, dynamic

appraisals about interactions between symptoms and treatments, as well as environmen-

tal and emotional factors. This Self-Regulatory Model has provided tlterefore, a stronger

theoretical foundation on which to build further understanding of treatment adherence

than any that had been identified previously, and the frndings associated with this model

are likely to be applicable not only in CF but in other chronic illnesses. Despite this

stronger theoretical foundation for understanding adherence, much remains to be learned

about the relative contributions of psychologically mediated versus systemic and acciden-

tal influences on adherence.

Building on the previous literature using self-report to measure adherence, more objec-

tive longitudinal measurement techniques provided confirmatory evidence about relative

levels of adherence between some CF treatments and allowed a detailed examination of

management routines to be made.

The Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory holds considerable promise as a research

instrument and a clinical assessment tool for CF. In clinical practice it might be used to

monitor the illness and treatment perceptions held by adults with tlie disease, as part of

a broader early recognition and intervention approach. Information gained in this way
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may then guide the development of tailored and specific strategies to promote adherence.

Better adherence, in combination with ever more effective treatment, has the potential

to improve clinical and health outcomes for people with CF. We can not forget however,

the extraordinary burden of care faced by people with this disease, who must find a

balance between health maintenance and all of the usual challenges and responsibilities

of leading a full and satisfying adult life. I would suggest that a crucial aspect of our

duty of care must always be to build and maintain respectful and effective treatment and

research partnerships with adults with CF, as they strive to maintain an optimum quality

of life.
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Interview questions for Study 1

I am going to ask you a series of questions about yourself and your CF. These questions

are designed to help me to understand more about the way CF affects people and the way

that they mânage their CF. It is important that you answer the questions honestly. You

will not be identified in connection with any of the answers you give.

1. Please indicate your gender: male or female

2. What is your age (years)?

3. What is your marital status?
Married
Defacto
Separated/Divorced
Single
Widowed.

4. What is your current employment status?
F/T work
P/T work
Student
Looking for work
Unable to work
Choose not to work.
If you are working or studying, please describe.

5. Where are you currently living?
City
Country: Large Town/Small Town/Remote
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6. What is your current living situation?
T,iving a,t home with pa,rents

Live alone
Live with spouse/partner
Share accommodation

7. Are you happy with these living arrangements Y/N?

8. Compared with other people of your age with cystic fibrosis, how would you rate
your health?
Excellent
Good
Average
Below Average
Poor
Don't Know.

9. Compared with other people of your age without CF, how would you rate your
health?
Excellent
Good
Average
Below Average
Poor.

10. How would you describe the severity of your cystic fibrosis?
Very severe
Severe
Average
MiId
Very mild
Don't Know.

11. How has your doctor described the severity of your CF to you?
Very severe
Severe
Average
Mitd
Very mild
Hasn't said.

12. Please describe your daiiy treatment routine for CF
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13. How closely do you follow the prescribed treatment routine for your CF?

Exactly as recommended
/Ð70 or mOIe

50% or more
25To ot more
Less bhan 25%.

74. How important would you judge each of the following components of your treatment
to be to -to-day health?

15. How important would you judge each of the following components of your treatment
to be to term health?

16. How confident are you of your ability to manage your day-to-day treatments?

Very confident
Confident
Confident about some parts only.
Not confident
Don't manage.

17. What helps you to manage your CF treatment?

Not HelpfulEssential Important Helpful
Antibiotics
Pancreatic Enzymes
Diet
Physiotherapy
Exercise
Vitamins
Pulmozyme
Other

Essential Important Helpful Not Helpful
Antibiotics
Pancreatic Enzymes
Diet
Physiotherapy
Exercise
Vitamins
Pulmozyme
Other
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18. What parts of your treatment do you find it most difficult to adhere to?

19. What interferes with your adherence to treatments?

20. For you, is living with CF
Very easy
Easy
Manageable
Difficult
Very difficult.
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Questionnaires

On the following pages are the three main questionnaires used in this thesis

o Manchester Cystic Fibrosis Compliance Questionnaire (MCFC)

o Beliefs about Medicines-Specific Form (BMQ)

o Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory (CFPI)

Atl of the measures have been scaled to fit within the margin allowance for this docu-

ment and appear in smaller fonts than the versions presented to patients. In the interests

of avoiding undue repetition, only the final version of the CFPI is presented. The first

version appeared in a very similar format and all differences between the two versions are

explained in Chapter 3.
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The Manchester Cystíc Fibrosis Compllance euestionnalre
The foLlo* ing qucsrionr ask ¡:ou abour tuur tre¿men!. So rhat we can assess how effecrive ¡,our rrcalment is, pleasc answer ¡ll the
qu(stions honçstl!.

Ho¡ç oficn dq,r-ou attend tþe CF outpatienr
Hoq oficn do ]ou ânend as an inpatlenr? ...

Physiorherapy

2 V'hat agc sere )ou s'hen ¡ou started
V¡hár made ¡-ou starr?

: Only at the beginnjng of rhe meal

- Only at the eod of the meal.

having physiorhcmpyi ........ Do vou
Ticþ onc

takÊ them with snacks?
box

Occasionelly

. 15 \l'irh a MAIN mcal do lou tske them;
Tich ote box onl¡
Throughour the meal.

3 Do ¡'ou havc hclp with ¡-our pirysiorhirapv?
If YES, please give dcrails I 7 lf I don'r rake my enzymes it is usually because:

Tich as many boxes os yø lihe
l- I only take them when they are given ro me

- I m embarrassed to tskc thcm in front of orhc¡ peoplc.
- I don'r like rbe @ere.

- I have difficulry swallowing rhem.
- I have diffculry gerling rcpcat pr$cr¡pricss.
- I simply forget.

' My body æcasionall¡r needs e rcst from medicarioo, othawise I may
become imunc ro them, Ðd thcy wi¡l nor work when I really need
them
I only takc enzymcs whcn I fcel unwell.
I rcsmt having ro mkc rhcm.
I don't wmt my friendsicolleagues ro know thar I have CF.
I don't fully understmd why I need ro rake them.
My CF isn't as serious a¡ most of the orhcr CF patients
I have tæ mÐy differcnt treahents to artod to, and rhis is thc lcast
imponant of thcm,
I don'¡ believc rhar they do me uy gmd.
I en't always be borhered,

Orer the last three monthsr whi¿h of thc following statemerts best
dcscribc youì
Tick one box onl¡ .

I do m¡ ph¡rsiotherapy day, every day.
Occasionall¡ I miss onc otherap!..
I often miss onc or two v.
I often miss sevcrel day
The only time I do my physiotherapy is when I feel unwell.
I nevcr do m¡r physiotherap¡,,

Plcase rick rhe boxes which bes¡ describe you. V,hcn I miss my
physio(herapj.. it is usually berause:
Tich as morþ boxet at you like
I feel well without ¡re¡bÈnl,
ìr interferes wich m5 social lifc,
'fherc ¡sn'r cnough time
I have to rely on somæn€ to help me.
I simply forget.
Ily CF isn't €s serious ¿s most of the other CF palienrs
Ir inrerferes wi(h fam¡ly rourine commitments.
I can't always be bothered.
I don't belicvc thar ir docs mc any gqr.
l. havc too many differcnr (rcarmcnrs (b strod ro, ud physiotherapy is
rhe least imporrant of rhem.
It makes mc fæl worse.
I don'r fully undcrstud why I need to do physiotherapy.
I do plenty of exercise, rc I don't nccd to do physiothèiapy-
I dou't know how to do ir,
I havc difñcuky doing my own physiothe¡apy.
I resen¡ having ro do ir,
Ir's cmbarrass¡ng,

Usually Á.lways

'lhey make
It interferes

me feel worse.
with my sæi¡l life.

that your pmcrcatic enzyme ioake is:

Not cnough læ much Don'¡ koow

l-N"_l
fN. Irñ-l

Yes No

No

4 Hou many times e¿ch dø¡, has rr been agrærl, thur you should <Io your
ph.rs orhcrapy?

)

=
=:
6

l8

19 Do you eat wharever you like?

Do you ert a fst-free dier?

Do you cat a y€getsrian d¡et?

Vlt¡El[s
20 A¡c you prcsr¡bed virsm¡os?

Do vou
?'ich o¡e

rhink rha¡ the amount of physiorhcrapy you do is:
box

No¡ enouth 'l'oo much

2l IfYES, whar h¡s been prescribed, ¡nd how ofreo should you takc ¡hm?

22 How of¡en do acually tstc your v¡tmins?
Tith one box

Don't knos,

Excrcise

8 f)o uou do an\ cxcrcise? Yes No

Occasioually Usually Always as
orescribed
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lt

-
=
l

=
.

=
='::
=
I

=

t2

9 tf YES, what do -rou do and hoq'of¡co? 2j lf I don't oke my vitmins u prescribed it is usuolly bcøuse:
TicÞ os adng boxes os you lìhe
I only tske rhcm wh€n rhey arc givcn ro me
I don'r like the taste.
I have difficulty swallowíng rhem,
I takc more rhan has been prcacribcd for m€,
I have difficulty gerri¡g repear prescriptions.
Thcy make me fcel wo¡ge.
I simplv forget.
My body æcasiunally nccrJs r rcst from mcdication, othcrwise I Esy
becomc immune ro thcm, ud rhey wil¡ nor work when I reolly nced
them
I only rake vitmins whcn I feel unwell.
I resot having to take them
I don't wgn¡ my friends,rcollcegues ¡o know ¡hat I havÊ CF
I don'r fully uderstand wby I necd ro Bkc rhem.
My CF isn't as scrious as most of the other CF par¡cnas.
I havc too many dìfierent tretments ro attcnd to, md úis is rhe lcâsr
imporunt of rhem.
I don'r believe rhat they do me rny good.
I c8n't llways be borhe¡ed.

Do you
Tich one

lhôr your vitsmin intåke is:

Nor cnough fæ f,uch Don't know

f)o take medic¡¡ion which has not been dæro¡?

Occssionslly

2ó llhat do you uke, md how oftenl

If I don't exe¡cise at ell, or my usual exercise sessions lapre, iL rends to
be bccouse:
Tich os man¡' boxes os tou liþc
¡ don'¡ enjot exercise,
I simply forget.
lVlost of rhc timc I don'r feel wcll cnough ro qc¡c¡se,
I resent having to cxe¡cisc.
I don't fulll undersrud uhy I sbould exercise
I have too man¡l difleren¡ r¡r'armcnts to artÐd to, and excrcisc is thc
least imponent of them
I don't believe rhar ¡r does mc ey B@d,
I haven't enough time.
I don't wanr ro lose wcighr,
I can't alryavs be bothered
Exercise makes mc feel worsÊ.
It int-erfcrcs wi¡h mv rccial life.
Exercise makcs me roo breâthless.

Do rou
TicA ote

ùink .Tour present level of exercise is:
óo,r

Nor cnough much Don't know

Pancreatlc en?ym¿s

13 Do tske your cutmes wirh a r\{:{lN meal?

fõ",r*õ-l lñrl" --f Always 27 !?hy do you roke ir?

Ncr'e¡

Ycs

.About righr

Never

l4 How m¡nv do,rou usualll.rake wilh à MAIN meal¡
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Project Number ...........................

ü

DICI

We would like lo osk you obout your personolviews oboul med¡cines prescrlbed

for you.

These ore slotements oiher people hove mode obout their medicines.

Pleose show hpw much you qgfee or disogree with them by ticking the
qppropriote box.

Views oboul MEDIC¡NES PRESCR¡BED FOR YOU: Slrcngly
Agmo

Agoc ll¡corlqln Olrogr.. Str*9þ
Dbogræ

Àsl My heolth, of present, depends on my medicines

ES2 Hoving to loke medicines wonies me

ts3 My life would be ìmpossible wilhout my medicines

ts5
I somelimes worry oboul long-ferm etfecls of my
medicines

B9 Wifhoui my medicines lwould be very ill

3Sð My medicines ore o mystery to me

35/ My heolth in the future will depends on my medicines

¡s8 My medicines disrupt my life

49
I somelimes worry obout becoming too dependent on
my medicines

âsìo My medicines protecl rne from becoming worse
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CFPI (Cystic Fibrosis Perceptions Inventory)
Below are some statements about CF treatment. Please read each statement careftrlly and tick
the response which BEST DESCRIBES the way YOU feel. Please place your tick INSIDE
a box, not on the lines between boxes.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

1 I am the best judge of the
treatment I need.

2 Decisions about my treatment
must be made jointly by me and
my doctors.

t
L) It is okay for me to vary my

treatments depending on how well
I feel each day.

4 Vy'hen I do it properly, I believe
that my CF treatment works well
overall.

5 Keeping exactly to my prescribed
treatment is very important.

6 I always have a clear understanding
of what I am supposed to do with
my medications and other
treatments.

7 I am prescribed too much
medication.

8 My treatment is too demanding on
my time.

I Missing some doses of medication
won't do me any harm.

10 Taking my medication at the wrong
tirne of day won't do me any harm.

11 Missing my exercise or physio
sometimes won't do me any harm.

72 I will beat CF

13 I would feel comfortable about
telling my doctor if I was having
trouble keeping up with all rny
treatments.
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
Agree

74 I focus on the future more than
what is happening right now.

15 My treatment costs too much
money.

16 At times I genuinely forget to do

some of my treatment.

77 I need "time-out" from my CF
treatment routine from
time-to-time.

1B At times I try to forget that I have

CF.

19 Sometimes, the hassles involved
with my CF treatment
(e. g,, effort/time/expense)
outweigh the benefits.

20 When I am on holidays I keep up
with less of my CF treatment.

27 When I feel down or depressed I
keep up with less of my CF
treatment.

22 When I have a goal to work
towards I keep up with more of my
CF treatment.

.\Ð
Lt) When I get home after a hospital

admission I keep up with more of
my normal CF treatment.

24 When my lung function drops I
keep up with more of my CF
treatment.

25 After a regular clinic visit I keep

up with more of my CF treatrnent.

26 When I feel worried about mv CF I
keep up with more of my CF
treatment.

27 When I feel positive about the
future I keep up with more of my
CF treatment.
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Strongly
Disaglee

Disagree Agree Strongly
Aglee

28 When I am pressured with work I
keep up with less of my CF
treatment.

29 When I start a new treatment I
keep up with more of my usual CF
treatment.

30 When I feel supported or
encouraged by people around me I
keep up with more of my CF
treatment.

31 When I am in a good routine I keep
up with more of my CF treatment.

32 When I am tired I keep up with
less of my CF treatment,

33 When I don't feel any better after
my treatment I keep up with less of
my CF treatment.

34 \Mhen I have problems or hassles in
my family I keep up with less of my
CF treatments

35 When I am busy in my social life I
keep up with less of my CF
treatments
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Please estimate how many days each week you have been able to keep up with your pr-escribed

treatments over the past month. If the treatment has not been prescribed for you in the
past month, please write "NA" in one of the blank squares for that item.

7or6 5or4 3or2 1or0

1 I have taken my antibiotics as

prescribed

2 I have taken my enzymes as

prescribed

3 I have done my physiotherapy as

prescribed

4 I have taken my vitamtns as

prescribed.

5 I have done the exercise

recommended for me

6 I have eaten in the way
recommended to me

7 I have taken my Pulmozyme as

prescribed
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How important would you judge each of the following treatments to be to your ongoing health?
Please tick the box which corresponds to your answer. If the treatmenL dr:es nul apply lu yuu
please write "NA" in one of the boxes for that treatment.

Essential Important Helpful Not Helpful

1 Antibiotics

2 Enzymes

3 Physiotherapy

4 Vitamins

5 Exercise

6 Diet

7 Pulmozyme

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire.
If you wish to make any further comments, please use the remaining space on this page below
Your feedback and comments are valuable to us.
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CFPI internal reliability tables

Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance

if Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

C3
C5
C6
C7
c27
c37
c39

22.5789
22.7632
22.9737
22.5526
23.3427
23.5000
23.L842

13.1693
13.8613
13.8101
t4.7458
13.7987
14.2027
15.5057

.6627

.6818

.5076

.6758

.5264

.4773

.4260

,6019

,6023

,6201

,5798
.3708
.6197
.3063

.7743

.7746

.8039

.7774

.7999

.8084

.8133

Table C.1: Reliability coefficients for scale TYeatment Value: a : .8L77, standardised

item a: .8230.
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Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

' Scale

Variance
if ltem

Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

C9
c10
c11
c72
c13
c20
C2I
c23

20.3947

20.0789
20.4277
20.3158

20.3158
19,8684
19.7368
20.2368

32.6238
33.1017
31.4936
31,9516
29.3030
27.7390
29.8748
29.2667

.5579

.4306

.5633

.6188

,6533
.7075
.646t
.6082

.5023

.4552

.5032

.5864

.5902

.5967
,5403
.4198

.8477

,8545
.8404
.8357
.8295
.8222
.8305

.8359

Table C.2: Reliability coefficients for scale Cost vs Benefit: a: ,8542, standardised item
a : .8545.

Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale

Variance
if Item

Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

CT4
CL7
c22

5.4737
5.9474
6.3158

3.8777
4.4836
4.0597

2647
4275

5140

.0807

.3111

,3439

.7r53

.4270

.2978

Table C.3: Reliability coefficients for scale Denial: a : .5756, standardised item o :
.6081.
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Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale

Variance
if Item

Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

c15
c16
c29
c30
c31
c32
c33
c36

23.9118
24.44\2
24.7477
24.0294
24.5000
24.0882
24.2059
24.2059

20.4465
19.9510

18.6141
78.2772
17.3485
17.8405
77.5624
19.5018

.2643

.2594

.6337

.6689

.7625

.7607

.8070

.4444

3026
3958
,5703

.6674
,77r2
.7370
.7544
.5794

.8459
,8538
.7957
,7899
.7757
.7788
.7726

,8191

Table C.4: Reliability coefficients for scale Concern/Attention: a : .8256, standardised

item a : .8429.

Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale

Variance
if Item

Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

c25
c26
c35
c40
C4T
c42
c43

77.1429
t7.2857
77.3429
76.9774
17.3774
17.4000
17.0000

25.0672
23.7983
25.8202
26.5580
25.5933
26.3059
24.2941

6386
,7288
,5945
.6155

.7077

.6976

.7504

6848
6262
6509
6531

5094
6199

7480

.8716

,8596
.8768

.8736

.8635

.8651

.8566

Table C.5: Reliability coefficients for scale Lifestyle/Energy: a : .8837, standardised

item o: .8852
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Items for the revised version of the

CFPI

Item Content

C2

C4

C5

C6

c22

Treatment Value

Decisions about my treatment must be made jointly by me and my

doctors.

when I do it properly, I believe that my treatment works well overall

Keeping exactly to my prescribed treatment is very important'

I always have a clear understanding of what I am supposed to do with my

medication and other treatments.

When I have a goal to work towards I keep up with more of my CF

C30 When I feel supported or encouraged by people around me I keep up with
more of my CF treatment.

C31 When I am in a good routine I keep up with more of my CF treatment.

Cost vs Benefit

C7 I am prescribed too much medication

treatment
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Item Content

C8

C9

c10

c11

c16

ct7

My treatment is too demanding on my time.

Missing some doses of medication won't do me any harm.

Taking my medication at the wrong time of day won't do me any harm

Missing my exercise or physio sometimes won't do me any harm

At times I genuinely forget to do some of my treatment

I need "time-out" from my CF treatment routine from time-to-time.

C19 Sometimes, the hassles involved with rny treatrnent
(e.g., effort ftimef expense) outweigh the benefits.

Denial

CIz I will beat CF

C15 My treatment costs too much money

C18 At times I try to forget that I have CF

ConcernfAttention

C13 I would feel comfortable about telling my doctor if I was having trouble
keeping up with all my treatments.

C74 I focus on the future more than what is happening right now

C23 When I get home after a hospital admission I keep up with more of my
normal CF treatment.

C24 When my lung function drops I keep up with more of my CF treatment.

C25 After a regular clinic visit I keep up with more of my CF treatment.

C26 When I feel worried about my CF I keep up with more of my CF
treatment.

C27 When I feel positive about the future I keep up with more of my CF
treatment.
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Item Content

Czg When I start a new treatment I keep up with more of my usual CF

treatment.

Lifestyle/Energy

c20 when I am on holidays I keep up with less of my cF treatment.

C27 When I feel down or depressed I keep up with less of my CF treatment'

C28 When I am pressured with work I keep up with less of my CF treatment

C32 When I am tired I keep up with less of my CF treatment.

C33 When I don't feel any better after my treatment I keep up with less of my

CF treatment.

C34 When I have problems or hassles in my family I keep up with less of my

CF treatment.

C35 When I am busy in my social life I keep up with less of my CF treatment
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Appendix E

CFPI internal reliabilitv tables

(Study 3)

Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale

Variance
if ltem

Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

C2
C4
C5
C6
c22
c30
c31

18.5652

78.52t7
18,7391
78.5277
18.9565
19.0870

18.8261

3.2569
4.r700
4.20t6
3.8972
3.9526
4.0830
3.6047

,3966
.2663
.7341
.3r46
.2650
.2792
.4757

,3675

,3467
,1822
.4402
.2752
.4290
.4899

5010

5539
6028
5367
5544
5495
4789

Table E.1: Reliability Coefficients for scale Treatment Value: a : .5801, standardised

item a: .5828.
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Scale
Mean

if ltem
Deleted

Scale
Variance

if Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

C7
C8
C9
c10
c11
c16
C17
c19

17.6957

17.3043
17.3478
17.1304
17.2609
17.0000
77.1739
77.5652

8.0395

7.7304
7.8735
7.3004
7.0198

11.0909

9.0593
8.0751

4704
7586
5263
637r
6267
2782
1582

4569

3904

6340
4110

5934

6357
3572
3206

6654

.6545

.5885

.6425

.6727

.6096

.8054

.72r8

.6573

Table E.2: Reliability coefficients for scale Cost us Benefit: a : .7003, standardised item
a: .7085.

Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance

if Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

Alpha
if Item

Deleted

c72
c15
c18

4.826r
5.1739

5.1304

2,5138

2.6047

2.3913

.6951

.614r

.7r79

.5028

.3777

.5217

7296
8103

7r07

Table E.3: Reliability coefficients for scale Denial: a : .8194, standardised item a :
.8197.
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Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance

if Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

AIpha
if Item

Deleted

c13
CT4

c23
c24
c25
c26
c27
c29

18.9048
t9.4762
79.2857
18.9048

19.3333
t9.0476
19.2857

19.0952

8.3905
8.1619
8.3143
9.0905
7.8333
8.3476
8.4143
7.7905

.4150

.6066

.7069

.3633

.7174

.5779

.4453

.8884

.6140

.6802

.79r4

.6817

.8566

.8794

.7045

.8652

.8469

.8175

.8085

.8458

.8028

.8213

.8405

.7866

Table E.4: Reliability coefficients for scale Concerns/Attenti,on: a : .8407, standardised

item o: .8519.

Scale
Mean

if Item
Deleted

Scale

Variance
if Item

Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Squared
Multiple

Correlation

AIpha
if Item

Deleted

c20
c2t
c28
c32
c33
c34
c35

15.0000

15.2500
15.0000
15.1000

15.3000
15.4500

15.1000

9.3684
9.6717
9.6842

10.2000
1 1.1684
10.5763

9.8842

,7081

.7829

,7t56
.7658

,6147
.6018
.7330

.6391

.7539

.6574

.6921

.3976

.4563

.6370

.8811

.8699

.8785

.8737

.8907

.8910
,8760

Table 8.5: Reliability coefficients for scale Li,festgle/EnergA: a -- .8957, standardised

item a: .8982.
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Appendix F

Sample consent forms and

information sheets

A sample of the standard RAH consent form used in Studies 2 and 3 is provided, along

with a sample of the information sheets given out to participants in the two studies. A

different standard protocol is used by the Alfred hospital. The substantive information

directly relevant to the study (rather than to the institution) is the same however, and

it was considered unnecessary to include a copy of Plain Language Statement given to

participants there.

The sub-headings "Study 2" and "Study 3" are used to avoid confusion. These sub-

headings were not used on the forms presented to participants in these studies.
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CONStrNT FORM-Study 2

PROTOCOL NAME: Keeping up wi,th Treatment: How do Adutts with Cgsti,c Fi,-
bros'is do it?

SUPERVISORS:

INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. Helen Wi,nefield, PhD, Psychology Department, Uniuer-
si,ty of Adelai,de.
Dr. Hugh Greuille, M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P., Department of
Thorac'ic Med'ici,ne, RAH.
Li,sa Kettler, M.Aip.Psych., PhD stud,ent, Psychologg Depart-
ment, Uni,uersi,ty of Adelai,de.

1. The nature and purpose of the study has been explained to me. I understand it and
agree to take part.

2. I understand that I may not directly benefit from taking part in the study.

3. I understand that, while information gained from the study rnay be published, I will
not be identified and my personal results will remain confidential.

4. I understand that my involvement in the study will not affect my medical care, now
or in the future.

5. I have had the opportunity to discuss taking part in this investigation with a family
member or friend.

Name of Subject:

Signed

Dated

I certify that I have explained the reason for- the study to the patient/volunteer and
consider that he/she understands what is involved.

Investigator:
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INFORMATION SHEET-Study 2

PROTOCOL NAME: Keep,ing up with Treatment: How do Adults wi,th CEsti'c Fi'-

brosi,s do i,t?

SUPERVISORS:

INVESTIGATOR:

Dr. Helen Winefield, PhD, PsEchology Department, Uni,uer-

si,ty of Adelai,de.

Dr. Hugh Greui,Ile, M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P., Department of
Thoraci.c M edi,ci,ne, RAH.
Lisa Kettler, M.App.Psych., PhD student, PsEchology Depart-

ntent, Uni,uersi,ty of Adelai,de.

This is a research project and you do not have to be involved. If you do not wish to
participate, your medical care will not be affected in any way.

Reason for the Study

In CF, where daily treatment is often important for every day and long-term health,

health teams are concerned about how closely people follow the treatment programs de-

signed for them. If researchers can understand how adults feel about their CF treatment

and what they do to manage it, the information may be helpful in a number of ways.

o Health teams may be able to provide adults with CF with better support for their

treatment.

o Health teams may be able to gain more accurate information about how well various

treatments work.

o Better understanding may lead to more effective communication between adults

with CF and their health teams about treatment issues.

¡ The overall goal of improving understanding about the way adults manage their CF

treatment is to improve health outcomes for adults with CF.

As with any research project, there is no guarantee that this study will result in a direct

benefit to you.

Procedure

This investigation will involve you completing some pen and paper questionnaires, proba-

bly while you are waiting for your usual CF clinic consultations. In the questionnaires you

will be asked some general questions about yourself and your family along with questions

about your CF and its treatment. You will be asked to complete the same questionnaires

exactly two weeks later, so that we can make sure these questionnaires are reflecting your

views correctly. We will give you a reminder telephone call about completing the second

set of questionnaires and ask you to return them to us in a reply paid envelope.
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INFORMATION SHtrET-Study 3

PROTOCOL NAME: Keepi,ng up wi,th Tfeatment: How do Adults wi,th Cysti'c Fr'-

bros'is do i,t?

SUPERVISORS: Dr. Helen Wi,nefield, PhD, Psychology Department, Uniuer-

si,ty of Adelai,de.

Dr. Hugh Greui,lle, M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P., Department of
Thoraci,c M edi,c'ine, RA H.

INVESTIGATORz Li,sa Kettler, M.App.Psych., PhD student, Psychology Depart-

rnent, (Jni,uersity of Ad"etai,d,e.

This is a research project and you do not have to be involved, If you do not wish to
participate) your medical care will not be affected in anv way.

Reason for the Study

In CF, where dailv treatment is often important for every day and long-term health,

health teams are concerned about how closely people follow the treatment programs de-

signed for them. If researchers can understand how adults feel about their CF treatment

and what they do to manage it, the information may be helpful in a number of ways.

o Health teams may be able to provide adults with CF with better support for their
treatment.

o Health teams may be able to gain more accurate information about how well various

treatments work.

o Better understanding may lead to more effective communication between adults

with CF and their health teams about treatment issues'

o The overall goal of improving understanding about the way adults manage their CF

treatment is to improve health outcomes for adults with CF.

As with any research project, there is no guarantee that this study will result in a direct

benefit to you.

Procedure

This investigation will have three parts

Firstly, you will be asked to complete some pen and paper questionnaires, probably while

you are waiting for your usual CF clinic consultations. In the questionnaires you will be

asked some general questions about yourself and your family along with questions about

your CF and its treatment.





Appendix G

Instructions for participants ln

Study 3

Instructions for "Keeping up with Tîeatment" Project.

o Complete the questionnaires before you leave and give them to Lisa Kettler.

o Take home your assigned nebuliser pump and vitamin D container.

o Always use the assigned nebuliser pump when you take your Pulmozyme.

o Always take your Vitamin D tablet out of the assigned container just as you are

about to take it.

o Only take one Vitamin D tablet from the container at a time. Do not take out
several doses at once and put them into different pill containers.

o Do not throw out left over tablets at the end of the study.

o If you run out of Vitamin D tablets before the end of the study, please bring your

special container and your prescription with you for the pharmacy to refill.

o Do not get your nebuliser pump or Vitamin D container wet.

o Do not drop your nebuliser pump or Vitamin D container.

o If you come into hospital for an admission during the study, please bring your special

nebuliser pump and Vitamin D container with you and use them as normal.

o If your nebuliser pump stops working or gets broken, please contact Lisa Kettler
(ph 0a28 856 407) immediatelY.

o Return your nebuliser pump and Vitamin D container after three months.

o Complete the questionnaires.
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Appendix H

Publication list

Publications
o Kettler, L.J., Sawyer, S.M., Winefield, H.R. and Greville, H.W. (2002) Determinants

of Adherence in Adults with Cystic Fibrosis. Thorar, 57, 459-464'

Abstracts
o Kettler, L., Winefield, H., Greville, H. and Sawyer, S. (2002) Adherence to Pul-

mozyme and vitamins in adults with Cystic Fibrosis: do opinions about treatment

matter?, Paper presented at the 25th Congress of the European Cystic fibrosis

Society, Genoa, ITALY. Journal of Cysti,c F'ibros'is, Suppl.1. WS2.6/P346, s39-s40.

o Kettler, L., Winefield, H., Sawyer, S. and Greville, H. (2001) Understanding ad-

herence to treatment in adults with Cystic Fibrosis. Paper presented at the 15th

Annual North American Cystic Fibrosis Conference, Orlando, Florida, USA' Pedi'-

atric Pulmonologg, Suppl.22. A:519.

o Kettler, L., Winefield, H., Greville, H. and Sawyer, S. (2001) Understanding ad-

herence to treatment in adults with Cystic Fibrosis. Paper presented at the 36th

Annual Australian Psychological Society Conference, Adelaide, AUSTRALIA" Aus-

trali.an Journal of Psychology 753,2001 Suppl., p 158.

o Kettler, L., Winefield, H., Sawyer, S. and Greville, H. (2001) T[eatment perceptions

and adherence in adults with Cystic Fibrosis. Paper presented at the 4th Australian

and New zealand cystic Fibrosis conference, Brisbane, AUSTRALIA.

o Kettler, L. and Winefield, H. (2000) Tleatment adherence in adult cystic fibrosis:

an Australian perspective. Paper presented at the 14th Conference of the European

Health Psychology Society: Models of health and illness behaviour, Leiden, THE
NtrTHERLANDS.
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